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Transformer
Failure Causes
Area Blackout
Mini-University In Action
Fifth and sixth grade students in both local
school systems are shown in some of the
Mini-University '80 classes this year. Shown
are (upper left) Sallie Guy, right, as she
demonstrates a technique in her spinningweaving class for, from left, Lee Ann Rayburn
and Jody Lankford, East Calloway Elementary,
and Agni Brun and Karen Fox, Murray Middle
School.
A group a work in a cooking class (upper
right) are, from left, Nancy Smith and Leslie
Borge, Murray Middle School, Diana Rinard,
instructor, Tracy Fox, Southwest Calloway
Elementary, and Anita Wagonner, North
Calloway Elementary.
At lower left are Wendy Parker, Murray Middle School and Kelly Hanks, North Calloway
Elementary, as they are instructed in a mirror
image exercjse by Bob Valentine.
On the rappelling tower at Roy Stewart
Stadium (lower right) are Woody Hicks, left,
East Calloway Elementary and john Dikins,
Murray Middle School.
Photos by BARRY JOHNSON

Enrichment Program For Fifth, Sixth Graders

Mini-University Concludes Fourth Session
Mini-University '80, an enrichment
program sponsored by the Center for
Innovation and Development (CID) at
Murray State University for fifth and
sixth grade students in the two local
school systems, concluded with its
fourth Saturday session today.
"Nearly 200 children enrolled in the
program. and most of them were able
to attend most of the time," said Jean
Hudder, coordinator. "We have been
pleased with the program, but we are
seeking evaluation from students,
parents, and faculty to be sure our
assessments are accurate. As we learn,
our programs should be even better."
Participating students in 11 classes

represented Murray Middle School in
the Murray system and North
Calloway, East Calloway and
Southwest Calloway elementary
schools in the Calloway County system.
The Mini-University concept was initiated in 1976 under the directon of Dr.
Doris Helge,CID director.
Two classes - astronomy and archaeology - traveled to the Land
Between The Lakes for their final
meeting. Bill Burnley's astronomy
class visited the Planetarium, and the
archaeology class of David Foley searched for Indian artifacts at a Trigg
County site.

Physical fitnessellass students who
have been traininewith daily play and
exercise for the past five weeks ran
their mile and a half post-test. Their
performances were compared by their
teacher, Dr. Gerald Hudder, to those
recorded on the pre-test run March 22.
In addition to participation certificates to be awarded to all children,
Dr. Tom Damron presented special
recognition certificates to the boys who
demonstrated the basic skills and
techniques taught in his rappelling
class.
Among other classes which met in
their regular settings for the final time
were: pet care, taught by Mary Belle

Adelman,assisted by Carol Barrett and
Eva Crank; German, taught by Sondra
Hoover; drama, taught by Richard
Valentine; cooking taught by Diana
Rinard; and spinning-weaving, taught
by Sallie Guy.
Debra Smith made arrangements for
a guest instructor for the Indian culture
class, and graduate biology students at
the Hancock Biological Station took
over the biology class of Dr. Don
Johnson, who is on an assignment in India.
"Thanks are in order for all the persons who cooperated to make the MiniUniversity '80 program a success,"
Mrs. Hudder concluded.

Gradi To Be Named Distinguished Alumni
Two graduates of Murray State
University to be named Distinguished
Alumni by the university's Alumni
Association, bringing to 30 the number
so honored in the 58-year history of the
institution.
The two will be named tonight by
Murray State President Constantine W.
Curris at the university's annual alumni banquet, expected to be attended by
more than 500 graduates, former
students and supporters of the university. lobe honored are:
Dr. Jacque Voegeli, dean of the
School of Arts and Sciences at Vanderbilt University, Nashville, and a 1956
graduate.
Charles W. McDowell, executive
director of the Kentucky Bureau for the

Blind, Frankfort,a 1962 graduate.
Voegeli earned undergraduate
degrees in both history and accounting
at Murray State before receiving both
his master's and doctoral degrees at
Tulane University in New Orleans.
A former member of the Tulane
history faculty, he joined the Vanderbilt Department of History in 1967, and
became its chairman in 1973. He has
been dean of the School of Arts and
Sciences since 1976.
Author of various articles and
reviews in major journals, Dean
Voegeli is best known for his book,
-Free But Not Equal: The Midwest and
the Negro During the Civil War."
Although a native of Jackson, Tenn.,
Dr. Voegeli attended public schools in
Fulton where his parents still reside.

Daylight Saving Time To
Begin At 2 A.M. Sunday
WASHINGTON (AP)- Most Americans will lose an hour of sleep tonight,
but in return they'll gain an extra hour of daylight every day for the next six
months.
Daylight saving time begins officially at 2 a.m. local time Sunday, when
clocks and watches are to be set forward an hour. That means the adjusted
timepieces then will read 3 a.m. Most people actually make the switch
before going to bed tonight.
Under the Uniform Time Act, daylight saving time is observed in most of
the United States and its territories for six months - from the last Sunday in
April until the last Sunday in October.
Areas that do not observe daylight saving time are Arizona. Hawaii. Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Anunerican Samoa and the portion of Indiana
within the Eastern Time Zone.
Citizens of Juneau and the surrounding area of southeastern Alaska also
will shift permanently at 2 a.m. Sunday from the Pacific Time Zone to the
more westerly Yukon Time Zone. They will do this by not moving their
clocks forward.
This change of time zones, requested by Juneau's Assembly, was approved last September by the Transportation Department, which administers the
Uniform Time Act.

McDowell, who has defied blindness
to fashion a dual career as teacher and
public servant, earned an
undergraduate degree in social studies
at Murray State before receiving a
master's in speical education for the
visually handicapped.
A former teacher at Webster County
High School and mayor of Providence,
he also has done post-master's work in
secondary education and guidance at
Murray State. He also has taught
psychology at Madisonville Community
College.
In 1970, he was honored by the Kentucky Junior Chamber of Commerce as
the state's Outstanding Educator.

Calloway FFA
Takes Honors
At Field Day
The Calloway County High School
chapter of the Future Farmers of
America took top honors Friday in the
27th annual Agriculture Field Day at
Murray State University.
Competing against 35 other chapters
in 23 team and individual events that attracted 1,105 students to the university's 365-acre farm and the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center,
the Calloway Countians compiled 3,672
points to capture the coveted and
prestigious all-events trophy.
The Chaptec finished second to Symsonia in the 1979 contests. Working with
the Calloway C,ountians as vocational
agriculture instructors are Larry
Gilbert, Jamie Potts and Eugene
Chaney.
The Farmington chapter was second
with 3,632 points, while Lyon County
was third with 3,584.
See FP A
Page 14, Column 1

Blinded in a hunting accident at the
age of 13, McDowell has been executive
director of Kentucky's Bureau for the
Blind since December, 1975.
The two were nominated by members
of the Alumni Association and selected
by a committee appointed by the
organizaton's executive committee.
"Recogntion of distinguished
achievements by our living graduates
focuses attention otn the excellence of
the university, emphasizes the attainments of our graduates and honors
those alumni who have learned to give
of themsevles for their fellow man,"
said Mike Peek, Nashville attorney and
for the past year president of the
association.

A power outage caused by the failure
of a tranformer at the Tennessee Valley
Authority electric substation that supplies Murray and Calloway County with
electricity plunged the area into
darkness for about two hours Friday
night.
Ron Underwood, superintendent of
the Murray Electric System, said an
automatic circuit breaker on the 69,000
volt transformer tripped when the unit
failed. Underwood and a crew of MES
linemen were on the scene at the
substation and worked throughout the
outage to restore power.
In addition to MES, the substation
provides electricity to a large portion of
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative's customers in Calloway
and South Marshall counties and they,
too, were without power.
Underwood said insulating oil was
StieWing abed-Slit"feet in the air above
the transformer when he arrived at the
substation, located several hundred
yards off of South 4th Street.
The MES crews and TVA officials
had to coordinate a method of rerouting
electricity to Murray, bypassing the
malfunctioning unit, in order to restore
power to the area.
Murray Police Chief Jerry Lee praised his force for their efforts during the
blackout, which began shortly after 8
p.m. and ending about i0 p.m.
Many local residents, apparsntly not
wishing to sit in their homes in
darkness, began cruising around towa
in their automobiles and traffic was
bumper-to-bumper in many areas of
the city. during much of the time the
lights were out.
Lee commended the police force for
an excellent job of patroling the heavy
traffic as well as keeping darkened
business houses secure during the
blackout.
The police chief said he was amazed
at the way motorists cooperated with
each other at intersections normally
controlled by traffic signals. Lee said
most drivers automatically followed four-way stop courtesy at those intersections making it much easier for
the officers to control the traffic and
preventing needless accidents.
No break-ins or other crimes were
reported during the blackout. Vandals
did set on fire some tires in the street on
Main Street but that was quickly extinguished.
The policemen got little rest after the
blackout before being pressed into duty
to investigate a rash of three separate
traffic accidents in a 30 minute span
beginning about midnight. Those three
wrecks, added to four others in the city
and county investigated earlier in the
evening, made a total of seven during
the 8-hour period beginning at 5 p.m.
Friday that were reported by city,
county and state law enforcement of-

fleers.
Five of the accidents were in Murray
while two were on county roads.
Of all seven wrecks, only two people
were injured seriously enough to be admitted to the local hospital. They are
Jean Rainey and Helen King, both of
Murray, whose cars collided on the
rainslick pavement of Kentucky 464
east of Almo about 5 p.m. Friday.
Both women were reported in
satisfactory condition at the hospital,
according to Kentucky State Police.
About the same time, a three car
smash-up occurred at the intersection
of 12th and Main. The next wreck in the
series occurred about 8 p.m. at the intersection of N. 18th Street and Wells
extended. Angeline Parks of Rt. 7, Murray, one of the drivers involved in that
collision, was treated and released
from the hospital. The other driver,
Ronald Griffin of Paris, Tenn., was not
injured, officers said.
All was quiet, as far as accidents
were concerned, during the blackout
and up to midnight, police officials
reported.
Then, at midnight, cars driven by
Natalie Garfield, Story Ave. and Tom
Oates, Rt. 3., were involved in a collision on McDonald's parking lot followed by a wreck 15 minutes later at the intersection of S. 4th Street-and Sycamore
involving cars driven by Teddy Darnell
and Chrales McCuiston. McCuistofl was
treated and released from the hospital
for a cut on the head.
In another 15 minutes, officers were
called to the scene of another collision,
this one at the intersection of 10th aud
Main Street. Vehicles driven by James
Bogard of Murray and James Hudson
of Dexter ended up on the lawn of
Memorial Baptist Church after that collision. Neither driver was injured.
The other accident reported was onecar wreck on the A. B. Lassiter Road investigated by the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department. In that accident,
Steve Birdsong, the driver,was
reported to have receive minor injuries. He was also treated and released from the hospital.

Tourism Commission
To Meet Monday
At Holiday Inn
The Murray Tourism Commission
will meet at 7:30 a.m. Monday, April 28,
at the Holiday Inn.
The commission will consider a request from the Murray-Calloway County Park board, as well as several other
requests for funding received from
various organizations. There will also
be discussion of a new brochure and a
second mini-brochure.
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rain
Rain today continuing tonight.
Highs in the low to mid 60s and
lows in the mid 40s. Cloudy with
rain ending Sunday. Highs
around 60.
Winds. Northeast 10 to 15
'miles an hour today are tonight.
Sunday northerly 1510 20 miles
an hour.
The probability of precipitation
is 80 percent today, 90 percent
tonight decreasing to 40 percent
Sunday.

GLISTENING GLASS - Glass from vehicles involved in a collision at the intersection of 4th and Sycamore was scattered across the pavement
following the wreck It ditsout 12:15 a.m, this morning. The driver of this
can, Teddy Darnell, was reported not injured. Charles McCuiston, driver of
the second car involved, was treated and released from the local hospital
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Wedding Vows
To Be Exchanged
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Fresco Drake
FOR SUNDAY, APRIL T7, Ma
What kind of day will
tuniorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
1
41
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 1911°
Find an outlet for your
sensitivity in creative work or
visit a museum or art gallery.
Care needed in relationships,
and especially with money.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 201 ti4j,
A time to enjoy hobbies, but
you may have some inner
resentments over money
matters. A time to protect
nerves and health.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
By all means accept an
party.
invitation to a
However, there may be
something about a close
relationship you're not willing
to face.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 484:1
There's plenty to fuss about
at home. Unexpected visits
may upset your plans.
Investigate the commercial
possibilities of hobbies.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Be realistic about career
matters. You're somethat
moody now and could be
easily irked. Enjoy a cultural
event with friends.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 221
• Petty expenses could mount
up now or differences with
others about same. Plans for
capital investment in art
should be looked into.
LIBRA
Sept. 23 to Oct. 72)sti-r1
It's best to meet on neutral
ground with close allies.
Attendance at church or a
cultural event together may
foster harmony.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nii/eV
Friends may be skeptical

1

Community Calendar

Your Individual
Horoscope

about a work projet.a. Still, if
you feel a creative urge, by all
means go ahead. P.M. brings
vague dissatisfactions.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov 22 to Dec. 21)
with
Mixing
business
pleasure not recommended.
Instead enjoy an outing with
close ones. Friends seem
difficult to get along with.
CAPRICORN
( De.c 22 to Jan. 191 V
Don't be so critical of a
family member. Show that
you care. Career projects may
seem difficult to launch at
present.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Work at a hobby or creative
pursuits will get you out of the
doldrums. News from a
distance may be a trifle upsetting or irritating.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Avoid differences with
others over money questions.
You should be able to find an
affordable present for home or
yourself now.

340

Saturday. April 21
Fraternal Order of the
Police and Optmust Club will
inspect bicycles in the parking
lot of the Murray-Calloway
Part from 9 a.m. to 12 noon.
Each person having a bicycle
checked will receive a safety
flag and sticker.

Saturday. April 26
Murray Band Boosters
Rummage and Bake Sale will
be held at the Murray Middle
School cafeteria from 8 a.m. to
4 p.m
Spring conference of the
West Kentucky Association
or the Education of Young
Children will be held from 8:30
a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Special
Education Building, North
16th Street, Murray State
University.

Sundas. Aprfl 21

Monday, April 28

Laurie Ann Norinan of
Hazel Lions Club will meet
Ruidoso, N. M., will present at 7 p.m. at the Haze: Com3:30
at
recital
piano
her senior
munity Center with Dr. C. C
p.m. in Recital Hall Annex, Lowry as speaker.
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.
Tuesday, April ZS
Newman Club will meet at 6
p.m. at Gleason Hall.

Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
lunch served at 11:45 a.m.

Al-A-Thon is scheduled to
Monday, April 28
meet at 8 pin, at Carman
Tourism CommisMurray
Road.
Farm
Pavillion, College
Meals for the Nutrition Prosion will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
This is a support group for
gra for the Elderly will be
the Holiday Inn.
families and friends of
served at 12 noon at the
alocholis and for information
Sinking Spring Baptist Douglas Center.
call 437-4229.
State
Annual
Murray
Church Men will meet at 7
University high school invitaYouth of First United
p.m. at Seven Seas with the
tional track meeting will start
Methodist Church will have a
Murray Senior Citizens will
Rev. Calvin Wilkins as guest
Stewart
Roy
at
a.m.
10
at
p.m.
.have activities from 10 a.m. to
car wash from 8 a.m. to 3
speaker.
MSU.
Stadium,
at the church parking lot. Cost
3 p.m. at the Ellis Center inAdult Great Books Discus- cluding blood pressure check,
will be $2 per car.
Annual bazaar by the
sion Group will meet at 7 p.m. lunch, and jug band practice.
A free workshop for Creative Arts Department of
at the Calloway County Public
families
their
and
diabetics
the Murray Woman's Club will
Library.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
will be held from 9 a.m. to 3 be held from 9 a.m.to 2 p.m. at
meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter
of
p.m. in the fellowship hall
the Calloway County Public
Singles Unlimited will meet Center.
the First United Methodist Library.
at 7 p.m. at the social hall of
_ I NI,
111.,
Church, Maple Street, Murthe First United Methodist
ray.
1//)/ 1/t. Ihrs'id(.hit,/ II animus
Second day of law seminar
Church.
Baptist Young Women of
_
Baby Sitting Clinic will be at Murray State University
Memorial Baptist Church will
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby W. Cunningham of Dexter Route 1 anParents Anonymous "will meet at 7 p.m. at the home of
held from 1 to 3 p.m. at the will start at 9 a.m. in Room 228
'ounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
meet at 7:15 p.m. For infor- Sally Scott.
Church of Roy Stewart Stadium.
Christian
First
Mr.
of
son
Williams,
Glynn
David
to
Dawn,
.inighter, Regina
mation call 759-1792.
Library, Ill North Fifth
nd Mrs. Glynn Williams of Murray Route 7.
Alumni
State
MurrayMurray.
Street,
Calloway
Suburban Homemakers
of
graduate
Miss Cunningham will be a 1980
Recovery, Inc., will meet at Club will meet at the
weekend will include luncheon
home of
'ounty High School. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and
Murray Squar-A-Naders honoring classes of 1930 and 7:30 p.m. at the Health Center, Jo Hancock at 7 p.m.
YOU BORN TODAY are
Ars, Garnett Cunningham and Mr. and Mrs Hayden Bogard,
North
Olive
Seventh
and
Winslow
at
a.m.
a.m.
10:30
11:30
to
8
from
at
dance
1955
will
naturally drawn to public
,11 of Dexter Route 1.
service and are concerned at the Woodmen of the World Cafeteria, class reunions from Streets, Murray.
Senior breakfast honoring
Mr. Williams, a 1976 graduate of Calloway County High
with political and social Hall. Reg. Stafford will be the 2 to p.m. in private dining
graduating
seniors, retired
:chool, is presently employed at Fisher Price Toys of MurRiver
Blood
the
of
WMU
caller.
reform.
room- of Winslow cafeteria,
-ay. He is the grandson of Mrs. Iva Stone of Fulton and the
Baptist Association will meet faculty and staff will be held
Alumni
traditional
the
and
at 8 a.m. at Beshear Gymate Joe Stone,and of R. V. Williams of Pilot Oak and the late
banquet with Football Coach at 7 p.m. at the Bethel Baptist
Mrs. Jewel Williams.
Highway nasium, Student Center
on
located
Church,
principal
as
Gottfried
Mike
The double ring ceremony will be solemnized on Saturday.
641, Auditorium, Murray State
speaker_ at: _6:30 p.m. in 1422 off U. S. Highway
.Universitftp4ttne 21, et-7 p.m.-et-the Ledbetter Baptist Church.. recepRev.'
Ilentore.*The
tit'
northeast
BeShear Gym Of the Studen
' on will follow at the Community Room of the North Branch
George T. Moody of Murray
Center.
•
If the Peoples Bank.
Murray TOPS ( take off
will show slides of the mission
Frances Drake
Miss Murray State Universi- to Guatemala.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend both the
pounds sensibly) Club will
ty Pageant will be held at 7
..eremony and the reception. Only out of town invitations will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
FOR MONDAY, APRIL 28, 1980
!IC sent.
District 17, Licensed Prac- Center. This is open to all inWhat kind of day will romantic. Social life swings, if p.m. in Lovett Auditorium
tomorrow be? To find out what you stay clear of ideological with Miss America 1980, tical Nurses, will hear Dr. terested persons.
Cheryl Prewitt, as one of the
the stars say, read the disputes.
Hugh Houston speak at the
Bargain Matinee
special guests.
Singles Class of Seventh and
forecast given for your birth
meeting at 7 p.m. in the
MATHENY GIRL
VIRGO
Sunday 7.00
Sign.
private dining room of the Poplar Church of Christ will
Mr. and- Mrs. Roger
Show
Horse
4-H
Collegiate
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
County meet at the church building at
All Seats $1.50
Murray-Calloway
Matheny of Madisonville anSociability aids career will be held at the West KenARIES
7 p.m.
•
Hospital.
girl,
baby
nounce the birth of a
and
dealings
financial tucky Livestock and Exposi(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Kathryn Grace ( Kate),
information
For
Center.
tion
be
prospects.
nitDon't
so
Stress affection in dealing
Phebian Sunday School
Creative Arts Department,
weighing seven pounds four
with others. Forget about picking in a talk about money call 767-4562.
is Class, Opal Howard, teacher,
Woman's
Club,
Murray
ounces, born on Saturday,
a
with
close
one.
minor differences in opinion.: matters
Alpha Department of Murscheduled to meet at 9:30 a.m. First Baptist Church, will
April 12, at the Hopkins CounCreative inspiration at a peak. LIBRA
ray Woman's Club will meet
have a social at the church
at the club house.
there.
Hospital
ty General
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
at 12 noon at the club house
parlor at 7 p.m.
The maternal grandparents
TAURUS
Intuition is high and should with Mrs. Harry Sparks as
731
are Mr. and Mrs. Howard
be used in creative endeavor. speaker.
(Apr. 20 to May 201
Vacation Bible School
Meals for the Nutrition ProKoenen of Murray.
Hard work done now results Charm and sociability aid you
MAYFIELD PATIENT
753-3314
Springfest is being held at gram for the Elderly will be Directors, First Baptist Churin
Avoid
later.
financial
in
gains
dealings
with
others. But
—rETN BOY
BURI
Teresa G. Litchfield of MurHillman Ferry campground in served at 12 noon at the ch, will meet at the church
66 BIG With!'
Kenneth Shane is the name ray was dismissed April 15 afternoon touchiness with co- don't be superficial.
library at 10 a.m.
7:05, 9:30 + 2:00Sun:'
the
Land Between the Lakes. Douglas Center.
sufficient
workers.
rest
Get
SCORPIO
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Ken- from the Community Hospital,
Amencan Dream,
are
Special
toevents
planned
Becomes a Lave
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) ril
later.
"
neth Burkeen of Mayfield Mayfield.
h
Hazel Senior Citizens will
Boy Scout Troops 45, 13, and
You'll make progress from day and Sunday.
Route 2 for their baby boy
have activities from 10 a.m. to 77 will have a city-wide Court
GEMINI
Keeping
behind-theicenes.
arrit
glifewiet
iri
e
a
born on Monday, April 21, at
MAYFIELD
AT
PATIENT
Skating party by Children's 2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
of Honor at the First United
May 21 to June 20)
ideas to yourself helps them to Choirs, Grades 1 to 6, of
the Murray-Calloway County
Dismissed April 15 from the
lunch served at 11:45 a.m.
different perspective develop. Watch P.M. edginess
A
Methodist Church, Fifth and
No Pim' .P‘.
Hospital,
Hospital.
Community
will
Church,
Baptist
Memorial
your
romantic or tiredness.
affects
Maple Streets, Murray, ,at 7
The grandparents are Mr. Mayfield, was Pamela
at
start
a.m.
9:15
dealings with others. Enjoy
Senior string bass recital by p.m.
and Mrs. Juhen B. Thomas of Padgett of Murray.
Tbr• TIour.• 1 Week Only
togetherness but watch a SAGM'ARRIS
Sunday, April 27
wwiefr
William Koehler, New York
and
Mr.
and
2
Route
Mayfield
7:10,9:00 + 2:00 Sun.
tendency towards - a roving (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)"
Mr. and Mrs. Rollie Kelley City, will be at 8:15 p.m. at the
Men's Prayer Breakfast of
Mrs. Robert Burkeen of MurPARIS PATIENT
eye.
A friendship reaches a will be honored with a recep- Recital Hall Annex, Fine Arts First United
Methodist
GEORGE
ray Route 6.
Ronald Ilubbard of
turning point. The accent is on tion in celebration of their 50th Center, Murray State Univer- Church will be held at Sirloin
HAMILTON
Puryear, Tenn., has been CANCER
PRICE BOY
social life, but know when it's wedding anniversary at the
Stockade at 7 a.m.
sity.
iC) time to leave the party. Watch
Mr. and Mrs. Herman C. dismissed from the Henry (June 21 to July 22) (
Community Room of the
Hospital,
General
County
at1-7rat
Trust intuition in work disputes.
Price of Farmington Route 1
Federal Savings and Loan,
endeavors. You work best now
announce the birth of a baby Paris, Tenn.
and Main Streets,
Seventh
when inspired. You'll make CAPRICORN
boy, Jeremy Curtis, born on
from 2 to 4 p.m. All friends and
Tbr• Thers.•1 Wink OM,
NASHVILLE PATIENT
headway on a domestic
Dec. 22 to Jan. 191
Sunday, April 13, at the
relatives are invited. The cou7:15,9:05 + 2:00 Sun
project. Avoid P.M. disputes.
Lee Crawford Barnett of
Career decisions now should
County
Murray-Calloway
ple requests that guests not brpaa
remains
PRAY HE'S
1
Route
Alrno
work
Still,
your
to
advantage.
Hospital.
olirTHERE!
gifts.
ing
Thomas
St.
LEO
202,
Room
know
enough
in
when
is
tient
enough.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Don't press so hard that you
Mrs. Herman Price of Tri City Hospital, Nashville, Tenn., (July 23 to Aug. 22 I
Collegiate 4-H Horse Show
Seek markets for creative become overbearing._
and Mr. and Mrs. Noble 37203, where he underwent
will continue at the West Kenwork. Local visits prove
brain surgery on April 21.
Paschall of Hazel.
tucky Livestock and ExposiAQUARIUS
tion Center. Admission will be
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
$1 per person. For information
Thru Thur..! WkOp
You'll enjoy a concert or a
call 767-4562.
7:00i9:10 2:00Sun.
get-together with friends. An
Wranglers Riding Club will
educational
meeting
could
the man
you thought
lead to a romantic in- ride at 2 p.m. at the riding
knew
you
troduction. Don't argue.
rink.
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DEAR DR. LAMB — I
would like to know a good
exercise for my stomach and
upper arms. Also the upper
middle part of my back. I
have a lower back problem so
sit ups are too strenuous on
the lower back. I'm 42 years
old and in good health but
about 10 pounds overweight.
My upper arms are very flabby and there's a roll of fat

Chestoka 51 •753.3314

The
Poppy Shop
Has Branched Again!
•

Bedding and Vegetable Plant
Hanging Baskets
Largest Selection
Highest Quality
Best Prices
A and H Garden Center
407 Poplar
8 a.m.-5 p.m. Daily
Stop and Compare

1

S:laping up

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
around my back.
DEAR READER — Before
you start any exercise
program, I think you should
talk to your doctor because of
your comment about having
low back problems that make
it difficult for you to do sit
ups_ Exercises are wonderful
for prevention of back pain
but if they're used improperly
they can aggravate the condition.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 13-10.
Backache and What to Do
About It. Other readers who
want this issue can send 75
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
The issue of The Health
Letter that I'm sending you
includes the types of exercises
usually recommended for the
control of backache problems.
But, again, you should check
these out with four physician
for your own particular case.
Perhaps you are doing sit
ups in the wrong.way and that
could cause you some problems. They are important as
are all the exercises to
strengthen the abdomen in
patients who have lower back
problems. Strong abdominal
muscles help to support the
spine. If you can't do anything
else you can at least lie on
your back and contract and
relax and contract and relax
your abdominal muscles over
and over and try to build up
their strength that way. You
can do this without bending
your spine at all
I would also hope, though,

PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar 20)
You make a change in your
investment structure.
Business progress, if you don't
insist on ironing out every
detail at present.
YOU BORN TODAY are
independent yet cooperative.
You're drawn to artistic
pursuits and can succeed in
acting, music, design, and
writing. You have executive
ability and can succeed in law,
politics, architecture,
teaching, and engineering. At
times you can be lazy or suffer
from
procradtination.
Experience is .your best
teacher. Avoid a tendency to
get into a rut. Variety enables
you to gain an understanding
of your fellow man and
counteracts a tendency
towards stubbornness.

that with your physician s aid
you can get to' doing some
modified sit ups and perhaps
some modified leg lifts. The
latter must be done carefully
and properly in people who
have low back pain. When you
get so you can do them,
they're helpful in strengthening the lower abdomen..
Ordinary push ups are good
for the upper arms, particularly the muscles over the
back of the arm. You can also
put one hand against the door
jam or wall and lean against
the wall and then push yourself out from the wall. The
pushing effort as you straighten the elbow will work the
muscles at the back of the
upper arm
You may need exercises to
strengthen the muscles
between your shoulder blades.
This involves exercises that
have the motion of the back
stroke. Or if you want you
could get some stretch
springs_ As you hold the
springs and stretch your arms
out that strengthens the muscles between the shoulder
blades.
You may need some gener
alized exercises that improve
your flexibility and strength
for your entire trunk. This
often helps a variety of beck
complaints when they're done
properly. Finally, I'd like to
add that not all back complaintsa re due to muscles,
hones and joints. Some of
them are referred pain from
things inside the body. That
includes disorders of the
colon. Also there can be primary disease of the bone
which involves a whole list of
disorders other than just
7
arthritis

Memorial Baptist Church
will have all day services in
observance of the 10th anniversary of the pastorate of
the Rev. Dr. Jerrell White and
the first anniversary of the
ministry of Milton Gresham,
music director. The public is
urged to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe
Kingins will be honored with a
reception in celebration of
their 25th wedding anniversary at the Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church from
2 to 4 p.m. The couple requests
that guests not bring gifts. All
friends and relatives are invited.
Murray State University
Racer baseball team will play
Western Kentucky in a
doubleheader starting at 1
p.m. at Reagan Field.

Fr
tli
tor

!GRAND OPENING!
Monday April 28
3:00 - 9:00 p.m.

at
LITTLE TREASURES
Antiques and Collectibles
308 Main St.
Hazel, Ky. 42049
Tel: 502-492-8128 or
436-5479
Owners: Jo and Ced:i( Bens( r

Wouldn't it be great if conserving energy were as natural as
children playing on a spring day?
It could be, with a little effort on
everyone's part.

West Ky. Rural ElectriC Cooperative Corporation
—
MIXT

ay -Mayl eld

402
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Brooks, Trailways To
•
Start Daily Route From
Memphis To Detroit
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Effective Sunday , April 27,
1980, Brooks and Trailways
will start a daily through bus
route between Memphis and
Detroit, according to an announcement by J. P. Brooks
Jr, president of Brooks Bus
Lines, Inc.
This route will also serve
Jackson, Milan, Martin,
Tenn.; Fulton, Mayfield and
Paducah, Ky.; southern Illinois; Terre Haute, Indianapolis and Ft. Wayne,
Ind.; and Toledo, Ohio.
Connections for this service
can be made in Paducah from

Johnny Williams
Is MFA Agent

tens will
e Dexter

Johnny Williams has been
appointed as a local agent for
MFA Insurance, 210 E. Main
St.
Williams had been with the
MFA office in Cadiz for two
years.
He is a 1971 graduate of
Murray High School. Williams
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other Brooks Bus Line routes
to and from Paris, Tenn.,
Cadiz, Murray and Benton,
Ky.
The northbound schedule
will arrive in Paducah from
Memphis at 1 p.m. and continue on to Detroit leaving
Paducah at 1115 p.m. The
southbound bus from Detroit
will arrive in Paducah at 9:45
a.m, and continue to Memphis, leaving Paducah at 10:10
a.111).
For other information on
this service, contact the local
Brooks agent at the bus station.

Cathy Tanner of Golconda,
Ill., a Murray State University
senior, is called a "diplomat"
by some who admire her ability to work with people. She
hopes to use that talent to
reach her fullest potential in a
business management career.
With a major in business administration and marketing,
Miss Tanner believes that by
serving asEresident of two
Murray State campus
organizations, she will be better prepared for the respon-

Bob Nanney, agent for the
Federal Kemper Insurance
Company, a subsidiary of the
Johnny Williams
Kemper Corporation, attendreceived a Bachelor of Science ed a Career Agents School last
in biology in 1975 at Murray week at the company's Home
State University.
Office in Decatur, Illinois. He
Williams said he is looking is one of 19 agents in the comforward to working with pany who were selected to
friends and relatives concern- participate in this program.
ing their insurance needs.
Nanney who resides in
He and his wife, Martha, Almo, has been associated
have one son, Zachary, 19 with Federal Kemper since
months old.
August 1976.
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WE'LLCOVER
YOUR BUSINESS
ON ALL FLANKS.

takfast of
lethodist
at Sirloin

[41.1 LUa

Stake sole vote business has lust the
cos,-cage tOf YOU,needs No once
No less.

right

We've got many line pa( kage programs
that add business omerruphory
replacement coo and an inflation guard
to your basic ore and liability coverage
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Problems facing Kentucky
business managers often are
as diverse as the types of
business they run. But many
share one problem that is
becoming more prevalent
under current economic conditions: coping with executive
stress.
In a survey of top and middle management personnel,
the American Management
Association reported that
many executives feel they are
• -At..
dealing with job-related stress
.Apapor!xi .
through attention to-diet, exer-01;EN HOUSE SLATED — Roy Reeves, broker of Murray Calloway County Realty, 304 N.
12th
cise, leisure activities and .
St announced the office will hold an open house to honor its grand opening from 1 p.m.
to 4
sleeping habits.
May 3 Reeves. a former educator for 11 years, said the company will strive to serve the
real
But these may be only
estate needs of the community 'Everyone is invited to the event. Refreshments will be served
"Band-aids, when realistically what's needed is an
overhaul of one's approach to
the world," said Dr. Robert
Meyer, a psychotherapist and
professor of psychology at the
University of Louisville. Dr.
Meyer has given a number of
talks on stress management to
sibilities that lie ahead.
show a genuine interest in one her motto, which is: business concerns and also
She is currently president of of the organizations she is "Anything new and unex- has treated patients suffering
Gamma Beta Phi, an quick to encourage him.
plored is an open door for lear- from executive stress.
honorary society, and the
For the highly stressed in"If I can help others become ning."
Marketing Club. In addition, interested enough to join in
he
said,
"I thought it would be di v i d ua 1 ,
she is also an active member club activities, than half of my beneficial for me to not limit psychotherapy may be useful.
of Omicron Delta Kappa,a na- job is accomplished," she myself to business cohorts,"
But the majority of managetional leadership society.
ment personnel responding to
said.
she said.
Miss Tanner feels that a
Another rule for those in
experiences are the survey reported that they
New
business management career leadership positions is a lesson something Miss Tanner found take job stress in stride. They
and club officer positions are which Miss Tanner had to with the campus job. New cited the most stressclosely tied by theCOMAAVL,
the.11arll WaY......---...faces.andlearnips.about a dif- producing factors as work and
neeihor effective leadership.
In the beginning of her club ferent line of work have prov- time eireis-ures, disparity
"It is imperative that you leadership days, she was ed to be one more opportunity between a manager's own
exhibit leadership ability in reluctant to hand out jobs to for personal growth.
goals and the expectations of
both an organizational posi- the other club members partly
organization, the
"The job has been educa- the
tion and in a management job because they did not always tional for me. For instance, "political" climate of the
if you expect to be sue- seem eager to help.
I've been aware of the expan- organization and lack of feedcessful," she said.
"Now,"she says," without a ding job market of home back on job performance.
Half of the respondents
Her experience in working great deal of time to spare economics, which goes far
with the organizations has because of my activities, I beyond
'Suzie reported being employed by
the
taught her some valuable have developed the courage to Homemaker' alternative," organizations where it is important to make the "right"
rules for working with people. delegate responsibility to she noted.
Miss Tanner thinks that the others. One person just can't
"Getting my mind off friends, where "image"
first step in creating good run the show."
studies for awhile," as well as counts more than imagination
relations is to enjoy working
In an interesting contrast to the financial benefit of the job, and ywhere the atmosphere is
with people.
her pursuit of a career in are other reasons why Miss fraught with jealousy and
"When I was trying to business, Miss Tanner devotes Tanner works part-time while suspicion.
The survey generated one of
decide on my major, I looked -15 hours a week to working in attending school.
for something which was the Department of Home
She is one of hundreds of the highest responses in AMA
people-oriented, and I found Economics. She is assigned to students who receive financial survey history, indicating
that the business degrees of- assist Mary Conover, assis- aid through the Federal Work- widespread interest in the subfered that," she said.
tant professor of home Study and University Student ject.
Managers who successfully
Earning the respect of the economics, with class Employment programs.
members is an important goal preparation.
During the 1978-79 year, a cope with stress described
to set for a club officer, accorIt may seem strange that total of 1,626 students worked how they analyze a situation
ding to Miss Tanner. The she would choose to be under the programs. Total and decide what is worth worleaders of any group may be employed in a department so earnings by the students was rying about and what is not.
tempted to abuse their different from her major field $995,283.73 and the average Other popular techniques are
delegating work to suborauthority, she has observed, of study. However, she likes earning was ;581.
dinates and setting priorities
but she has tried to avoid this the idea of being exposed to a
to meet the most important
pushy or bossy attitude new environment and to peoobjectives.
toward others,
pie with different interests.
Personality factors often
When she sees someone
She may base this idea on
determine how a manager
— copes with stress, according to
AP
NEW YORK
Despite some dramatic profit the survey. Those who claim
gains in the oil industry and a to take stress in stnde tend to
few elsewhere, the overall be level-headed, controlled
trend in corporate profits for and resilient. They do not
A new law firm will be open- general law practice,
Lainkin graduated from the first quarter appears to be agonize at length over unpleaing in Murray in mid-May acsant decisions and they have a
cording to an announcement Mayfield High School in 1970 weakening.
Exxon's profits were up 100 solid sense of reality.
made this week by one of the and attended Murray State
"Workaholic" managers, by
University in 1970-72 before percent to $1.9 billion from
partners in the firm.
The partners in the general serving in the U. S. Army for those in the first quarter a contrast, tend to be more
practice law firm will be two years, 1972-79. He return- year earlier. Mobil reported a highly stressed and try to
Calloway County Judge- ed to MSU in January of 1975 105 percent jump in operating overcome tension by pressing
Executive Robert 0. Miller where he graduated in May profits to $922 million. Texaco on the accelerator rather than
1977. The Graves County said its operating net rose 97 by easing up. "Many
native attended Chase Law percent to $600 million for the managers create their own
stress," the survey report
School from August 1977 until first quarter.
his graduation.
But oil industry results, states, "by taking on extra
Lamkin's parents are Mr. benefiting from a sharp in- responsibilities, failing to
and Mrs. Canty Lamkin, Rt. 1, crease in crude-oil prices at assign ancillary tasks to
Hickory, Ky. He has resided in home and abroad, are like an subordinates or neglecting to
Calloway
since oasis in the desert in the insist on realistic deadlines."
County
The report also cites some
December and his home is overall picture of corporate
positive effects of stress.
profits early this year.
located on Rt. 8, Murray.
Many companies are barely Many respondents gave exMiller will continue to handie the duties of county judge- holding their own against in- amples of how stress can be
executive and and his part- Dation, reports coming out energizing, can stimulate
time private practice as he recently indicate. In a few in- creativity, and can increase
has done for many years, dustries, there are definite efficiency and productivity.
"My ability to function in a
problems.
lainkin said.
pressure cooker atmosphere

Miss Tanner Called 'Diplomat'
By Those Who Admire Ability

Bob Nanney
Attends Company
School In Illinois

venth and
hrist will
uilding at

Problems Facing Managers
As Diverse As Businesses

FEDERAL
'KEMPER
INSURANCE
COMPANY

subsacka• •••
IceMrDR • eccerve

Ross Insurance Agency
210 East Main Street
Agents: Ronnie Ross,
Danny Ross, James Ross
Telephone 753-0489 or 753-0493

0

is probably my greatest themselves This, in tu
asset," responded one teaches executives how to
manager. "All stresses are a signs of stress in subordina
challenge to be met and over- so they can help alleviate
come. The faster and thicker, pressure
the better!"
Dr. Meyer agrees that for
KENTUCKY STOCKS 0
some, pressure can be THE MOVE LAST WEEK:
energizing; without it, they Market direction was down f
vegetate. "Stress is how the the index of 25 Kentucky
person views it," he said. stocks. Largest gains:
When a person views a job as Louisville Gas & Electnc
a drag, what was energizing (NYSEI, to 173% from 1544;
Western Kentucky Gas
becomes a stressor."
But he thinks the positive (OTC), to 1644 from lr Bigaspects of stress are over- gest losses. Ashland Oil
NYSE ), to 31t4 from 337s;
rated. Experts agree that
managers at least need to General Energy OTC, to
stress
recognize
in 1214 from 131.4.

Boyer Tree Service Has
Firm's First Anniversary
Hover Tree Service of Mur- employees and operates in a
ray is celebrating its first an- radius of about 75 irides
niversary in business during around Murray.
During its
April according to John first year, lie
tree firm has
Boyer,owner of Like firm.
also successfully bid on jobs in
Boyer, who provides a com- Indiana. Hover said.
plete lihe-of tree maintenance
Boyer said his average
including surgery, topping residential job
will cost the
and pruning, says his prime homeowner
anywhere from
concern is "trying to save $150 to toy
what is there. We don't want to
Boyer said he first began
take a tree out unless it is a working around
trees at the
danger to life or property."
age uf 10 in Ontario and has
In addition to Boyer, the worked on "big
timber" in
firm has three full-time Quebec.
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MURRAY LUMBER
104 Maple St.
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Corporate Profits
Appear Weakening

Miller, Lamkin To Open
New Law Firm In May

WE DO IT ALL "NO JOB TOO LARGE - NO JOB TOO SMALL

HOME
IMPROVEMENTS

753-4124
QUALITY HOME IMPROVEMENTS

AT A PRICE 504,) CAN AFFORD

•KIICHENS
*SIDING
•ROOFING
•BATNS

•PAINTING
*PANELING
•ROOM ADDITIONS
•WINDOW
REPLACEMENTS

*STORM WIN & DOOR
•CONCRETE WORK
•WALLPAPER
*INSURANCE CLAIMS

*FREE ESTIMATES
.35 YRS. EXPERIENCE
•FULLY INSURED & LICENSED
Member Notional Assocoation Of Rome Improvement Cofrtrectors

HARMON & BINKLEY
CONSTRUCTION CO
S 4th

MURRAY

Window

0
104oie d
%io‘
ww4"010
From the smallest unit to
the largest commercial
unit

conal as
jay?
on

You can depend
on
Or) for
top quality
and dependability.

Quality
Service Company

)11

402 Simehory Circle

sr

753-1214

We at the
Rick Lamkin
and Rick Lainkin, a
December 1979 graduate of
the Salmon P. Chase College
of Law.
Latnkin, has recently been
notified that he passed the bar
exam.
The office will be located at
201S. 5th St.
Lampkin said the finn will
handle every aspect of legal
work normally conducted in a

NOTE:
Offices Close
at the
Murray Ledger
and Times
at 12 noon
'on Saturdays
If you should miss your
pope r on Saturday call
753 1916 betwoon 3-30
awl 400 p.n.

Johnny Williams

Bank of Murray
offer our

HAS BEEN APPOINTED

Congratulations
to
Johnny Williams
Robert 0.Miller
Rick Lamkin
Boyer Tree Service

YOUR LOCAL AGENT FOR

MFA INSURANCE COMPANIES
Come by to see us

We've Got the Shield for You
753-0445
522 Main St.

_
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Today In History

inion Page

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Apri1,26, the 117th
day of 1900. Mere are 249 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history :
On this date in 1607, Capt. John Smith
Landed at Cape Henry, Va., to establish
the first permanent English settlement
in America.
Also on this date:
In 1785, the American naturalist and
artist, John Audubon, was born in Haiti.
In 1933, Herman Goering organized
the Gestapo in Nan Germany.
In 1945, Bremen, Germany fell to
British forces in World War II.
Five years ago: Thousands of labor
unionists marched in Washington to demand more jobs, but a rush of young
demonstrators stopped the rally just as
the speeches began.
One year ago: President Carter formally asked Congress to approve a
windfall tax on decontrolled oil profits,
calling it "one of the most important
legislative proposals" of his administration.
Today's birthdays: Entertainer Carol
Burnett is 46. Seismologist Charles
Richter is 80.
Thought for today: Ambition is 'so
powerful a passion in the human beast
that however high we reach we are
never satisfied — Nicolo Machiavelli
(1469-1527).

Echoes From The Past By Judy Maupin

Death Of A
Soldier In Gray
I was interested to discover another
story of the Civil War just recently.
This anecdote was originally printed in
the Paducah Herald about 1894, and has
since then been reproduced in other
localities. It concerns Captain J.M.
Emerson, of Graves County, who was
killed at the battle of Shiloh.
"At 1100 on Saturday night General
• Breckenridge's Division had reached
its position and was encamped in line of
battle. It was a clear, beautiful night.
and the stars shone down on our sleeping hosts as calmly as though there was
to be no harvest of death on the morrow. Sleep passed from many an aching
heart that night, for we all knew full
well what fearful sacrifices would be
made in freedom's cause in the great
struggle of tonaorrow.
"With the light of the morning the
Confederate column moved upon the
lines of the enemy, and soon the battle
was raging in fearful earnest. As the
Kentucky Brigade moved forward. I
rode up to Captain J.M. Emerson, of the
Third Kentucky Regiment of Infantry,
who was my particular friend, and said,
"Captain, if you are wounded today, let
me know of it, and I will take care of
you, if I am spared myself." He thanked me very kindly and said he would do
SO.

day long the battle raged
furiously, and only closed with the
darkness that severed the contending
hosts.
"About 11:00 that night, just as I had
finished dressing the wounds of some
suffering soldiers, I received a message
from Captain Emerson that he was
mortally wounded and wished to see me
before he died. I at once mounted my
horse and soon found hirn, lying on his
blanket, in a large hospital tent, which
the Yankees had left, just beside Shiloh
church.
"I gave my lamp to the surgeon, who
passed on to another part of the field,
and I sat down in the darkness beside
my suffering friend. I told him his
wound was evidently mortal, and that
the few hours that remained of Life he
should spend in preparing for the issues
that soon must follow. He said, with
much calmness, "I know it, and wish
you to talk with me and pray for me."
—there, in the midst of the dead and
dying that were strewn thickly around,
I kneeled down by my friend and with
the earnestness of my soul, as he
clasped his cold arms around my neck,
I prayed the Lord God of our fathers,
that he would have mercy upon this
poor, dying soldier and save his soul
from death. I then urged him to accept
at once the salvation so freely offered in
the gospel.
"He then said to me, with much feeling, "May I dare to hope for mercy,
when I have neglected the matter to
this late hour, and have but a few
"All

minutes to live?" I told him invitations
of the gospel were stiB open,and he was
yet invited to believe in Christ Jesus for
his salvation. I then placed one of my
hands on his face - for we were still in
darkness, so that I could not see him and taking the water from his canteen,
baptized him in the name of the Holy
Trinity.
"The Captain now seemed calm and
reconciled to his dying situation. He
sent many kind messages to the loved
ones at home who would see his face no
more. "Tell them, said he, "how I fell,
pressing my column through the
thickest of the fight. Tell them where I
fell, battling to the last for my country's
precious rights. Tell them gently I have
fought my last battle - that my sword
lies broken upon this bloody field, and
that, tonight. I fill a soldier's grave. But
of all, tell them,joyfully, of the precious
victory I have won this hour, in my
Great Redeemer's name; and that in
the hope of the blessed Gospel, I am
passing to the better land, where the
wicked cease from troubling and the
weary be at rest."
waeceiving these kind messages for
his friends, I bade him farewell and
commended him to the mercy and care
of a covenant-keeping God.
"The remainder of the night I spent
looking after other wounded and missing friends. The next morning, just as
the conflict was being renewed, I hastily called by the old hospital to see if the
Captain was still living. I found him dying. I kneeled beside him and
whispered a farewell prayer in his
hearing and asked him if all was well
with him now. He faintly whispered,
"All is peace," I again commended him
to the mercy of God, and I saw him no
more. At 11:00 the Confederate lines
were driven back and he fell into the
hands of the enemy.
"I have since learned from W.T.
Emerson,a brother of the Captain, who
was captured with him, that he died a
few hours afterward. Thus fell the noble
Captain J.M. Emerson. He sleeps in a
hero's grave, a willing martyr for
freedom's cause - the cause he loved so
well."

Bible Thought
I hate, I despise your feast days,
and I will not smell in your solemn
assemblies. Amos 5:21.
Celebrations and high holy days
are no substitute for right living
Let righteousness roll down as a
mighty stream.

THE ACEST

RA G CORN, JR

"The deepest principle in
human nature is the craving
to be appreciated.- -- William James.
•
...........

NORTH
•1094 3
•K1013 6 4
•AK6
•3

Declarer's exploits were
EAST
WEST
appreciated after he •A J 7 2
•Q
brought home today's dou- •A7
•Q 9 5 2
bled contract. When his •Q J 104 2
•9 8 7
•A 9.1 13 7
teammates held today's 4 4 2
East-West cards, they went
SOUTH
•K 86 5
down in a no trump game
•J 3
-In the replay, Italy's Loren•5 3
zo Laucia faced double dis•K 10 9 6 5
aster since he was doubled
in two spades playing with
Vulnerable East-West
the South cards The hand
Dealer: East. The bidding.
1979
the
in
played
was
World Championship.
North
West
North refused to sell out East South
1•
1•
Pass
Pass
--cheaply and his aggressive- 24
Pass Pass Del
ness might have cast him Rdbl
2•
Pass
Pass
Rdbl
into the soup However, the Pass
Del
Pass
All pass
Dbl
2•
cards were right and Lauria Pass
played well and North
became a hero instead of a
Opening lead Spade deuce
goat
West led a low trump to
cut down the ruffs and However, East's best course
East's queen went to declar- was not so clear and it did
er's king. The heart jack give Lauria his moment to
went to East's queen and be appreciated
East led a cunning seven of
clubs Declarer made the
^ -good play of the club king
Bid with Corn
and, when this held, things
looked better (the club nine South holds 4-2613
would have also won, but
who would have ever deci4K 865
•J 3
phered the underlead made
•5 3
by East"
•K 10 9 6 5
A second heart went to
West's ace and West's spade North South
ace was cashed A club 1•
1•
switch forced dummy to 1 NT
^
ruff and the heart king went
ANSWER: Two clubs Does
to West's low trump. West
not promise a good hand It
cashed his last high spade. suggests that clubs will be a
but it was all over. The better contract than one no
defenie had only five tricks trump
and declarer had a surpris--ing score of plus 47C
send bridge deem ions in The Aces
It is true that East could PO Box 12343 Dallas Texas 75225
have done better had he led with self addressed stamped envelope
reply
diamonds instead of opt'ng fro
r trickiness in clubs.

O

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
The Calloway County High School
Chapter of the Future Farmers of
America won the over-all chapter
championship at the annual FFA Field
Day held April 24 at Murray State
University. Second place went to the
Farmington High School Chapter.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Dorothy Cain, 45, and Mrs. Roy (Jewel)
Bagard,69.
Nancy Mathis, daughter of Mr. and

Mrs. Edward B. Mathis, Susan Hale,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Reid Hale,
and Suzanne Hale, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Hale, all members of the
Murray High School Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of America, will
receive their state degrees, highest
award in FHA, at the state meeting
June 3-5 at the University of Kentucky,
Lexington.
Mrs. James Dale (Jo) Miller won an
all expense paid trip for her and her

husband to Las Vegas, Nevada, for setting a sales record for bedding products
of Southerlands Manufacturing Company at Wiggins Furniture Company.

Civil Defense Authority, according to
W.Z. Carter,superintendent.
New officers of the Hazel School
Parent-Teacher Association are Mrs.
Bob Cook, Mrs. William Forres, Mrs.
Ray Latimer, and Mrs. Brooks Underwood.
Eighty persons attended the Western
Kentucky Presbyterial held April 25 at
the College Presbyterian Church. Mrs.

Jack Belote and Mrs. Alfred Lindsey of
the local church were named as
secretaries of the Presbyterial.
Nita Graham, Mildred Hodge, Judy
Parker, Murrelle Walker, Essie
Clitclwell, Margaret Tidwell, Dot
Mohundro, Billie Wilson, Gladys Etherton, and Bettie Cohoon had the top 10
averages in bowling in the Magic Tri
League this week.

Kerley Store here, may testify in
special hearings to be conducted by
Sen. Joseph McCarthy. Kerley was
formerly with the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is now associated with
the American Legion and a New York
newspaper.
W. B. Moser, principal of Murray
High School, will attend the Kentucky

Parent-Teacher Association convention
at Owensboro on April 28 and 29.
Ben W. Crawford,son of Mr. and Mrs.
T. Wade Crawford, is a student at the
University of Louisville Medical
School.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Mr. Belvedere Goes To College" starring Clifton Webb and Shirley Temple.

achieved another record in owning the
herd of cattle producing the highest
percentage of butterfat per cow in the
state, according to a College of
Agricultural Extension Officer, University of Kentucky.
Named as valedictorian was Noble
McDougal and as salutatorian was
Frances Hinton Sledd of the Murray
High School Senior Class.
Faxon High School senior class
valedictorian is Keith Ross and
salutatorian is Dorothy Nelle
McDaniel.
Meredith Story is valedictorian and
L. C. Miller is salutatorian of the senior
class of Kirksey High School.
Named as valedictorian is L. T. Ratterree and as salutatorian is Audrie
Mae Coleman of the New Concord High

School senior class.
Ruth Harmon has been named as
valedictorian and Katherine Underwood as salutatorian of the senior class
of Hazel High School.
Top honor students of the Aurora
School are Ruth McDaniel, valedictorian, and Khadra Delle Duncan,
salutatorian.

Gi\/ some
Folys A

The Rev. Jim Baker is serving as
pastor of the Coldwater United
Methodist Church.
John H. Downs, son of Mr. and Mrs.
J. D. Downs of Murray Route 5, has
been named manager-production of
Olia Evanite Plastics, Carrollton, Ohio.

CENTIM -TER

AND

TAKE A
'
KILPMETEla

20 Years Ago
Direct long distance dialing for local
telephone subscribers of Southern Bell
Telephone Company will start here on
May 15, according to Dan Johnson,
local telephone manager.
Deaths reported include Peggy Crutcher, 16, and lite Walker.
The Murray City Schools will have a
practice evacuation drill tomorrow
afternoon in cooperation with the local

30 Years Ago
The Murray Board of Education
voted recently to employ Wallace Key
and Humphrey Key to appraise the city
school property for an extended period
of five years,school officials said.
Deaths reported include Carrol Clark
and Gaynell Silver,
Larry Kerley, former resident of
Murray and co-owner of the Barnett-

WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.

40 Years Ago
Murray Mayor George S. Hart was
named last week by Kentucky Governor Keen Johnson as a member of the
Board of Regents of Murray • State
Teachers College for a period of two
years. He succeeds T. 0. Turner who
has served for four years.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Lorette Belle Wyatt,63, Miss Colie
Spann, 67, Leland (Lee) Vincent Campbell, and Walton S. Burton,39.
The Calloway County Vegetable
Growers Association elected Chesley
Adams, F. P. Hughes, Q. T. Geurin, L.
L. Wilson, and Harry Wilcox as officers
and directors at the meeting held here.
Hugh Gingles, farmer of the Kirksey
section and leader in the newly organized Purchase Jersey Cattle Club, has

The price of milk was raised one cent
per pound on butterfat, effective April
16, at the Murray Milk Plant, according
to G. B. Scott, general manager, who
also reported a splendid gain in receipts
over a year ago and a visible improvement in the dairy outlook for Calloway
County.

Pine Bluff Baptist Church.
Zelna Carter, Mrs. Carter, and two
children, John Mac and Carolyn, are
now residing in Chicago, Ill., where Mr.
Carter is studying for his Master's and
Doctor of Philosophy degree at the
University of Chicago. He will earn his
way through school by working afternoons and nights at the Chicago postoffice.

Thoughts
In Season

Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Lige Sadler.

By Ken Wolf
The notion of "the priesthood of all
believers" is a standard feature of Protestant or Reformed theology. First
pronounced by Martin lAither in his
"Address to the Christian Nobility of
the German Nation" in 1520, the idea
that "all Christians are of the spiritual
estate" was originally a useful and effective way to fight the Roman hierarchy and papacy.

Marriages announced this week include Miss Ruth Tucker to James
Strader on April 22.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Homer Lancaster
and a girl to Mr, and Mrs. Cleland
,
White. Jr.
The Revs. R. F. (regory, T. G.
Shelton, L. W. Carlin, D. W. Billington,
Vessie McClard, Carroll Hubbard,J. H.
Thurman, H. B. Taylor, J. 0. Coltharp,
and N. S. Castleberry will be speakers
at t Bible Institute to be held at the

Wade Graham,Gene Graham,Oliver
Hood, Hugh Perdue, Wells Lovett, John
D. Lovett, James Thompson, Dickie
Hood, Joe Butterworth, and Morris
Evans camped at Dr. Rainey T. Wells'
camp at Fort Hymon during the KEA
vacation.
Hamburger is listed as selling for two
pounds for 25 cents in the ad for Shroat
Bros. Meat Market this week.
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Letter To The Editor

Fifteen persons will be granted nursing degrees at the graduation excercise
to be held at the First Christian Church
by the William Mason Memorial
Hospital School of Nursing.

Wells Overbey of Murray is representing Murray State Teachers College at
the regional meeting of the National Intercollegiate Oratorical Contest being
held at the University of Tennessee,
Knoxville.
Elected as officers of the Murray
Rotary Club were T. H. Stokes, Dr. E.
B. Houston, 0. I.. Boren, and K. C.
Frazee. Directors include Tremon
Beale, Harry I. Sledd, and the Rev. E.
B. Motley.
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50 Years Ago
The C. Ray Bus Line has been
granted a permit to operate a bus line
between Murray and Paducah.

1

At a deeper level, this idea carried
withit a commitment to mutual responsibility, clear in these words from
Luther's "Address":
A cobbler, a smith, a peasant each has the wort and office of
his trade, and yet they are all
alike consecrated priests and
bishops. Further, everyone must
benefit and serve every other by
means of his own work or office
so that in this way many kinds of
work may be done for the bodily
and spiritual welfare of the community, just as all members of
the body serve one another.

Who Has Right To Order Death?
To the Editor:
I have been brought up to believe that
God created Heaven and Earth,and only God has the right to give life, and only God has the right to take a life. I'm
sure that the great majority of our people in this country have the same belief.
We are now instantly hearing phrases
such as test tube babies, cloning, artificial insemination, mercy killings,
abortions and the right to live or die.
I'm sure the Karen Ann Quinlan case
was a factor in the one phrase, as her
parents won a court battle four years
ago to have her taken off a resperator,
so she would live or die with dignity.
That's what they call it today, but at
that time everybody concerned figured
she would die after being taken off a
resperator.
I like millions of Americans and people around the world feel sorry and
pray for Karen Ann Quinlan and her
parents. But I feel sure she has a place
at the right hand of God.
The question now is continually raised. Who has the right to order the death
of terminally ill, and mentally incompetent patients? The courts or the
relatives? Nobody seems to mention
our Supreme Being.
No courts, no relatives, no judges or
_doctors have the right to take a life. A
Ethics, and is
doctor has a Code
taught to save lives, not to take lives.
I'm glad that the majority of our doctors do have a Code of Ethics, and save
many lives.
Now they are talking about the senile,
and mentally incompetent. Who has the
right to make that decision? Where
thire is life, there is always hope. Hitler

tried to make what he called a Master
race, until the rest of the world
revolted, and the Supreme Being stepped in.
We should be proud of our medical
profession at the turn of the century the
average life span in this country was 45.
Today,that life expectancy is 72. Why is
this? Medical science and our wonderful doctors have made great advancements in their never ending
search to extend man's life and irradicate disease.
I have been through many veterans
hospitals, and have visited several
mental hospitals, and many of them
don't even know where they are. These
doctors will verify the fact that their
constant care, experimentation, and by
the help of God,their hands are many of
these people and the future looks better.
I have faith in our doctors and
medical sciences, as they have made
great strides, and have found uses for
many of these people in their instant effort to search and find cures. The
medical profession soon will have many
more diseases wiped out, and that includes cancer. They get this knowledge
by experience, research and experimentation.
Many people seem to think that birth
control and abortion are one and the
same. Birth control devices stop life
before it starts, while abortion stops life
after it starts. It's hard to believe by
many people, but life starts six weeks
after conception. Here again, a doctor
saves lives, and does not abort life.
Alex Pall
Rt. 3 Box-13W
Murray, Ky 42071
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Stan Conn, Webster County Mathematics and Murray
High School, and two seniors State University, the competifrom Austin, Ala., High School tions originated in 1961 in lime.
- Brad Long and Richard Oak For the past five years,
Bone - were the top winners in the university has been a cothe individual competitions sponsor, and the examinations
Tuesday in the 18th annual are constructed by faculty
Mathematics Contests held at members in its Department of
Murray State University.
Mathematics.
Conn won the top award for
This year's events were
competitors living within the coordinated by Dr. W. E.
university's West Kentucky Mahfoud, an associate proregion, while the two fessor in the university's
Alabamans tied for the top mathematics department.
honor among the out-of-state
contestants, all in the day's
MATH WINNERS - Winners of the comprehensive ompetihoo tor high school
comprehensive competition.
VOLUNTEER WEEK - County Judge-Executive Robert 0. Miller (seated) signs a
The three were tops among
students in the Murray State University region and in the 18th annual Mathematics
proclamation declaring April 20-26 National Volunteer Week in Calloway County. Permore than 350 high school
Contests at the university Tuesday, April 22,are shown above. Stan Conn, with trophy,
sons wanting to donate their services are asked to contact the Bureau of Social Serstudents from 22 schools parWebster County High School, was the winner. Robin James, Marshall County High
vices Office, 201 S. 6th St., 753-5 362. With Miller are Cindy Ragsdale (left) and Phil
ticipaling in the algebra,
School, on the left, and Daryl Greer, Lyon County High School, on the right, tied for
geometry and comprehensive
Cannon of the bureau.
third •lace and Brent Boston, second from left, was the second-place winner.
contests. Each received $500
:i
i
A summer program for
I
tt
Murray State University
multiply and severely hanscholarships in addition to dicapped
children will be controphies.
ducted by the Department of
Brent Boston, Murray High Special
Education at Murray
School senior, won second State
eniversity and the
place among the in-state com- Calloway
County public
Lynne Marie Beatty of MurMiss Beatty, daughter of academic achievement in th
prehensive
contestants, schools June 9-July 3.
ray, Ky., a graduating senior Mr. and Mrs. Durwood same manner that athlete
receiving a $300 scholarship,
ACtivities will begin at 8:30
William Beatty, is one of 12 have been traditional!
while the third-place, $200 a.m.
Monday through
scholars chosen this year from recognized. I am extreme]
scholarships went to David Thursday.
The age range of
almost 800 applicants. Selec- proud of the young men an
Hovey, Austin, Daryl Green, students
is open, however,
tions are based on women participating in th
Lyon County High School, and compatibility
of students will
demonstrated academic abili- Presidential Scholars ProRobin James, Marshall Coun- be considered
prior to enrollty and leadership qualities.
gram at Murray State."
ty High School.
ment, according to Allen HarAs the highest recognition
Miss Beatty ranks first in
The coveted team trophy, wood, field supervisor
in- the
Murray State offers high her senior class of 153. Beatty
awarded to the students from Department of Special
Educaschool graduates, a Presiden- chose Murray State because of
a single high school whose ag- tion.
tial Scholars award covers tui- its excellent foreign language
gregate scores total the
All programs developed will
tion, fees and residence hall and political science departgreatest, went to the 16- include parental
involvement
room and board and is ments and plans to major un
member Mayfield High School and will focus on
skill training
renewable for four years.
French.
team, taught by Robert that takes
into account the
Initiated by Dr. Constantine
She has received awards in
Thomas and Mrs. Betty present skill
level of each stuW. Curris, university presi- French, including the "CerGargus.
dent as related to functional
MATH WINNERS - These were the winners Tuesday:April 22, in the geometry comdent, in 1974, the program tificat De Metite." Beatty also
Murray High School was the living skills.
petition in the 18th annual Mathematics Contests for high school students at Murray
7 gives Presidential Scholars serves as president of the
second-place team winner;
Harwood
said
such skills as
State University. From the left, they are: Linda Parker, Lyon County High School, who
maximum academic flexibili- French Club.
while the Hopkinsville team dressing,
eating, physical
tied with Vvilliam Smith, on the right, Murray High School, for third place; John Justice,
ty in choosing which courses
Among her other activities
placed third.
development, toileting,
to pursue in meeting degree include memberships in the
second place, Austin (Ala.) High School; and Jeff Johnson, Hopkinsville High School,
In the Algebra I competi- toothbrushing,
and
others
will
requirements.
the winner. Johnson is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas lohnson, Route 2, Hopkinsville.
marching and concert bands,
tion, Andrew
Conley, be emphasized. All programs
Curris described it as "a Tri-Alpha Club, Speech Club
Lynne Marie Beatty
Hopkinsville High School, was will be
monitored by faculty of
at Murray High School, has program designed to and co-editor of the Murray
the winner. Jeff Shelton, the
Department of Special
been selected as a Presiden- recognize students for High newspaper.
Anna-Jonesboro, Ill., High Education
and af acuity
tial Scholar at Murray State
School, was second, while a tie member will
be present at all
SPECIAL-SPECIAL- SPECIAL-SPIOAL- VIM&for third place resulted times in the
University.'
-SPECIAL
classroom.
between: John Ruff,
Noting that students often
Hopkinsville, and
Kim lose skills taught during the
Behrens, Mayfield.
regular school year, Harwood
Jeff Johnson, a sophomore said the goal of the
summer
at Hopkinsville High School, program to help
them mainMonday, April 28 thru Friday, May 2
was the winner of the tain skills already
learned, as
geometry competition. John well as to learn new
ones. .
Justice, Austin, Ala., was seThe cost of the program is
let us check your tires for correct
Six students from Calloway
cond, and Linda Parker, Lyon $30 per
student. That fee County High School have been
air
pressure and tire wear FREE.
County High School, and covers materials,
snacks, and selected for inclusion in the
William Smith, Murray High, related
equipment. 1979-80 edition of Who's Who in
Proper Air Pressure increases your
tied for third.
Transportation must be pro- Music. The students
fuel economy and life of tire. We will
are
Richard Austin, Lyon Coun- vided by parents
to and from among the country's most
ty High School, was the winner Murray
balance all 4 tires for
State.
outstanding high school music
in the Algebra II competition.
Anyone wishing to obtain students.
Lewis Bossing, Murray High, more
$900
information may call
The CCHS students named
Special Price
was second; Todd Smith, Allen Harwood
in the Depart- are Denise Rutherford, Devry
Mayfield, third; and John ment of Special
Reg Price $13 60
Education at Rogers, Jackie Miller; Dale
MATH WINNERS - Richard Austin, center, Lyon County High School, was the winner
Save S4 60
Pennington, Marshall County, Murray State
(762-2446) or Joy Sheridan,
Tuesday, April 22, of the Algebra II competition in the 18th annual Mathematics ConTammy
was fourth.
Waldrop of the Calloway Frankhouser and
tests at Murray State University. Todd Smith, Mayfield, the third-place winner is on the
Angela ManSponsored by the Kenlake County public
school system ning.
left, while Lewis Bossing, Murray High School, the second-place winner, is on the right.
Council of Teachers of (753-3033).
Cecil Glass, director of
bands at CCHS and head of the
keep That Great GM Teerinq With Genuine GM Pr's
school's nominating committee, and the editors of the annual directory' have included
the names of these students
based on their musical ability,
academic achievement, ser5
641 South - 753-2617
vice to the community,leadership
in
extracurricular acSPECIA - SPECIAL - SPECIAL- SPECIAL-SPECIAL
Kentucky's 1979 unemploy-SPECIAL- SPECIAL
while most midwestern and of 9.6 percent.
tivities and future potential.
ment rate was higher than in .southwestern
states had
Unemployment rates for
1978, according to Donald M. average or below
average most groups of workers in the
Cruse, regional commissioner levels of unemployment
. state were similar to the nafor the Bureau of Labor
Rates in the southeast varied tional average. The rate for
Statistics, U.S. Department of from a low of 4.8
percent in adult males was somewhat
Labor, in Atlanta. The annual North Carolina to
a high of 7.1 below the national average average unemployment rate percent in
Alabama.
3.4 percent compared to 4.1
for Kentucky in 1979 was 5.6
percent. Adult female
percent, up from 5.2 percent in
Within Kentucky, there was unemployment
at 5.4 percent
1978.
more of a variation in was comparable
to the naKentucky's 5.6 percent unemployment rates by agg
tional rate of 5.7 percent.
unemployment rate was the and race than by sex. Adult
25th highest of the 50 states men had an unemployment
White unemployment stood
and was comparable to the rate of 3.4 percent and adult at 5.3 percent for Kentucky
U.S. rate of 5.8 percent. State women a rate of 5.4 percent. and 5.1 percent nationally,
rates ranged from a high of 9.2 This was well below the while black and other
percent in Alaska to 2.8 per- teenage rate of 18.6 percent unemployment
was 1.7
cent in Wyoming. In general, for the year. White workers percentage points lower in
the highest rates were usually had rates of 5.3 percent for the Kentucky than in the nation found in northeastern and
year compared with the black 9.6 percent versus 11.3 perPacific northwestern states, and other races' jobless rate cent.

Handicapped
Program To Be
Held At MSU

At Murray State

Beatty Presidential Scholar

Six CCHS Students
In Who's Who In
Music Edition

Summer Special

Call 753-2617 for
an appointment

New house?
Save 15%
on Allstate
Homeowners
Insurance.

Kentucky Unemployment Rate
Comparable To U.S. In 1979

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

How Would You
Like Not Getting
Paid On Pay Day???

That's the way our
Carriers feel when you
don't pay when they come
to collect...

If your house is less than two years
old, you may qualify for Allstate's
"15% New House Discount!"
Homes two through five years old also
may qualify for a discount ranging from
5 tzr 10 percent,depending on their age.
Give me a call and get in on the
savings.

The Carriers Collect
The First Few

• k pp hi.,to he.. Iv.m.notrvera prwm tum
See Agents
Bob 11,11ingtonCPCU
Guy ellbngton
Owen 8.11ingin
Tom Scruggs
Don Shipley
Mike Outland

You're in good hands.
A1181161..I o,o,.o,o

Northbrook, II'

Avallable In form, •tnieR

Murray Insurance Agincy
Bol-Alr Castor

Days of the Month

Allstate

153-4751

A BIGsSTEP - Next year's kindergarten students and their parents were guests at an
open house at Robertson School to give them an opportunity to become familiar with
the 'kindergarten program and facilities. Kindergarten teachers Ann Chrisman and
Mary Johnson presented a slide presentation detailing the philosophy Intl activities of
the kindergarten program. In photo, Dr. and Mrs. Mark Malinauskati and children,
Diedre and Setin, meet Mrs. Chrisman.

Expect them and hare your
$3.00 ready. If this is impouible tell them when to
come and collect.
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Harry Jeffery, left, president of the Kentucky Chapter of the National Wild Turkey Federation, presented James Ray
Littlejohn and Jimmy Myatt a special award for service above and beyond the call of duty for the Kentucky Wild Turkey
Trapping and Release Program. George Wright, far right, was presented the Shelly Nickell award

National Wild Turkey
Federation Holds Meet
The Kentucky Chapter of the National Wild Turkey
Federation held a meeting at Kenlake Lodge Thursday night.
David Hale, past president, introduced Carl Kays, commis-sioner of the Department of Fish and Wildlife, David
Lovelace, first region conservation officer, and Mike Boatwright,'first district commissioner, as special guests at the
meeting.
After the business was taken care of the new officers for
the year were introduced. The officers are Harry Jeffrey
president, Joe Pat Futrell vice president, Vince Vincent
secretary.

Curt Holmes, Cadiz Rt. 1, displays his 1170 Remington
shetten which was given away at the meeting.

Photos by Mary Barrow

National Fishing Week
May 12-18
National Fishing Week,May
12-18, is off to a rousing start
as manufacturers, retailers
and fishing clubs alike make
plans for clinics, derbies and
other special events nationwide.
The focus of National
Fishing Week, sponsored by
the American Fishing Tackle
Manufacturers Association
(AFTMA ), is "Take A Kid
Fishing." And, in the spirit of
that theme,all facets of the industry will be gearing up to
teach youngsters about the enjoyment and basics of sport
fishing.
"Reports from the field indicate plans are in motion for
special events in every state in
the country," according to
Paul Mulready, president of
AFTMA. "There are 63
million anglers in the U.S. If
each one of them took a kid
fishing during National

Fishing Week,just think of the
number of youngsters who
would be learning the basics of
this wholesome sport which
lasts a lifetime," he added.
Enthusiasm and cooperation are surfacing on every
level as retail outlets ready
special displays and seminars
on fishing; clubs throughout
the country make plans with
local youth organizations to
stage fishing derbies and
governors officially proclaim
National Fishing Week on a
state-wide basis.
"On an industry level, we
have the makings of the biggest promotion ever," said
Rocky Robinson, chairman of
AFTMA's.Public Information
Committee. "If we can
generate this same enthusiasm at the grassroots
level, millions of children will
benefit."

Mack & Mack
Mercury 8 Mercuriser
Sales 8 Service
Live Bait & Tackle
Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat. Daylight til 7 p.m.
Sun. Daylight til 6 p.m.
Nwy.48 Awww,Ky.

502-474-2284

BUCKS
BODY SHOP
900 Sycamore
753-5142

Llttk Rkky Atkins, almost 6 years old, preadly held:
his first crappie. Ricky was fishing with his dad, on Kentucky Lake, Saturday when he boated this three pound
three *once crappie

Murray Bait Co.
Fred Gardner, Owner

Wholesale Live Bait
Quality & Quantity Guaranteed
Phone
502-753-5693

Hwy. 94 East
Murray, Ky. 42071

Travel,Inc
appy Holiday
Shores on Kentucky Lake
Panorama

DON McCLURE
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Trii just out of the spring we'd set up our ambush.
We walked lightly as the
woods. I still have my
camouflage on, though I kick- turkey gobbled again, a seed my boots off outside to keep cond time, a third. He was
wound up like the Devil's fidthe mud off the carpet.
I'm in a hurry to write this dle, telling the woods who was
column. I want to finish it boss.
We reached the saddle as
before any memory blurs,
while I can still recall the the old tom's rattle continued.
finest details of what I did and Steve moved down the right
saw this morning. It's slope, and I took the left. He
something very few people crept out of sight as I found a
will ever see, and maybe in tree trunk to sit next to, pulled
some small way it justifies all up my face mask and took my
the early mornings and hard diaphragm call out of a match
work I've subjected myself to. box.
Suddenly the bird was on the
I've written about turkey
hunting before; in the spring ground and moving our direcit's a frequent subject. I usual- tion. I couldn't see him, but I
ly come out a loser. I've ex- could tell by his gobbling that
plained before how wild our plan was working.
I clucked with the call, and
turkey gobblers are about the
slyest, best-hearing, best- the turkey answered. He was
seeing beasts on the earth. just down the woods, maybe 80
They can appear out of yards, and headed in my
nowhere,spot an eye blink at a direction.
hundred yards and return
I called again with a three
quickly from whence they note yelp, then cluck. Another
came. You won't see them gobble! And then there was
again for the rest of the long, movement, a dark object! I
dull day. It's not action that saw a white head, down
makes a turkey hunter. I through the trees, peeping up
guess it's the challenge, and the hill to spy the reluctant
on those rarest of occasions hen. I didn't breathe, much
when things go right, the sense less move, as the bird took a
of accomplishment.
turn to the crest of the saddle.
Since the spring turkey Now he was in plain view and
season opened April 9 in Land right on schedule.
Between the Lakes,I've strugBut suddenly he got quiet,
gled out of bed almost every and I knew something was
morning at 3 a.m. After coffee wrong. He hadn't seen me. I
at a Lake City restaurant, I've hadn't made a bad note with
driven into the TVA area, the call. And then I saw the
stalked around for several problem. A hen had joined
hours,:and usually come home him, and he had love on his
without • hearing, much less mind. seeing, a gobbler. It got to be
The show those turkeys put
frustrating, but I was too stub- on was frustrating, yet amusborn to give up.
ing and beautiful. The gobbler
Things started to change fanned his tail feathers and
three days ago. I tried a new strutted after his lady love.
area, found a lot of sign and She resisted his efforts, sprinheard one distant mid- ting in circles, and he pursued
morning gobble. I tried to comically. It was truly a wild
work the bird, gave up after ritual.
an hour and vowed to be back, More movement! There was
at daybreak the next morning. a second strutting gobbler,
Steve Fugate of lake City and a third. Other turkeys
and I often team up on outdoor were coming down the ridge.
jaunts and since he was fresh They were milling around and
from a trip to Florida and I couldn't get an accurate
hadn't had time to scout, I sug- count, but I'd say there were
gested we join efforts on the ten wild turkeys within a hungobbler. I had a hunch he'd be dred yards of my position.
The old torn was torn
roosting where I found the
sign. We could separate and between attending to his ten
cover both sides of the ridge, and defending her from his
and chances were we'd come rivals. He'd strut toward the
lady, then turn and run after
to one of our calls.
But turkey hunting has a the other gobblers.
way of not being predictable.
Finally nature had its way,
We got into the woods the next and the two turkeys mated.
morning well before daylight, Then feeling like a bully, the
waited for dawn and heard the boss gobbler lit into the other
old torn sing out. He was right toms with a vengence. The
gobblers flew at one another,
where I thought he'd be.
We ran up the ridge to get thrashing wings and throwing
closer, but we'd misjudged the spurs and gobbling condistance. The next time he tinuously in rage. The fight
gobbled, he was right in front lasted for half a minute. The
of us, no more than 75 yards sounds were like limbs
through open woods. We pro- crashing down as the birds
bably sounded like a runaway met in combat.
truck to the bird, and scared
And it ended as quickly as it
out of his wits, he flew down started. The boss turkey chasfrom his perch and took off the ed the rivals down the other
other way. We had a merry side of the ridge, and all the
chase for about an hour, but birds were gone.
the old turkey won this round.
Surprise Ending
I thought our action for the
Better Strategy
That led to this morning. day was over, but Steve and I
Steve and I decided to try kept our positions. We called,
again, but this time we'd come but we got no answers.
Twenty minutes later I
in from another direction. The
turkey's roosting area was on heard Steve call with special
urgence, and I spied five
the side of the ridge, and we'd
approach him from the op- turkeys coming back in our
posite side with a little more direction. I could see one long
beard, and the rest I identified
caution.
The first gobble was right on
as year-old gobblers. It was
schedule, and we had his locaevident that one of us would
now gets shot.
tion pegged. We knew he'd fly
down, head for the crest of the
The birds cut a straight line
hill and then move toward us
for Steve, and I heard a shot. I
got up and ran to try to inin search of his hens. He'd
tercept the fleeing turkeys,
have to cross a tight saddle
fired a couple of long shots at
where two ridge spurs ran
together, and that's where
one bird, and then turned to
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legging a wild turkey gobbler Suites • let of effort,
skill and luck. Ed Schaeffer of Paducah claimed this bird
in Land Between the Lakes is April 17. The second portion of the Lit season runs April 26- May 4.
see if Steve had scored. I saw that he also had a grandstand
him standing over one of the seat for the showdown on
young gobblers, which was in "Gobbler Ridge."
The,old boss gobbler won
the final throes of death. _
three rounds: with his hen,
I may hunt turkeys for with his rivals and with us.
many more years without see- But the season isn't over yet.
ing and enjoying a sight as I'd He's a smart old bird, but if he
beheld. Steve told me later slips up one time,I'll be there.
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Cke This Ad and Receive 10% Off Tackle

Bay View Bait Shop
At Calhoun Hill Boat Romp On Donaldson Creek
Specializing In Home Cooked Mexican
Food On Weekends and Holidays
Bait, Tackle, Picnic Supplies
Boat Rentals, Guide Service
Spring Hours: 4 o.m.-9 p.m.
Serving Hot Breakfast One Free Cup of Coffee
Owners: Harold S. Maria Gamblin
with tiny tots Donnie & Sissy
507-924-9926
Rt. 3 Cadiz
COG

NOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
and

Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specialists' in servicing tires & 4 W.I. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
le The Jackson Purchase
753-6779
0410 N 4th
-•
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Fins at Feathers
Lake By Lake Rundown

WWI

The winners of the Murray Bass Club teurnasswnt held April 20 were, freest left, Jerry
McConnell first plac•, Ricky Atkins second place and Big Bass, Billy (Monk) Hendon third
place, Paul Maggard fourth place.
Meets by Nary Burrow

Fishing Report, Lake And River Stages
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Fishing conditions seem to
be just right for the fish to be
bitting, but things seem to be
slow everywhere.
The Murray Bait Co. didn't
have much to report this
week. Martha said there had
been a few people trying their
luck but the fish seem to be
scattered,and hard to find.
J. W. Witham, of Kenlake
Marina, reported there had

been several crappie brought
caught. The crappie seemed to
in down this way. There had
have moved out of the bushes
not been much activity from
at the time. They expected
any other kind of fish. Witham
things to pick up within the
said the lake had fallen apnext week.
proximately eight inches, but
The Bay View Bait Shop, on
that shouldn't hurt the fishing
Barkley Lake, reported there
very much.
had been only a few fish
The Browse A Bout, at Lake
brought in this week, but there
City, reported the fishing had
had not been many boats out.
slowed below the dams, with
only a few small stripes being
Water Levels
And Temperatures
Wednesday, April 23,
Barkley Lake upper stage
359.60, lower stage 327.50.
Water temperatures: surface
61 degrees; 10 feet 60 degrees;
25 feet 60 degrees. Kentucky
Lake upper stage 359.70.
Thursday, April 24, Barkley
Lake upper stage 359.44, lower
stage
326.54.
Water
temperatures: surface 63
degrees; 10 feet 62 degrees; 25
feet 62 degrees. Kentucky
Lake upper stage 359.48.
Friday, April 25, Barkley
Lake upper stage 359.15, lower
stage
324.95.
Water
temperatures: surface 63
degrees; 10 feet 62 degrees; 25
feet 62 degrees. Kentucky
4:Make upper stage 359.26.

Department To
Hold Auction

Sonny Robbins, left, and Jimmy Gallimere were fishing
on Donaldson Creek, on Barkley Lake, when they caught
these SS crappie.
Phew Courtesy Aterrny Buil C.

II

753-6448

op

eel,

WATSON'S
Fish Market

Coffee

•924-9926

759-1208

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
The state Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources will
hold an auction of contraband
and surplus equipment May 5
at the Game Farm.
Among the items to be sold
are rifles, shotguns, handguns, boats, outboard
motors, boat trailers, rods,
reels and binoculars. State
law provides that contraband
items can only be sold to Kentucky residents, although
there is no residency requirement for the purchase of
surplus equipment.
Most of the firearms, hunting, fishing and trapping
equipment were confiscated
by the courts from convicted
game and fish law violators.
Surplus motors range from 3
through 80 horsepower and the
boats from 14 to 16 feet in
length.
All bidders must register
before the sale. Only cash or
certified checks will be accepted, no guarantees will be
given on any item and all sales
will be final. The Game Farm
is located three miles west of
Frankfort on U.S. 60.

off mud banks, crappie fair
over submerged cover, black
bass slew on spinner baits
over submerged cover, in
tailwaters trout slow, clear to
murky,stable at pool and 62.
Cumberland — Crappie fair
to good on lower lake jigging
minnows off deep banks with
cove: and still fishing around
willow bushes and fair on upper lake drifting around
stickups and willow bushes in
inlets and bays, black bass
fair on surface lures and
shallow runners early and late
on the upper lake around
stickups and stumps and
casting large spinner baits
and jigging minnows in murky
water inlets and bays on lower
lake. In headwaters white
bass good
on
main
Cumberland, slow on South
Fork and Rockcastle, walleye
slow on South Fork and main
Curnberland, in tailwaters

crappie and trout fair, clear to
mruky, falling at the
timberline and 60.
Nohn — Black bass fair on
crank bads in creeks, bluegill
fair in inlets and bays, in
tailwaters trout fair, clear to
murky, stable at summer pool
and 65.
Bockhorn — Crappie good
over submerged cover in
headwaters, clear to murky to
muddy, rising slowly, eight
feet below summer pool and
59.
Herrington — Crappie fair
around tree laps, black bass
slow early and late on crank
baits off shallower banks, in
headwaters white bass good
with some limits, clear to
murky, stable, four feet belm4
summer pool arid 64.
Fishtrap — Crappie fair
around stickups, in tailwaters
trout slow, murky, stable at
summer pool and 64.

Time To Register Boats
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Ring Around The
Water Line
Sunshine, water and warm
weather may be perfect ingredients for summer fun, but
they can also be a costly mixture for boatmen. This trio of
elements combines to create
filamentous algae, a clinging
aquatic growth that thrives on
boat hulls. Unless algae is controlled, the penalty for boat
owners is poor performance,
high fuel costs, and hours of
bone-wearying labor.
Algae growth begins as a
dark green scum at the water
line. Eventually, it will cover
the entire bottom of a boat,
often hanging in long strands
like a shaggy rug. If not
removed, algae can increase
fuel consumption by as much
as 25 percent while, at the
same time, reduce top speed
by a similar amount.
Spring is the time to prepare
your boat for the battle
against algae. Mercury outboards' service experts suggest you spend a day cleaning
and waxing the hull. Doing so
will save you time and money.
Wash the boat with mild
soap and warm water.
Remove scum by scrubbing
with a soft brush. Avoid
abrasive
cleaners
on

fiberglass hulls. If the hull is
pitted and algae scum has
hardened, try- removing it
with mineral spirits or
acetone. Afterward, wash the
area with soap and water. If
scum persists, sand with very
fine wet sandpaper, then clean
with mineral spirits and wash.
Next, apply a heavy coat of
marine wax to the entire hull.
Double it at the water line.
Weekly, during the summer,
clean the water line by scrubbing with a soft brush. This
dislodges scum and prevents
buildup. Monthly, go underwater and do the entire hull.
Boats removed from the
water when not in use should
be washed as soon as possible.
Again, a heavy coat of wax
makes the chore easier.

\

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

Kenlake Marina

1,

Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

1

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
1,
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Joe Pat Futrell, tool this 20 pound turkey while In,•ting at Peidmont. Ago April 22 at 6 30 a m The turkey
hod 10' inch beard
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REGISTRATION
Kentucky law requires that all motorboats principally used
in Kentucky must be registered in the state of Kentucky. All
non-documented motorboats must be numbered.
Kentucky boat owners have the option of registering their
boat at the office of the circuit clerk in the county where the
boat is principally used or in their home empty.
A person from another state who brings in a motorboat
which is properly registered and numbered in their home
state may use the boat up to 60 days in Kentucky without
registering it here.
The registration certificate covers the period May 1
through April 30 each year. Both in-state and out-of-state
motorboats must have the boat's registration certificate on
board at all times.
FEES: Annual
The registration fee for all inboards regardless of length is
$12.00.
The registration fee for outboards in Kentucky is based on
the length of the vessel as follows:
vessels under 16 feet in length
$5.00
16' to less than 26'
$7.00
26' to less than 40'
$10.00
40' and over
$12.00
When a Certificate of Registration or Number is lost, other
than by destruction or abandonment of the boat for which
issued, a new one may be obtained.
The boat owner will appear in person at the office of the
Circuit Court Clerk, giving details of loss and request issuance of same signing his name as it was signed on the
original application.
NUMBERING:
The identification number awarded to each nondocumented registered vessel under the Kentucky numbering system shall be displayed thereon by being:
(11 painted on,or attached to, each side of the bow (i.e. the
forward half) of the vessel; read from left to right; and in
such position as to provide maximum visibility; have spaces
between the letter and number Groupings (I.E., KY-1234-AI
(2) in block characters of good proportion not less than
three inches in height;
(3) of a color which will contrast with the color of the
background (i. e. dark numbers on a light background or
light numbers on a dark background )and so maintained as to
be clearly visible and legible.
No other number shall be carried on the bow of the vessel.
Although documented vessels are required to be registered,
they are not required to be numbered.
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Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky,

So. 126. St.
(We Specialize In Kentucky Lake Catfish)

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Continued warm, stable
weather has put fishing on the
upswing, with crappie ranging
from fair to excellent on the
state's major lakes.
The rundown,from the state
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources:
Rough River — Crappie excellent on south fork over
submerged cover and fair on
north fork around stickups,
bluegill excellent on south fork
in inlets and bays and off
points and banks, black bass
slow on north fork on medium
deep runners and dollflies off
banks and around stickups,
clear to murky to muddy,
stable at summer pool and 64.
Kentucky — Crappie excellent over submerged cover
and around buck brush and
willow bushes, black hass fair
to good on crank baits and
spinner baits off rocky points
and in stumpbeds, in
tailwaters catfish fair,clear to
murky, stable, .7 feet above
summer pool and 65.
Barkley — Crappie fair to
good over shallow cover and
around stickups, in tailwaters
bluegill, crappie and white
bass slow, clear to murky,
falling slowly, six inches
above summer pool and 62.
Laurel — Trout good still
fishing cheese, corn and
worms and trolling medium
runners off deep banks, black
bass good on surface lures in
inlets and bays, . clew: to
murky, stable, one foot below
lower pool and 60.
Barren — Crappie good still
and jig fishing minnows over
shallow cover, black bass
good on surfaces lures and
crank baits at backs of coves,
clear to murky,stable at summer pool and 69.
Dale Hollow — Bluegill good
and crappie slow in willows,
white bass fair casting and
toplling spinners and dollflies
in large tributaries, clear to
murky, falling, one foot above
summer pool and 69.
Dewey — Crappie slow over
submerged cover and around stickups, murky to muddy,
stable at summer pool and 66.
Cave Run — Black bass fair
to good on spinner baits and
crank baits in inlets and bays,
crappie fair to good over
submerged cover and around
stickups, musky slow on
medium
runners along
timberline, clear to murky,
stable, one foot below summer
pool and 56.
Green — Crappie good over
submerged cover, black bass
fair on spinner baits off points
and banks, in headwaters
white bass good, clear, stable
at summer pool and 65.
Grayson — White bass fair
on upper lake on spinner baits

A%
The eyes of an owl cannot
move in their sockets so the
bird must turn its head
from side to side to see.

Sicily king. loft end Illerold Phillips bran* in Nesse 41 crappie slowa fishing trip to
Berkley Links.
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641 Super Shell
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-Darnell Marine Sales
Murray, Ky. 42071
Route 3 Box 80
Highway 94 East
NEW OWNER: Gary Darnel
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Murray State Roundup [Ruiz's New York
Tennis Team Goes To 25-2 With 9-0 Win
Finish Canceled
The Murray State tennis
raised its overall record to 25-2
and its OVC mark to 5-0 with a
9-0 win over Eastern Kentucky
in a match that was forced indoors at the Kenlake Tennis
Center yesterday.
Only one match went
beyond two sets. Murray now
plays Middle Tennessee and

Memphis State today.
Murray State 9, Eastern Kentucky()
Singles Results — Terse
Persson def. Jeff Z11111 6-3, 6-3;
Mats Ljungnian def. Bibb
Landum 6-3, 6-0; Roger Berttuaume def. David Ghanagen
6-3, 6-2; Finn Swarting def

Kurt Huerrnen 7-6, 7-6; Mike
Costigan def. Rich Vandish 6By FRED ROTHENBERG
3, 6-2; Steve Wille def. Chuck
Al'Sports Writer
Gibson 6-2,6-2.
Doubles Results — PerssonNEW YORK (AP) — Rosie
Swarting def. Zinn Vandish 7- Ruiz's place in the New York
5, 6-4; Ljwigman-Costigan City Marathon, the race that
def. Briscal-Rowlett 6-4, 3-6, 6- qualified her for the Boston
2; Berthiaume-Wille del Marathon, has been taken
Landum-Gibson 6-4, 6-4.
away from the controversial
runner. Can her victory in
Boston be far behind?
"Based on our investigation,
we are now invalidating her
the game, gaining 231 yards in
finish at the New York City
total offense to the Blue
Marathon," said Nina
team's 58 yards. Gino Gibbs
Kuscsik,
a former top female
was the offensive standout for
finisher at the Boston
the game, completing eight
Marathon and now a _member
passes in 11 attempts for 133
of the New York race's games
yards and running for 44 more
committee."We could ask for
for the Gold team.
the medal back."
Officials of the New York
embarrassed
Marathon,
because their race last October was Ruiz's stepping
stone to Boston, offered
evidence for invalidating her
lead with Watson and Green,
time at a news conference Frion
his
triple
bogey
blew to a
day.
first hole and eventually
"It's sad but true. Rosie did
finished the second round with
a 78. He just sneaked by the not finish the New York City
cut at 144, the qualifying score Marathon," said Fred Lebow,
for the last two rounds of play president of the New York
Roadrunners Club. -Boston is
Saturday and Sunday.
Watson, the outstanding the most important marathon
we're
player in the game for the past in the world, and
three seasons and noted by his especially sad because we feel
fellow tourists as one of golf's somewhat responsible for
greatest putters, had one of what happened there."
Lebow said Will Cloney,
his better days on the greens.
"It was one of those rare director of the Boston
days when you just know Marathon, told him an anyou're going to make the nouncement on whether
putts," Watson said. "I made Ruiz's results will be upheld
everything I looked at. Other would be made Monday or
parts of my game were con- Tuesday next week. Last Monsiderably less than perfect, day in Boston, Ruiz, 26, runnbut my putter feels very, very ing in just her second
marathon, was the first
strong.
. "I just wish Thad the feeling woman across the finish line
in two hours, 31 minutes, 56
more often.'.'

Blue Pulls Game Out In Last Minute
In a game of more evenly
balanced teams, the Murray
State football squad held its
third scrimmage of the spring
with the Blue team pulling out
a 12-7 win with only 45 seconds
remaining in the game.
The final score came after

the Gold team's punter, David
Tuck, fumbled a snap from
center and was dropped at his
own three-yard line. Tony
Lester then ran the ball in
from the one-yard line for the
The Gold team dominated

Watson's Putter Gives Him Round Of
68 For New Orleans Tie With Green
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
NEW ORLEANS AP) "The putter," observed Tom
Watson, "can make up for a
lot of mistakes."
His did.
Watson holed putts totaling
approximately 184 feet in
length, including three in the
35-45 foot range, in a second
round. 4-under-par 68 that left
him in a tie for the lead with
Hubert Green in the $250,000
Greater New Orleans Opeh
golf tournament.
Green, the defending champion, also shot a 68 Friday, but
his was a solid, no-bogey effort
in which he missed only one
green.
The totals added up the
same, however, 134, 10 shots
under par on the 7,080-yard
Lakewood Country Club

course.
Tommy Valentine, a nonwinner in his brief, two-year
pro golf tour careerrrnanaged
a 67 in the gusty winds and
was a single shot off the pace
at 135.
It was another two shots
back to Larry Nelson at 137.
He birdied his last two holes
for a 66. Lee Trevino, Bill
Kratzert and Mike Reid
followed at 138. All had second
round 71s.
Trevino's effort was
remarkable, however, in that
he did not make a bogey, continuing his fantastic string on
this course. He won here in
1974 without making a ,bogey
in the tournament. He made
but one bogey in 72 holes in a
runnerup finish last year.
Chip Beck, the young man
who shared the first-round

seconds — the third fastest
women's time in history.
Steve Marek, president of
the Suburban Roadrunners
Club of New York, told The
Associated Press that he and
Ruiz probably would get an
opportunity to meet with
Boston Marathon officials
next week before they make
their final decision.
Marek, who has been serving as Ruiz's advisor, said
Ruiz was in seclusion Friday
"trying to be a normal person
again."
The evidence disclosed Friday, strongly indicating that
Ruiz never finished the New
York race, raised another
challenge to her credibility. At
her press conference here
Thursday and under prosecutorial attack by the press,
Ruiz steadfastly asserted she
had run both races.
Yet in videotapes shown Friday, Ruiz was not seen
finishing the New York race.
When the finish line photo was
frozen at Ruiz's purported
time of 2:56:29, no runner was
seen crossing.
The tape then showed
several runners, including
Cindy Wuss of New York,
whose time was listed as one
second slower than Ruiz's. "I
did not observe Miss Ruiz at
all throughout the entire
marathon," Wuss said. "She
did not pass me, and I did not
pass her."
Also at the press conference
was Susan Morrow, a New
York photographer who said
Ruiz rode the subway with her
while the New York Marathon
was in progress. Morrow said
Ruiz told her she had hurt her
ankle 10 miles into the race.

•

ed 21.
"You can't shoot as bad as I
did for two and a half games,"
Wilkes said. "Eventually, it's
got to go down."
"I thought we let them get
too many second shots," said
Seattle Coach Lenny Wilkens.
Wilkes) helped them by
hitting some good shots."
"When they the Lakers )
needed a hoop down the stretch, they got one," added Seattle center Jack Sikma.
The defending NBA champion Sonics play the Lakers at
University of Washington's
Hec Ecimundson Pavilion
again Sunday.
Wilkes canned eight of 11

shots from-the floor in the second half as Los Angeles, with
Abdul-Jabbar collecting 13
points in the final quarter, put
the Sonics in a corner.
"They the Sonics) couldn't
put everybody on me for the
whole game," said AbdulJabbar. "When Jamaal is
scoring, they have to put two
men on me and one on him instead of three on me."
After the opening half, the
Lakers trailed by four points
and Wilkes was two for 10
from the field and 19 for 53 for
the series.
"I finally got my rhythm in
the second half," explained
Wilkes. "I made a couple

shots, and that helped my confidence.
"You know, this thing works
two ways. Kareem puts so
much pressure on them inside
that it gives you an opening on
the outside."
Abdul-Jabbar, who had a
game-high 13 rebounds, said
the Sonics were far from
buried.
"We're so even," he said,
"the team that plays well is
going to win. We could win
three in a row and Seattle
could win three in a row."
Gus Williams, who had 14
points in the first quarter, led
the Sonics' attack with 23
while John Johnson added 19

Murray Loses At
Tilghman,2-1

By ALEX SACHA RE
AP Sports Writer

break 100.
"Their offense is having
trouble, but we're the cause of
PHILADELPHIA ( AP) — it," said forward Bobby Jones,
The Philadelphia 76ers, never who came off the Sixers'
known for their defense, are bench to bottle up Larry Bird
doing all they can to change when starter Caldwell Jones
that image in their National got in early foul trouble.
Basketball Association playoff Boston's heralded rookie was
series against the Boston limited to 19 points on 6-for-15
Celtics.
shooting and didn't get a point
. The Sixers overcame a hor- in the fourth quarter, when the
rendous shooting slumpoin the Celtics were struggling to
final period and beat Bosto
mount a rally.
102-90 Friday night because
"We were aggressive and
p their tenacious defense per- we made them take tough
!hinted the Celtics just 38 shots," added Bobby Jones,
points in the second half. The who had five of Philadelphia's
win gave Philadelphia a 3-1 15 blocked shots. "Everyone
lead 'in the best-of-seven
had a level of intensity that we
Eastern Conference final, didn't see all season."
which could end Sunday in
"People have been saying
Boston.
411 year that we're not strong
The Celtics, who averaged defensively," said Sixers
113.5 points per game in com- center Darryl Dawkins, who
piling the league's best record had 17 points and four blocks,
during the regular season, "but this is the money time
- have been held to 94 per game and we want to prove them
in this series and have yet to wrong."

SALE
Electric Adding Machine, 2 Drawer Filing Cabinet, Office Supply Cabinet, Double Size Oak Desk, Filing
Cabinet With Safe, Office Size Fire Proof Safe, Pepsi
Cola Machine For Bottles, Used Box Springs 8. Mattress, Truck Tool Box, Gas Space Heater 160,000 BTU
Output.

George Hodge
& Son Inc.
205 Se. Stio

Phone 753-4461
Merrey, Ky.

Boston Coach Bill Fitch isn't anything for granted. We have
three pieces of the cake, but
conceding anything.
-I don't think this thing is we have to get all four before
over yet," he said. "Everyone we can eat it."
The Sixers almost blew Frisays we've been playing terribly, but we've been in every day's game with a horrendous
fourth quarter in which they
game."
shot an underwhelming 2-for"We've got the power to win
23 from the field. They surviv"We've
this series," said Bird.
ed only because Boston could
just got to take it to them."
do no better than 6-for-22. As
Philadelphia Coach Billy Dawkins put it, -We were
just
Cunningham is wary of
cold, but they weren't setting
that.
the world on fire, either."
expect Boston to be very
Philadelphia took an 86-74
aggressive and a little loose, advantage into the final
because they have nothing to period, saw its lead dwindle to
lose," he said. "We can't take five on three occasions but

As for Sunday, Dawkins
predicted, "They're not going
to go out and die, especially at
their place. They will be out
there scuffling and scratching
— and we will too."

Ali Proclaims Intention
OfBeating Larry Holmes
By TOM SEPPY
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Former heavyweight champion Muhammad Aliyme to
the nation's capitol and immediately pronounced that he
will be the first four-time
titleholder.
"I want Holmes. I want
Holmes," he said Friday night
at Washington National Airport after a short trip from
Pennsylvania. "When I am
the four-time world champion,
I will be the greatest of all
athletes.
"When I win this fight, I will
be the greatest of all the football players, all the soccer
players, all the baseball
players I will be the greatest
of all the athletes.

"Three times is not
enough," said Ali, 38, who has
won the title three times and
retired last year after his winning the title for the third
time. "Four times is better
than three."
Ali recently announced that
he would come out of retirement to fight World Boxing
Council champion Larry
Holmes, a former sparring
partner, in an effort to win the
title four times. He admitted
that no contracts had been
signed and that if he could not
meet Holmes, he would take
on World Boxing Association
heavyweight titlist Mike
Weaver.
Ali was in Washington to attend a meeting between his
undefeated boxing team,
which will take on a Kenyan

national all-star team today at
the D.C. Armory.
Asked if it bothered him that
the scheduled welterweight
fight between WBC champion
Sugar Ray Leonard and
Roberto Duran might net $30
million with $6.5 million for
Leonard, Ali said: "No, I
started all this. The baseball
players started asking for bigger salaries when I was
fighting. I made boxing a
sport where somebody can
earn money. I will be making
$10 million."
Ali said he has had no problem with his weight since
he's been training. The former
champ said two weeks ago he
weighed 251 pounds and now is
239 pounds.
"When I meet Holmes, I'll
be 222," he said.
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Odds Are That Genuine
Risk Will Run In Derby
stead, he said, he would keep
her in New York to continue
training for the filly Triple
Crown.
But Firestone later overruled his trainer, saying that he
was "90 percent" certain the
horse would be shipped to
Louisville.
The odds are now up to 99-1.
Jolley's assistant trainer,
John Nazareth, said Friday
that he was "99 percent certain" that Genuine Risk would
fly to Louisville today.
"We'll gallop her a mile and
a half in the morning and
decide then," Nazareth said.
"The plane leaves the ground
at 2 p.m. If I'm on it and she's
on it, then I'd say we're coming."
Nazareth dismissed as "just
a rumor" that the conflict
over Genuine Risk's immediate future meant that
'owner Firestone and trainer
Jolley would be parting corn-
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pany."There's no truth to it at
all," Nazareth said.
Immediately after the
Wood, in which Genuine Risk
stayed with Plugged Nickle
and Colonel Moran down the
stretch, Jolley praised the
horse for a "big race," but
said that she was tired after
the 1
test. He said he
saw no need for her to test the
colts again in the Derby,
which hasn't had a filly starter
since Silver Spoon ran fifth in
1959.
But the owner felt that the
filly's strong showing in the
Wood had earned her a berth
in the Derby. It would be the
third Derby starter for the
Firestones, for whom Jolley
saddled runnerup Honest
Pleasure in 1976 and General
Assembly, who was second to
Spectacular Bid last year.
Jolley trained 1975 Derby
winner Foolish Pleasure for
the late John Greer.
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pulled out the win with 12 free
throws in the final 7:18, during
which time the Sixers failed to
score a single basket. Guard
Maurice Cheeks iced the victory with five points from the
foul line in the last 1:29.
Julius Erving led the Sixers
with 30 points, including 12 in
the third period, but missed
his last nine shots.

Pal

In the bottom of the seventh,
Tilghman scored its run on an
unusual play. With the bases
loaded, Pace threw over to
third base and appeared to
have the runner picked off.
But Pace was called for a balk
on the move and the ran was
counted for the win.
think they've got a good
ballclub," Murray coach Cary
Miller said about Tilghman.
"We hit the ball right at people. We had some chances to
score.
an
pitched
"Pace
outstanding ballgame.
Murray's record is now 11-3
going into its doubleheader
against Fulton County at
home next Monday.

Murray's baseball team
traveled to Paducah Tilghman
yesterday looking for a sweep
of the two games the teams
played this week.
Instead, the Tigers had to
settle for,an excellent pitching
performance from Ronnie
Pace in tough 2-1 seventhinning loss. Pace struckout 10
Tilghman batters and walked
only two, giving up seven hits
in the losing effort.
Murray managed five hits,
two apiece by Eddie Requarth
and Bill Milton, to scrap for its
one run. That run came in
Murray's half of the(fifth inning when Ftequarth singled,
stole second and came in on a
hit by Milton.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
Odds are that a filly will be
among the horses that break
from the starting gate on the
afternoon of May 3 for the
106th running of the Kentucky
Derby.
Her name is Genuine Risk,a
3-year-old daughter of Ex,
elusive Native who is owned
by Bertram Firestone.
and Dennis Johnson 18.
Genuine Risk roared into
Fred Brown, who averaged
24 points in the first two games the Derby limelight on April
of the series, was held to eight 19, when she was a close third
behind Plugged Nickle and
by the Laker defense.
"We better clamp down on Colonel Moran in the Wood
him," Abdul-Jabbar remark- Memorial. Although it was her
ed, -or he'll shoot us out of the first defeat in seven career
starts, she finished less than
building."
With the Kingdome and the two lengths back of the horse
Seattle Coliseum booked, a that figures to be at least a cocrowd of 8,524 turned out at favorite in the Derby.
Almost as quickly as she
the University of Washington.
"I think this is one of the vaulted to the 'fore, Genuine
finest facilities in the NBA," Risk was taken out of consaid Laker Coach Paul sideration when trainer
LeRoy Jolley said he wouldn't
Westhead sarcastically.
-It's like a neutral court for ship the filly to Kentucky. Inus because we haven't played
here before," added Wilkens.

Philadelphia Defense Shuts Down Boston
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ship," Willie said. "It's
something I've wanted since
the sixth grade."
"She worked very hard for
our program," Lady Laker
coach David Elliott said.
Lambuth won the Volunteer
State Athletic Conference in
1979 and was third last year.

Kim Willie, a 5-foot-1041
center who averaged 15 points
and 10 rebounds a game for
the Calloway County Lady
Leiters during the past basketball season, has signed a
grant-in-aid with Lambuth
College in Jackson, Tenn.
"I'm glad I've got a scholar-

Wilkes' Shooting Opens Game For Jabaar
By JIM COUR
Al'Sports Writer
SEATTLE AP) — Jamaal
Wilkes finally snapped out of
his shooting slump Friday
night, and Kareem AbdulJabbar couldn't have been
happier.
With Wilkes hitting from the
outside, Abdul-Jabbar could
do just about anything he
wanted inside Friday night as
the Los Angeles Lakers
defeated the Seattle SuperSonics 104-100 to take a 2-1 lead
in the National Basketball
Association Western Conference finals.
Abdul-Jabbar led all scorers
with 33 points, and Wilkes add-
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The Econo-MateTM Exclusive Features:
• Huge 4" Top Rails
• Heavy Duty Bottom Rail
• Heavy gauge steel sidewalls • Foundation
• Heavy-gauge solid vinyl
• Exclusive "Lock-Frame"
liner
construction
Dimension • 16' x 31'• Swim Area - 15' X 24' X 4'

• Aluminum Swing-up
and In-Pool Ladders
• Advanced over-the-wall
• Skimmer Cartridge
• Filtration Unit
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Martin's Athletics Celebrate His Return To Minnesota By Playing Like Marshmallows
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Billy Martin isn't going to
like this but his Oakland A's
celebrated his return to Minnesota by playing like, well,
er...like marshmallows.
Martin didn't like much of
anything that happened Friday in Bloomington, Minn.,
starting with the first inning
when the Twins scored four
times on three walks, Glenn
Adams' grounder, Butch
Wynegar's two-run double and
Mike Cubbage's single and
went on to bury the A's 10-3.
To make matters worse for
Martin 9n his first trip to Minnesota since his infamous
fight with a marshmallow
salesman in a Bloomington
hotel last October that cost

him his job as manager of the
New York Yankees, a fan near
the dugout twice peppered
him
with .you guessed
It marshmallows.
Martin exchanged words
with the fan after the first incident as he returned from a trip
to the mound in the opening inrung, but then went into the
dugout. When a repetition occurred in the ninth, the fiery
manager put one foot on the
railing between the field and
the stands before the umpires
and members of the A's
restrained him.
"He did it once and then
went and hid like a baby,"
Martin said. "But my coach
caught him the second time
and the police got him. I hope
they fine him.

The Minnesota tans are
good fans," added Martin,
whose first managerial job
was with the Twins "This was
Just one guy acting like a jerk
There's no room for that in
baseball. I'm not going to
tolerate it."
In other American League
action, the Toronto Blue Jays
downed the
Milwaukee
Brewers 5-3, the Kansas City
Royals drubbed the Baltimore
Orioles 7-0, the Chicago White
Sox blanked the New York
Yankees 6-0, the Detroit
Tigers battered tIr Boston
Red Sox 11-3, the California
Angels nipped the Seattle
Mariners 4-3 and the Texas
Rangers beat the Cleveland
Indians 4-1,

Blue Jays 5, Brewers 3
Alfredo Griffin belted two
triples and a single and drove
ma pair of runs and Al Woods
hit a solo homer, leading
Toronto to its third triumph
over the Brewers in as mem
meetings. Griffin tripled and
scored in the first inning,
singled a run across in the second and tripled home what
proved to be the winning run
in the fourth.
Toronto Manager Bobby
Mattick discounted his lowly
Blue Jays' 3-0 record against
the hard-hitting Brewers by
saying,"That stuff happens."
But Griffin said the Blue
Jays simply "hit against
Milwaukee. I know they've got
good pitching. They pitch better than Kansas City, but we

don't hit Kansas City."
Royals 7, Orioles•
Clint Hurdle hit a three-run
homer to climax a six-run first
inning and Larry Gura tossed
a four-hitter as Kansas City
handed Baltimore's defending
American League champions
their sixth consecutive setback. Willie Wilson doubled to
start the Royals' first against
Steve Stone and scored on a
single by Frank White. George
Brett tripled White home and
Hal McRae then doubled Brett
across. One of four Baltimore
errors then preceded Hurdle's
home run. Gura is 7-3 over the
Orioles for his career and
entered the game with a liftime earned run average
against them of 1.64.

White Sox 4, Yankees I
Steve Trout pitched a
sevenhitter, Jim Morrison hit
a solo homer and Wayne Nordhagen delivered a two-run
single as the White Sox
defeated the Yankees for the
third time in four meetings,
Bob Molinaro's grounder and
Lamar Johnson's sacrifice fly
accounted for firstinninrruns
off loser Ed Figueroa and
Morrison hornered in the second. Rudy May, making his
first appearance of the.season,
was tagged for three runs in
the seventh, including Nordhagen's single
Tigers 11, Red Sox 3
Detroit jumped on Chuck
Rainey for seven runs in the
fifth Inning after Boston
starter Dennis Eckersley was

tiebreaking
sixth-inning
homer, while Don Aase allowed one run until the ninth,
when he needed help from
John Montague. Ruth singled
a run across in the second inning and Carney Lansford's
seventh-inrung single produced what turned out to be the
winning run
Rangers 1, Indians 1
Rictue Zak's bases-loaded
single off Rick Waits in the top
of the ninth inning scored two
runs W break a tie and Billy
Sample followed with a
runscoring double. Texas
starter Gaylord Perry blanked the Indians until the
seventh when they scored on
singles by Ron Hassey and
Duane Kuiper and an infield
out.

ejected for arguing with plate
umpire Jim McKean. A two
run single by Riclue Hebner
and Lance Parrish's two-run
double highlighted the big innmg. Steve Kemp hit a two-run
homer off Eckersley tn the
first inning, starting Dan
Schatzeder to his first AL vietory after three losses.
Eckersley said he was mad
because the first pitch he
threw to Lou Whitaker, which
McKean called a strike, was
the same as a fourth ball to
Alan Trammell. "He told me
to shut up," Eckersley said. "I
told him something and I was
g one."
Angels 4, Mariners 3
Joe Ruth, who entered the
game batting .179, drove in
three runs, two with a

Parrish Drives In All Seven Of His Team's RBI, But It Isn't Enough As Braves Beat Expos 8-7 In II
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By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Larry Parrish did it all for
the Montreal Expos. It just
wasn't enough.
"I guess a team thinks
they're going to win when they
get seven RBI from one guy,"
said Atlanta Manager Bobby
Cox, whose Braves beat the
Expos 8-7 in 11 innings Friday
night despite Parrish's big
night.
The Montreal slugger
knocked in all of his team's
runs at Atlanta Stadium with a
three-run homer in the first in-
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"Parrish is a one-man
wrecking crew, what else?"
said Cox. "None of his homers
were cheapies. He's great.
What makes him tick? His
desire and his aggressiveness.
He's a team player and he
doesn't mind getting his nose
in the dirt."
Parrish, of course,
have preferred a
positive result, despite
compliments.
'If we had won, the

would
more
Cox's
home

AUSTIN, Texas(AP)- Arnold Palmer hardly played
like a legend in his Legends of
Golf debut.
In fact, Palmer called it,
among other things, "The
worst round I've played in a
long
time...
terrible...awful...nobody
at
home..."
Palmer did snake home a 35foot putt on the final hole for
an eagle 3 to get the Palmer-

Dow Finsterwald team to
within six shots of the two
leading teams, Tommy Bolt
and Art Wall and Sam Snead
and Don January.
Bolt-Wall and SneadJanuary each shot record 10under-par 60s over the par-70
Onion Creek Golf Club in the
opening round of the 54-hole
tournament. The previous
record of 61 had been
established by defending
champions Julius Boros and
Roberto de Vicenza in 1978.
Five-under-par 65 was the

DANGER
HIGH
VOLTAGE

1
11

January, who also has just
turned 50 and is playing in his
first Legends, said, "It was
nice to stand out there and
watch him (Snead) play. He
came through when the water
got hot." -

"The course just played
super," said the 50-year-old
Palmer, who has lost 20

Snead holed what he called
"a field goal," a 50-foot putt on
the 440-yard par-4 No. 14 for

To prevent your contacting electric lines;your power
distributor spends thousands of dollars each year
placing them out of normal reach. But under certain
conditions, they can still be dangerous. Don't
carelessly or unknowingly touch one. Learn how to live
safely around power lines. A few minutes spent learning the facts could save you from serious injury or
even death.
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Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
Americo§ League
SEATTLE MARINERS-Recalled
Jerry Narron. catcher, from Spokane of
the Pacific Coast League.
FOOTBALL
Caseates Football League
HAMILTON TIGER-CATS-Signed
Harold Woods,defensive back, and Dennis Anderson, defensive end
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Never install a TV or radio antenna within falling
distance of a power line. If you have such an installation, move it to a safer location. Ask your power
distributor for help.
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE

WEST

You are a good conductor of electricity.

Pounds, down to 180, by jogging• "You could fire the ball
right at the pins. However, I
was missing the green with
wedges."

next-best score in this bestball tournament with a $70,000
firstplace prize.
Bob Rosburg and Jack
Fleck and Australians Peter
Thomson and Kel Nagle tied
at that figure.
Bolt made six birdies and
Snead had seven to lead their
red-hot teams on a 6,584-yard
course made soft by overnight
rains.

Mlwauttee
New Yost
Boston
Toronto
Balbmore
Detroit
Cleveiand

Electricity naturally flows to ground through anything
that will conduct or carry current.

iftil

said of Vuckovich. "The guy
Whitfield sacrificed him to seCubs 5, Pirates 3
just has good motion. He holds
Barry Foote and pinch- cond. Bill North was walked
on to the ball a long time, hitter Steve Dillard delivered intentionally before Evans
mixes up his pitches and gets key doubles in a four-run singled to right.
the breaking ball over."
The victory went to Greg
seventh inning and Dave
Astros 7, Meta 1
Kingman nit his sixth homer Minton, who allowed one hit in
J.R. Richard became the of the season in the eighth to the final two innings.
third pitcher in Houston pace Chicago over Pittsburgh,
Dodgers 6, Padres 3
history to win 100 games and
Steve Garvey's three-rut,
Trailing 2-0 going into the
Jeff Leonard hit his first ma- seventh and limited to only homer keyed a four-run rally
jor league home run to lead three hits, the Cubs finally got in the seventh inning as LOS
the Astros over New York.
to loser Jim Rooker. Foote Angeles came from behind to
Richard, 3-0, boosted his scored the tying run in the ral- defeat San Diego.
career record to 100-67 with ly after his double and
The Padres led 3-2 entering
ninthinning relief help from Dillard's hit got the tie- the seventh. But Dave Lopes
Dave Smith, spacing three breaking run home.
singled after two were out.
hits, striking out eight and
and pinch-hitter Pedro GuerGiants 4, Reds 3
walking four in 81-3 innings.
Darrell Evans drove in his rero doubled to score Lopes
Larry Dierker and DOn Wilson third run of the game with a with the tying run. After
are Houston's only other 100- ninth-inning single off reliever reliever Steve Mura intengame winners.
Doug Bair, leading San Fran- tionally walked Reggie Smith,
Leonard's home pm led off cisco over Cincinnati. Roger Garvey hit his third homer of
his longest birdie putt of the the fifth, giving the Astros a 3- Metzger led off the Giants' the year to put the Dodgers in
day.
0 lead at that point,
ninth with a walk, and Terry front for the first time.
Bolt and Wall, who were
runnerups last year after losmg out in a dramatic six-hole
playoff to Boras and fie Vicenza, birdied six of sevelli holes in
the middle of the round.
We have the largest inventory ever - these are just a few of the
"We put a good brothersavings you'll find at Murray Lawn & Garden Center.
inlaw act at 'em," said the 61year-old Bolt.
Soros and de Vicenzo struggled for birdies all day to
finish at 4-under-par 66 - a
whopping six shots behind the
leaders.

runs would have meant the ninth that sent the contest mastery of Philadelphia as St.
more," he said. "We just into extra innings tied at 7-7.
Louis beat the Phillies. Hencouldn't hold them."
drick hit Randy Larch's first
The Braves then won the pitch to him in the
In other National League
fourth inngames,the St. Louis Cardinals game in the 11th on Chris ing for a homer to move the
Chambliss'
RBI
double.
defeated the Philadelphia
Cards in front 2-1, then again
Phillies 3-1; the Houston Chambliss' hit off reliever blasted Larch's first pitch to
Fred
Norman
scored Jerry him in the sixth for a 3-1 CarAstros whipped the New York
Mets 7-4; the Chicago Cubs Royster, who had walked off dinal lead.
edged the Pittsburgh Pirates ,tan Bahnsen to start the 11th.
Vuckovich recorded his
5-3; the San Francisco Giants Royster moved to second on a seventh straight victory over
sacrifice
by
Larvell
Blanks
the Phillies, dating back to
nipped the Cincinnati Reds 4-3
and the Los Angeles Dodgers and Dale Murphy also walked Aug. 8, 1978. He allowed the
Phillies nine hits before
turned back the San Diego before the gamewinning hit.
needing ninthinning relief
Padres 6-3.
Cardinals 3, Phillies 1
Parrish single-handedly
George Hendrick smashed help.
kept the Expos in the game, two homers and Pete
"He's got good stuff,"
including his two-run shot in
Vuckovich continued his Philadelphia's Mike Schmidt

Palmer Plays Worst Round In Long Time
By DEN NE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer

ne

ning, a two-run shot in the
fourth and a two-run wallop in
the ninth.

By The Associeted Press
Emters Cesteresce Mel
Bea-el-Seven
Friday, April ii
Phdadelphis 96, Boston 93
Sunday, Apra 211
Boston 96, Philadelphia 90
Weelseadey, April 23
Philadelphia 99, Boston 97
Fraley'. Game
Philadelphia
00,
102, Boston
Philadelphia leads series 3-1
Seaday'a Game
Philadelphia at Boston
Wedneedoy's Game
Boston at Philadelphia. if necessary
Fridley. May?
Philadelphia at Boston. if necessary
Wester' Cesieresiee Pal
Best-of-Sevea
Tuesday, April 22
Seattle 106, too Angeles 107
Wednesday, April 12
Los Angeles 106,Seattle RI
Friday',Game
1.011 Angeles 104, Seattle 100. Los
Angeles leads series 2-i
lasiiary'm Game
Las Angeles at Seattle Wedoesdey's
Game
Seattle at 1.1 Angeles
Friday, May?
los Angeles at Seattle. if necemary
Smiley, May 4
Seattle at los Angeles. If rweesaary

HOCKEY
National Hockey League
NEW YORK ISLANDERS- RecaBed
Alex McKendry. right wing, Kevin
Devine. left wing, Richard Brodeur,
goaltender, and Kelly Davis,
defenseman, from Indianapolis of the
Central Hockey League
COLLEGE
GEORGETOWN -Named Scott
Strasburg head soccer coach
of

NHL Playoffs
By The associated Press
Quarterfinal Remit
Best el Seven
Reams/ley, April 141
New York Islanders 2, Boston 1. OT
Philadelphia 2. New Yoh Rangers 1
Buffalo 5. Chicago 0
Minnesota 3, Montreal?
Tberadey, Apra 17
New York islanders 5, Boston 4, OT
Philadelphia 4, New York Rangers 1
Buffalo 6. Chicago 4
Minnesota 4. Montreal I
Saturday, April II
New York Islanders 5, Boston 3
Buffalo 2, Chicago 1
Philadelphia 3. New York Rangers 0
Montreal 5. Minnesota 0
Susiley, April 2l
New York Rangers 4. Pfuladelphia 2
Buffalo 3, Chicago 2, Buffalo .1M
genes 4-0
Montreal 5, Minnesota 1
Maltby, Apra II
Boston 4, New York Islanders 3,OT
Teesday, Aprisi
New York Islanders 4, Boston
Islanders win series, 4-1
Philadelphia 3, New York Rangers I,
Philadelphia wins series 4-1
Montreal 6, Minrwsesta 2
nieredey's Game
Minnesota 5, Montreal 2, ernes tied 33
liemiley's Gomm
Minnesota at Montreal

Sports In Brief
TENNIS
LAS VEGAS, Nev. i AP,- Top-seeded
Bjorn Borg of Sweden rolled to a 6-1,6-I
victory over Victor Amaya in the
quarterfinal round of the $300,000 Grand
Prix of Tennis tournament at Caesars
Palace, but second-seeded John
McEssoe was stunned by Harold
Solomon 6-4, 6-1
Borg needed only 45 minutes to overwhelm the unseeded Amaya and earn a
berth in today's semifinals against third'
seeded Vitas Gerulaito. who eliminated
unseeded Raul Ramirez of Mexico 6-4, 46,6-3
Solomon, seeded sixth, was to meet
Lend! of
eighth-seeded Ivan
Czechoslovakia in one semifinal. Lendl
routed unseeded Brian Teacher 6-2, 6-1
in the quarterfinals
The finals will be played Sunday. with
the singles champion earning 960,000 and
the runnerup getting 130,000.
SAN FRANCISCO AP I - Martina
Navrablova regained her position as the
top woman tennis player in the world,
according to rankings released by the
Women's Tennis Assc:lation
In the latest computer ratings,
Navratilova edged out I 7-year-old Tracy
Austin for the No I spot, 16.522 points to
16.406.
TRACK
PHILADELPHIA (AP - For the 15h
straight year. Villanova won the
distance medley relay at the 86th annual
Penn Relays and set a national collegiate record time of 9 24 2 ,
Other winners were South Carolina's
Tony Rambo in the 400-meter hurdles in
506. Carl Lewis of Houston in the long
jignp with a leap o(25 feet, 6is inches.
and Pat McColl* ot Kentucky in the
discus with a mark of 184-5
DES MOINES, Iowa AP) • James
Mallard of Alabama sped to a meet
record 20 5 seconds in the 200-meter dash
and ageless Al Oerter won the invitational discus st the 71st Drake Relays
HOCKEY
API - Edmonton's
TORONTO
Wayne Gretzky, the 19-year old who
scored 51 goals this season, was named
NHL Player of the Year by the Hockey
News.
The publication also named Pat Quinn
of Philadelphia the Coach of the Year
and the Flyers' general manager, Keith
Allen, the Executive of the Year.
WEIGHTLIFTING
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (API Aleksandr Voromn of the Soviet Union
set a world record by snatching 248
pounds in the flyweight category in the
3861s European Weightlifting Championship
The previous record of 247 pounds in
the category of up to 114's pounds was
held by Chula'3 Wu Shu Teti
COLLEGE
NEW ROCHELLE, N.Y AP, lona
Coilege announced that center Jeff
Roland had signed a contract with agent
Paul Corvino before the 197960 season,
prematurely ending his college career
and putting the school's best basketball
mason m jeopardy
One cloy after Roland had announced
he was forsaking going hsrdhap in the
NBA draft to take lus senior year of
Ions, he entered his mane with the NBA
office because he had forfeited his
amateur status by signing with Corvino
Roland also received money for entering
into the agreement.
Roland, the Gaels alltime leading
assersoallier. led Iona to a 29-5
season that included a 77-410 victory over
eventual NCAA dumpier Louisville
GENERAL
NEW YORX 1AP - Roue Run,
whose first-piarn female finishing time
at the Boston Marathon has been severely disputed, had Pier clocking at the New
You City Marathon Invalidated by rare
officials

Riding Mowers

5-hp Riding
John Deere Riding Mowers make quick work of
mowing chores. Choose a 5-hp model with 28-inch
cut or on 8-hp model with 30-inch cut and recoil or
electric start. An 8-hp model with 34-inch mower
and recoil start is also available. The 5-hp rider has
3-s2eed transmission - 8-hp riders, a 5-speed inline transmission that lets you shift on the go. All
hove cushioned seat, sturdy footrests.

Model 68.
8 H.P. 34" Cut
Recall Start

SAVE

'170"

Mower
Here's John Deere dependability at an
economical price. The 65 Rider features a
5-hp engine, 28-inch cutting width, and a
cutting height that adjusts from 1 to 3 inches. Three-speed transmission lets you
match speed to the job. Rock-and -pinion
steering
provides excellent
maneuverability. Controls are color-coded
for easy identification. The 65 also has an
uncluttered operator's area and cushioned
seat for added comfort.

SAVE
sior. 8-hp Lawn Tractor
The John Deere 108 lawn Tractor comes
equipped with a 30-inch mower, rugged 8hp engine and o 5-speed transmission with
on-the-go shift mounted on the right fender deck. The 108 has a triple-sofety starting system - the gearshift must be in
neutral, the PTO disengaged and the key
used before the engine will start. You also
get color-coded controls and adjustable,
podded seat. Front blade, snow thrower,
rear bagger available.

60"

JOHN DEERE
17 N.P.
48" Cat
Twin Cyliadar

SAVE

'359°0

We'll Trade For Your Old Mower
Bonk Rate
Financing
Free
Parking

208f. Main

DERJOHN

Mower
Powerful
94ip engine...
power steering . hydrostatic drive

SAVE OVER

5150°°

OUT THEY GO AT
10% OVER COST

4

.111•1111111.,

SAVE
$105•0

_JOHN DEERE

Murray Lawn &
Garden Center

Ser vi) P

753-3361

---0111111101111
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Memorial Baptist Church CROSSWORD PUZZLER
To Have All-Day Sunday
Services For Anniversary
0000 002 3MM2

Teegarden Is Speaker
At Church Assembly
Kenneth L. Teegarden,
general muuster and president of the Christian Church
; Disciples of Christ) in the
United States and Canada,
was a special guest speaker at
the Assembly of the Christian
Church 1Disciples of Christ) in
Kentucky meeting in Fort Mitchell April 17, 18, 19, 1980.
Teegarden spoke on the
Assembly's Theme, "Thy
Kingdom Come",on Thursday
afternoon. April 17.
A layman, and two clergy
persons, a man and a woman
were elected Friday to the top
offices of the Christian Church
Disciples of Christ) in Kentucky. Elected were Fred W.
Nall, moderator, Lillian B.
Nunnelly, first vicemoderator, and Bert W.
viceSmith, second
moderator.
Nall is the manager of the
Land Department of Ashland
Coal, Inc., a wholly owned
subsidiary of Ashland Oil, Inc.
He joined Ashland Oil in 1941
and has served in a variety of
supervisory and management
positions.
Nall has been a member of
the First Christian Church
.: Disciples of Christ) of
Ashland for 20 years. He is a
past chairman of the board of
his church at Ashland. He has
been a member of the board of
Church
Christian
the
Disciples of Christ in Kentucky for five years, and served as a member of the General
Board of the Christian Church
iDiSciples of Christ) in the
United States and Canada.
Mrs. Nunnelly is an ordained minister of the Christian
Church 1Disciples of Christ)
and is a member of First
Christian Church, Henderson.
She has served on the Committee on the Ministry and the
Women's
Christian
Fellowship Cabinet for the
Christian Church in Kentucky
and has been a vice-president
of Church Women United in
Kentucky.
.
Smith is senior minister at
First Christian Church,

Grace Baptist To
Hold Regular
Services On Sunday
Regular services will be
held at 10:45 a.m. and 6:30
p.m. on Sunday, April 27, at
the Grace Baptist Church,617
South Ninth Street, Murray,
with the pastor, the Rev. R. J.
Burpoe,as the speaker.
Special music at the morning hour will be by the Church
Choir and at the evening hour
by the Youth Group. Leland
Peeler is music director,
Dwane Jones is organist, and
Anita Underhill is pianist.
Nursery workers will be
Gail Workman. Marie
Outland, Dean Downey, and
Sylvia Rickman.
Sunday School with Dan
Billington as superintendent
will be at 9:45 a.m.Sunday.
Prayer service and Youth
Study will be at 7:30 p.m. on
Wednesday.

Lexington Plating
Company Officials
Reach Agreement
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( API —
Representatives of a Lexington plating company reached agreement with state officials Friday on a draft plan
for cleaning up a site where
barrels containing hazardous
materials were buried severl
years ago.
Industrial Plating of Kentucky presented a seven-phase
plan to the state Division of
Hazardous Materials_ and
Waste Management.
Pat Haight, compliance
manager for the division, said
the first phase of the plan has
been completed by construction of a pond to prevent
surface waters from washing
off the site.
Taking further core samples
from the site, adjoining the
firm's plant on Buck Lane in
northwestern Lexington, and
analyzing them is scheduled to
begin next week.

Adult Great Books
Discussion Group
To Meet Monday
The Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will meet
Monday, April 28, at 7 p.m. at
the Calloway Public Library.
Ernestine Bury will lead the
discussion on "Henry IV."
Any person who has read the
play or seep_ the television production is invited to attend and
take part in the discussion.

Glasgow. He is a member of
the Board of the Christian
Church in Kentucky and is a
member of its personnel Comnuttee

Danny Cleaver To
Speak At Services At
Seventh And Poplar
Danny Cleaver, assistant
minister, will speak at the 8:30
and 1040 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services on Sunday, April
27, at the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Assisting in the services will
be Tommy Carraway, Jerry
Bolls, Kevin McManus, Phil
Cannon, Kenny Hoover, Ron
McNutt, Keith Farley, Edgar
Rowland, Randy Wright, Max
Farley, Lorin Watson, Steve
Simmons, James Payne,
Howell Clark, Ed A. Thomas,
John L. Williams, and Paul
Ragsdale.
Teen nursery helper will be
Jeanna Thornton, and special
class helper will be Karen
Carraway. Larry and Garry
Evans will serve on the extension department.
The church minister, John
Dale, is preaching in a gospel
meeting at the Lebanon
Church of Christ near Sedalia.
Bible study will be held at
9 45 a.m. on Sunday.

ONE YEAR — Milton Gresham will be honored for one
year of service on Sunday at Memorial Baptist Church. He
is pictured here with his wife, Jackie, and their three sons-Jonathan, Beni, and Steven.

Bruce Logue Will
Speak On 'The New
Nature' At Church

The Memorial Baptist
Church will have special all
day and evening services on
Sunday, April 27, in
observance of the 10th anAuversary of the pastor, the
Rev. Dr. Jerrell White, and
the first anniversary of the
music director, Milton
Gresham.
At the 10:50 a.m. service,
the Rev. Dr. White will speak
on the subject, "Experiences
of God's Protection and
Guidance" with scripture
from Matthew 28:20. Guy Cunningham will serve as deacon
of the week..
Special music will be by the
Sanctuary Choir, directed by
Gresham with Margaret
Wilkins as organist and
Sharon Owens as pianist, and
by Tommy Wilkins.
Bible Study with Don
Rogers as director will be at
10:50 a.m.
At noon a potluck dinner will
be served followed by a gospel
sing at 1:30 p.m. featuring
special groups and congregational singing. This will be
coordinated by Gresham, Rob
Lough, and Ralph Bogard.
Church Training with Kerry
Letterman as director will be
at 6 p.m. followed by the baptismal service and evening
worship at 7 p.m. Hellon
Carlin will present special
music.
The Rev. White started his
ministry at Memorial in April
1970. Prior to that he had served as minister of the First
Church, Sesser, Ill., Poplar
Spring Church, Calloway
County, and Mt. Zion Church,
Kuttawa.
He received his A.A. degree
from Bethel College,
Hopkinsville, his B. A. degree
from Union University,
Jackson, Term., his degree
from Southern Baptist
Seminary,
Theological
'Louisville, his Master's
degree program in history at
Murray State University, and
his Doctor of Ministry degree
from Luther Rice Seminary,
Jacksonville, Fla.
Dr. White is married to the
former Connie Rogers and
they have three sons, Jeremy

Bruce Logue will speak on
The New Nature" with scripture from Ephesians 4:17-32 at
the 10:30 a.m. service, and on
10 YEARS — The Rev. Dr. Jerrell White will be honored
"The Scrapegoat" with scrip- for 10 years of service on Sunday at Memorial Baptist
ture from Lev.16:20-22 at the 6 Church. He is pictured here with his wife, Connie, and
p.m. service on Sunday, April their three Sons-Jeremy,Jared, and Jwain.
27, at the University Church of
Christ.
Assisting in the services will
be Ernie Bailey, Wayne
Williams, Richard smith,
Chuck wilson, J. T. Page,
Hamp W. Brooks, Vernon
Gantt, Jim Lawson, Barry
Grogan, Jack Wilson, Keith
Hays, Gary Taylor, J. P.
Parker, Bobby Martin, Hoyt
By Abigail Van Buren
Like,and Larry Wright.
Nursery supervisors will be
Floye Fitts, Liz Bazzell, Ronnie Arnett, Marilyn Gilbert,
Kathy Cleave, and Peggy
Taylor.
Bible study will be held at
DEAR ABBY: I am a 22-year-old guy. I saw this pretty
9:30 a.m. Sunday. girl, so I asked her for her phone number and she gave it to
me.
I called her up and asked her if she wanted to go out with
me, and she said, "I don't care." She told me where she lived
so I picked her up.
I really fell for this girl, and she must have liked me, too,
because we went out a lot after that, but no matter whatl
asked her, she always said, "I don't care." She has never
The Rev. Dr. Walter E. given me a yes or no!
We are engaged now, and nothing has changed. She still
Mischke, Jr., will speak on the
answers every question with, "I don't care."
subject, "If I Knew I Was To
What is the matter with a girl like that?
Die Soon," at the 8:45 and
A GUY, PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
10:50 a.m. worship services on
DEAR GUY: She sounds like a girl who can't say
Sunday, April 27, at the First no, but whose mother told her never to say yes.
United Methodist Church.
DEAR ABBY: My foreign-born daughter-in-law opened a
Nathan Middleton will sing business on borrowed money in order to bring some of her
a solo, -How Great Thou Art," relatives here. I am entirely sympathetic to this, but what is
making me sick with worry is the way my grandchildren are
at both services.
At the 10:50 service, the forced to live. They are beautiful and bright. Last summer
Chancel Choir, directed by they went with their mother to the business in the morning
Paul Shahan with Bea Farrell and came home with her at night. They did adult work at
least eight hours a day. There wasn't time for play or
as organist, will sing the an- friendships.
Since school started, they work after school
them, "The Eyes of All Wait three or four hours every night and all weekend. These
Upon Thee."
children are now 8 and 9 years old.
Church School will be at 9:45
My son can provide adequately for his family, but he
a.m., United Methodist Youth continues to allow his children to be workhorses. He loves
Fellowship at 5:30 p.m., and them, but it seems instead of encouraging his wife to become
Covenant Prayer Groups at 6 Americanized, he has adopted her lifestyle. This includes
using children as laborers.
p.m.
Are there child labor laws in this state? And if so, is what
The Fifth Wednesday Hour
they are doing illegal?
of Power will be observed
SLEEPLESS
April 30 with a potluck dinner
DEAR SLEEPLESS:The child labor law states that
for the family at 6:30 p.m. and
no minor under 14 years of age shall be permitted to
the program featuring Reggie work in any gainful occupation, "provided that this
Smith of Jackson, Tenn., as law shall not be construed to apply to work in
speaker at 7 p.m.
agriculture, domestic service in private homes or in
employment by a parent or a person standing in place
of a parent."
I share your concern, but it seems that your
grandchildren are exempt from the child labor laws.
Sorry.
DEAR ABBY: You have said in your column that there is
no reason why a man can't be sexually active at,80. My
husband interprets this to mean that a man can be just as
The Rev. Dr. David C. Roos, good sexually at 60 as he was at 25.
minister of the First Christian
Now I have discussed this with my doctor, and he says
Church (Disciples of Christ) that as a man grows older his sex drive just naturally
will speak on "How to Tithe" diminishes. But with people like you insisting that a man
with scripture from II Corin- should be able to perform as well at 60 as he did whc. he
was 25, it makes my husband feel inadequate.
thians 8:1-7 at the 10:45 a.m.
Why not just admit that all men slow down,so they v. 'n't
services on Sunday, April 27,
feel guilty when they do?
at the church.
WIFE AND REAL.ST
Forever Blest Is He" will
DEAR REALIST: I have also discussed it with
be the anthem to be sung by
doctors, as well as with gerontologists, and the
the Chancel Choir, directed by
consensus is that a normal, healthy man can continue
Margaret Porter with Maxine
to be sexually active as long as he wants to —
regardless of his age. In other words, if you don't use
Clark as organist.
it — you lose it.
Assisting in the services will
be Don McCord, Del Fleming,
CONFIDENTIAL TO STEAMING IN NEW YORK:
Preston Holland, Dr. Woodfin
Sorry. In my "be a sweetheart" column, published on
Hutson, Jim Clopton, Mike
St. Valentine's Day, it should have read: "Take a
Holton, Robert Hopkins, lonely (not homely) girl to lunch."
Lenvel Yates, Tracey
Do you hate to write letters because you don't know
Eldredge, Debbie Roos, Billie
what to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters,
Burton,and Leah Hart.
aingratulations, how to decline and accept invitations and how to write an interesting letter are
Sunday School will be at 9:30
included in Abby's booklet, "How To Write Letters
F.M. and Youth Groups will
for All Occasions." Send $1 and a long, stamped (28
meet at 5:30 p.m. for supper
cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Letter
followed by their respective
Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
meetb.gs.
90212.

Deatz_)
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Girl Can't Say No
And Never Says Yes

Lee, Jared Lyle, and Aram
Carroll.
Director Gresham came to
the Memorial Church from the
Chevy Chase Baptist Church
where he served as minister of
music and education. He attended Georgetown College
and the Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary.
Mr. Gresham is the married
to the former Jackie Wolford
and they have three sons,
Jonathan, Benji, and Steven.
The public is invited to attend the services on Sunday,a
church spokesman said.

Rev. Mattingly
Will Speak At
Services At St. Leo's
The Rev. Martin Mattingly
will speak on "The Apparitions of the Blessed Virgin at
Fatima, and The Need To
Make Reparation For the Sins
of the World" at the services
on Sunday, April 27, at 8 and 11
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. at St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
Religion classes for
preschool, all grades, and
adults will be at 9:30 a.m. Sunday.
Masses will be at 6:30 p.m.
today, 6:15 a.m. Monday, 4:30
p.m. Tuesday, 5:30 p.m.
Wednesday, 10 a.m.
Thursday, 2 p.m. Friday, and
11 a.m.on Saturday, May 3.

Services Planned,
Episcopal Church
Morning Prayer services
will be held at 9:15 a.m. Sunday, April 27, at the St. John's
Episcopal Church, Main and
Broach Streets.
Acolytes will be Brian
Doyle, Jeff Blodgett, and
Samir Mahfoud. Frank
Blodgett and Steve Hale will
be lay readers. In charge of
the altar will be Barbara
Garnett and Pat Harcourt,
and in charge of the nursery
will be Cindy Hale.
Church School and Adult
Class will be held at 10:30 a.m.
Sunday.

ACROSS
1 Struggied
with
6 Towers
11 Younger
12 Cylendricai
14 Latin conJunction
15 Growing out
of
17 Fame* horse
16 Cloth
measure
20 Scott
22 Click beetle
23 Harvest
25 Done tor
Slang
27 Nickel symPoi
28 Denude
30 Mixture
32 Merry
34 Nerve network
35 Guided
38 Rants
41 Teutonic deity
42 Cuts up finely
44 Impolite
45 Openwork
fabric
47 Writing tablet
49 Pose tor portrait
50 Challenge
52 Macaw
54 Preposition
55 Triter
57 Game fish
59 Card suit
60 Chemical
compound

2 Preposition
3 Baker's product
4 Vast ages
5 Quailed
6 More precipitous
7 Faroe islands
viniriwind
8 Limb
9 Peruse
10 Virile
11 Mocks
13 Weird
16 Athletic
group
t9 Big
21 Sovereign
24 Heaped
26 Turkic tribesman
29 European
capital
31 Ethiopian
ruler

1

2

3

Answer to Friday's Puzale

moon 000 33123
MOO 3001 11333
comma 11200133
ODD MOM
=MOO 3330010
coo
3M0
CO0000 300030
aau UOU
LIMO= 000332
C000 no. 0023
MOD 000 0222
LOU 000 00102

40 Surgical

46 Snare
48 Time periods
51 Guido s nigh
note
53 Skill
56 Man s nick-

thread
43 Declare

name
58 Hebrew letter

33 Aver
35 Dispa ches
36 Handles
37 Loved one
39 Redactor

4

3

6

7

a

11

13
17

15
20
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a

22
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a
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a
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DOWN

10

12

11
14
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1 Meat cut
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Dr. Whittaker To Speak
At Firit-Vaptist Church
The Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker son,,Jr.,_ music leader for towill speak on "Glory In, The day, with Joan Bowker as
Lord's House" with scripture organist and Allene Knight as
from I Kings 8:22-53 at the pianist. Mrs. Judy Henry will
10:45 a.m. service, and on also sing a solo.
At the evening hour the
"Solomon In All His Glory"
with scripture from I Kings 1- Men's Choir will present
11, Ecclesiastes 2:1-11, and special music along with a
Matthew 6:28-29 at the 7 p.m. duet by Mrs. Cheryl Dailey
service on Sunday, April 27, at and Mrs. Annie Nance. Wayne
Halley is minister of music.
the First Baptist Church.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
Assisting in the services will
be Randy Sorrow, minister of a.m. with John Randolph as
youth, and Ron Wright, 'director, and Church Training
will be at 6 p.m. with Dr. Ken
deacon of the week.
The ordinance of baptism Winters as director.
will be observed at the morn- • Randall Jones, director of
missions for the Northwest Ining hour.
Special music at the morn- diana Baptist Association, will
ing hour will be by the Church speak at the prayer services
Choir, directed by Gus Robert- on Wednesday at 6:45 p.m.

Join the Fun!

Dr. Mischke Will
Speak At First
United Methodist

M

wi
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ENTERTAINING IDEAS! RECIPES!PRIZES!

Thursday, May 8th 7:00 P.M.
Murray State's Lovett Auditorium
*Fm Admission

FREE
Gift Bag For All!

With Ticket Only

Plenty Of Fun...
AndPrizes For Everyone
Plece Melomme Set (Set oft)
Mwrrtry Ledger Times Free SubscrIptron
hiltfenly Apprellete• Mocrowave Cookware Sri 0101e0
Showcase 2 place setung 'Bamboo" Flatware Roses sio 00 Gift Certlf.cate
Mini Elkins Coffeemolrer & Popcorn Popper
Goody... 2 Hormlton Beach Mixers
Wert Ky. Appliance Mocroware Stoneware Casserole
Wild Raspberry Center Pear
Big K lie Corninipeore
Donna's le•edepeint 5..dleworicliii
Iiierrey Hornet Auto t fat nort she* slollet

Fire& TICKETS

Qvc

AVAILABLE AT:
Murray Ledger 8. Times
Peoples Bank
Murray Appliance
Bonk of Murray
Word Elkins
West Ky. Appliance
Wild Raspberry
Donna's Needlepoint
Showcase
Roses
Big John's
Murray Home 8, Auto

Porker's Market
D&T Warehouse Foods
Coast To Coast Hardware
Dunn's Furniture
Goodyear
Big K
Otasco
Owen's Food Market
GA '
Murray Sewing
Purdom's Inc
Storey's Food Giant
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t
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During June 2-July 3 Summer Session

ELER

Economics Class To Be Offered At MSU
Puzzle

lay

A course entitled "Consinner Economics — Issues,
Attitudes, and Trends" will be
offered at Murray State
University during the June 2July 3 summer session on the
campus.
Dr. Joan L. Maupin, consumer specialist in the
Department of Hume
Economics, said the course
will identify specific consumer and economic concepts
for grades K-12 and emphasize
techniques for teaching these
concepts.
Along with identifying

O 3302
CI 33231
• 1E333
1130333
003
3001E13
0110
331323111
CCM
000332
O MEM
• IZICERI
CI GRIM

6 Snare
8 Time periods
1 Guido's high
note
3 Skill
6 mans nick-

methods of integrating consumer and economic concepts, the course will also be
focused on developing instructional
materials.
Educators from the fields of
business, economics, and
home econonucs, as well as
professionals from business
and state government, will
share ideas and techniques,
according to Ms. Maupm.
Students may earn three
hours of graduate credit for
either Home Economics 665,
Economics 597, Elementary
Education 597, or Secondary

Education 597 for the cause

F.:curio/flies and Center for The
Kentucky
Bankers
Economic Education at Mur- Association, and the Joint
Kentucky
ray State, The
Coun- Council on Econonuc Educacil on Economic Education, Dun

grants are
Tuition
available, with a deadline of
May 1 for subnatting an application. Further information
be obabout the grants
tained by calling Dr. Dan Harrison in the Center for
Economic Education at 7624188 or Dr. Joan Maupui in the
Anyone havtng magazines, lobby.
Department of Home
women's
Econonucs at 762-3387 at Mur- particularly
According to Lucy Wright,
magazines dated within the
ray State.
last two months, are asked to assistant director of the Red
Sponsors of the consumer donate them to the Calloway Cross, these magazines are
economics course are the County Hospital and are asked for the benefit of the patients
Department of Home to take them to the hospital and hospital staff
IniOr

Hospital Asking For
Magazine Donations

name

OPEN DAILY 10-10 •SUNDAY 12-7
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Comfort-Top

Knee High Hose
'

68

Develop and Print
Bring in your Kodacolor°, Fuji',
Focal' or Fotomat' color print film
for developing printing at savings.

Mr Our 64'. Regular
or queen size
Nylon spandex
9-11. Save now,

Pkgs.

1 77
Sole

ASTRONOMY DAY — Kentucky Cos. John sr. Brown has proclaimed April 26,
Astronomy Day, 1980. In observance of this special activity, TVA's Golden Pond
Visitors Center Multi-media Theater, off U.S. Highway 68 and The Trace, will offer a
special evening presentation at 6:30 p.m. on the legends of the sky. The planetarium
program will be followed by sky and planet observation through a telescope. The
public is invited to attend; there is no charge for any of the programs.

Mofield Well Known At Many
West Kentucky Radio Stations
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By Dexter Slaughter
Mofield is a name known at
several radio stations in and
around Western Kentucky.
Dr. Ray Mofield is a professor of journalism and
radio-television at Murray
State University. He's also a
law consultant for nine radio
stations.
Born to a sharecropper near
Hardin in 1921, Mofield
graduated from Murray State
University in 1943, served a
few years in the Navy and
went to work for Pierce
Lackey at WPAD Radio in
Paducah in 1945.
The first year he was there,
WPAD's Federal CommunicaFCC)
tions Commission
license had to be renewed.
Since he was the only college
graduate at the station, he was
given the assignment.
"But I don't know anything
about it," Mofield protested.
"Well," Lackey replied,
"you'll have to learn."
When Lackey started staMayfield.
in
tions
Hopicinsville, Henderson, and
Madisonville, Mofield inherited their license applications too.
"I just learned the hard
way. Kind of on-the-job training," he recalls.
Radio station licenses must
be renewed every three years
and when WPAD's came up
for renewal again, Lackey told
him,"You're the expert now."
Meanwhile, Mofield was
helping Shelby McCallum get
and renew licenses for McCallum's stations in Benton,
Ft. Campbell, Ripley, Tenn.,
and Portageville, Mo.
In 1957, helment for a year to
Columbia University in New
York to get his master's
degree,studying under Walter
Cronkite, Howard K. Smith,
Edward R. Morrow, and
others at CBS.
Mofield left WPAD after 14
years and moved to Carbondale. Ill., to help start the
radio-television department at
Southern Illinois University
and to work on his Ph.D.
A ,few station owners there

heard about his background
with the FCC and began ask-

Ray Mofield
ing his advice on how to deal
with broadcast laws.
"News got around by wordof-mouth and before I knew it,
I was a law consultant," he
said.
Dr. Ralph Woods, then
president of Murray State
University, brought him back
to the campus in 1964. He served as executive assistant to
the president until Woods

retired In 1968. He also started
the Department of Communications and served as its
chairman until 1975.
Most small radio stations,
Mofield explains, cannot afford a lawyer and the station
owners or managers cannot
keep abreast of all the FCC
rules and regulations.
"This is just a summary of
one of the laws," he said,
holding up a six-inch thick
book.
So they rely on someone like
him.
"I stay sharper in my
teaching 1' he teaches a broadcast law class) and I make a
little money out of it."
What is he thinking about
when he retires? Expanding
his consulting service, of
course.
Besides working regularly
for nine stations, he is
available on a free-lance basis
to several others.
"I get a call almost every
day from somebody saying,
'Thus-n-so has happened,
what do I do now?"
Regardless of what "thus-nso" is, they know who to call.

1980 CPS Examinations
Set For May 2 And 3
Friday and Saturday, May 2
and 3, are the dates the 1980
annual Certified Professional
Secretary Examination will
be administered at Murray
State University, according to
Dr. LaVerne C. Ryan, who
serves as coordinator of
secretarial science at the
university.
The university is one of
more than 250 centers where
the two-day, six-part examination will be taken by approximately 6,000 secretaries
from across the United States,
Canada, Puerto Rico and
Jamaica.
To date, 13,125 have earned
the right to use CPS designation by passing the six parts of

the examination: Behavioral
science in business, business
law, economics and management, accounting, secretarial
skills and decision making,
and office procedures and administration.
The examination, Dr. Ryan
emphasized, is open to all
secretaries who meet the
specific educational requirements in combination
with specified years of
verified secretarial experience.
Applications for the 1981 examination are now being accepted by the Institute for Certifying Secretaries, 2400 Pershing Road, Suite G-10, Kansas City, MO 64108.

Price

1688

Misses' Bright
Polyester Tops

4" Circular Saw
1
V/3-HP 7/

A must in every wardrobe! Classic round neck styling plus little
straps. Fashion colors. Save.

Double-Insulated motor delivers
5300 RPM's. Complete with 71/4"
combination blade. Save now.

s

16

J27

5" BENCH GRINDER

oz.-Bag Marshmallows

Delicious marshmallow treats. 16
oz bog

Grinder with
3.2-amp motor, eye shield

4" Potted
Blooming
Geraniums
•
•
I

Healthy, hardy
geranium plants
in full bloom.
Choice of colors.

22

7

Pack of
24 Plastic
Party Cups

Our Reg 1.69-2 17

Montage Frames
5x7" or 8x10" engraved metal
frames.Non-glare glass, or frame
with multi- openings mat. Save'

9-oz. clear, rigid
cups;
plastic
or
disposable
reusable. Save

3 Days

45-Drawer Cabinet
F

Steel frame with see-thru plastic
drawers for parts Save now

197
Sale Price

10"TeflonlE Fry Pan

Household Foil Roll

Easy-clean, no-scour Teflon •Ir in.
tenor, polished aluminum exterior

12-in.x25-ft. roll multi-purpose aluminum foil in dispenser box. Save

NJ Pont Approved

1886
Electronic Action
Baseball Game

88

5

0ur Regular 8 88

Mechanics' Creeper

4 brace supports. padded headrest, swivel casters Lacquered

Batter upl Test your sktils in many
baseball situations. 5 pushbutton controts. BatterySave at Kmart
operated
itellerlee net Included

Polyurethane insulated. Exterior
won't chip, dent, rust. corrode
Sold ot Soortsnoa Good• Opi

Sold to Auto Dept

CO a"— Air
THE SAVING Ot- ACE

700 U.S. 641 N.

MURRAY, KY.

RT. 7 SEDALIA RD.
MAYFIELD, KY.

•
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unu WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
2. Notice

2. Notice

NOTICE

Solid Cherry
Furniture
Bedroom
Dining Room
Occasional

Ezell Beauty School has
changed their operating
hours The new hours
ate

8 AM to 5 P M Mon
day thru Friday Closed
on Saturday
If you have a Saturday
appointment and have
not been notified of the
change please call 753
4723 for a new op
pointment

All At

DISCOUNT
PRICES
CRASS

FURNITURE

For the best in Wedding
Photography call us
early ,

World Electrical
Designs
Introduces
M.R.B.

CARTER STUDIO
304 Mon

753-8298

FOR SALE
36 topper for short
wheel base pickup.
S100, call 753-5322
after 4 p.m.

2. Notice

Reloeres long
teem
Kim For ,Mormotoon wrote
Boo 102 Murray kentucky
Money Bock Guorontee

TEMPLE HILL
-1

For Sole
135 Massey Ferguson
,ractor 1972 model.
5 2 foot bush hog 8
ft pickup disc. 2 row
:ultivator 1 2 plow
16 Price 55500. Coll
436-2279

CEMETERY:
Upkeep sealed bids will
be accepted through
Sot May 3 1980 Bids
may be given to John
Grogan Bob Nanney, or
Kenton Woodall For additional information.
Phone 753-6685, 7534937- or 753-4689.

INSIMAIKI AGENTS

UNION FIDELITY LIII
needs Gecierel Apart; us Me
ogle of Kentucky Add to year
portfolio we mow, ming
Maorcare Al Stec Maw and •er
ALM end UM plane. Ma *Wee ,
I. Ni6 conmessiaas
I. Women, vested reinawah
S. last lima. within 72 Mum
4. liberal watererriting
S. hemp. & efficieet claim secvice
Inia•diet•
6.
Worthies
milherity
every Any is
NOM
he • confiderwiel trokiplione
terviere cal TOil MU 1 SO241.0026 between 9 men_ S
P.w. 1ST.

SPECIAL SALE1
Beautifully framed Ray
Harm Prints at Gene
Jo Flowers, South 4th
St. Call 753-4320.

6. Help Wanted

Olan Mills needs several persons for part time telephone
work $3.10 per hour plus
bonus Also needs delivery people See Mrs Shireman Monday April 28th 9 30 am at old
Reget 8 Motel room 36 Equal
Opportunity Employer
Sell Avon's exciting cosmetics,
exclusive jewelry and great
men's products You'll be
amazed to fmd how easy and
enjoyable it can be Call 7535750 in Muria;or 443-3366 in
Paducah for details

9. Situation Wanted

Will mow lawns. Call 753-6087
and ask for Mike
Would like to do babysitting.
Christian lady with references.
North side of town. Call 753Bible facts Free Store for the 7140.
needy 759-4600'
Would like to do housecleaning. Call 436-2541.

Early Bird
Special
Scotts Turf

14. Want To Buy

Experienced small engine
mechanic Only experienced
need apply Richard s Small
Engine Service 492-8519

10. Bus. Opportunity
$15.000-$25.000
Management position. now open. Excellent earnings opportunity
while learning. When qualified
you will attend management
training school and will receive
$50/day salary and expenses
during limited schooling
period. Sales representatives
also available. Phone 443-6469
between 8 am and. 10 am ONLY. An equal opportunity
employer.
Thriving Camper Sales
business. Store stocked with
parts and and equipment,
Repair shop. Located 4 miles
East of Murray on Highway
94E. Call 753-0605.

Tobacco scaffold wagons, two
tiers wide, 24' long, $27500
each
Phone 886-6029
Hopkinsville
Want to buy Junk MS. Call
474-8838 after 5 pm .
Window for 1969 Buick Skylark
2 door model passinger side
Call 436-2289 after 5 pm
Would like to buy good used refrigerator. Call 753'2797

15. Articles For Sale
Aluminum extension ladders;
14'. $31.99, 16, $3899. 20'
$54.99, 24'. $69.99, 28',
$94.99, 32', $130.99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Draperies for sale. two sets,
Call 753-5395 after 5 PM.
Discount savings, discontinued
styles. Waterbed frames, Sealy
and King Krill regular bedding.
Sive up to 50%. Diggs Sleep
World, 211 W Wood, Paris Tn
For sale. Air compressors and
air conditioners. Come by Dill's
Electric.
Need Office
hob?
We hove 24 extro good
used metal desks at a
good, low price!

1-9.-Firm Equipment

27. Mobile Home Saks 32. Apts. For Rent

Super C farmell 3 pieces of ,Attention UK Students, 2 Two bedroom Apartment tor
equipment plus 6 foot mower, bedroom 10 x 40 furnished rent Call 753-8333
trailer for sale air conditioned Very nice 3 bedroom, central
$1,700 Call 901-642-6431
Approx I mile from UK $3000 air heat pump fireplace
21. Sports Equipment Available
May 11 Call 502- carpeted On i,41 South Call
Dune Buggy for sale Call 492- 898-2013
492-8817
8661
/
2$1000 down and assume 101
22. Musical
% loan will get you a 24x52
FOR RENT
It you think renting a piano or home two acre lot, well
organ is cheaper than buying garage Call 489.2248 after 5 One bedroom fwaishad
apartment. Call 753you have not shopped at pm
0176 attar 4 p.n.
Clayton's I & B Music, Dix Three bedroom one' barn cen
'eland Center. Murray
tral air, gas heat, dishwasher,
Repossesed piano balance due storage building Occupancy by 33. Rooms for Rent
or monthly payments Also June 1,$5200 Call 753-0364 Rooms for
Rent, One block
practice pianos 1 & B Music, or 753-3455.
from University Boys or Girls
753-7575
USED MOBILE HOMES. Own Call 753'1812 or 759'4909
your own home and fight infla- Sleeping Rooms, living room
23. Exterminating
tion Guaranteed and com- and kitchen stove and
pletely reconditioned. 10', 12', refnerator, $25 per week. Liv14' wide. (Free) Delivery. West ing room and bedroom $20
End Mobile Homes, Highway 60 Will clean and also furnish
West, Paducah, 442-1918
clean bedding. Call 7533685.

28. Mob. Home Rents 34. Houses For Rent

24. Miscellaneous

For rent 2 bedroom trailer, One bedroom house with bath
near Murray city limits. No beside Charlie's Used Cars ir
Hardin. Call 527-3833, Benton
pets. Call 489-2611
Two bedroom unfurnisher
Small 2 bedroom, air- house.
$85.00 per month. Cal
conditioned trailer on 11
/
2 753'3293 after 5 pm.
acres. Garden spot, 3 miles
from Almo Heights. $110 per 36. For Rent Or Lease
month plus utilities and
deposit. Call 437-4540, Friday
FOR LEASE
after 7.
Professional Office or
Business or office space
retail space The Village,
available for rent or lease.
641 North, Call Don
Close to court square. Private
Miler, 753-7550.
customer parking. Call 7534109.

38. Pits
-Supplies
Golden Retrever two years old
excellent health Call 753 9101
or 759-4924 leave message
Registered Black Labrador
retreiver puppies Call 7537409

THE GI

O Poodle

Shop
Professional
grooming.
All
breeds. Prime Point
Resort.
Appointment
only.
Call
1-901-6421972.

41: Public Sale
Moving Sale, household items.
furniture, golf clubs, clothing
camping equipment, tools. etc
Saturday and Sunday. April 26
and 27th, 9-5, 1639 Miller Ave
Cancelled in case of rain, •
Yard Sale 4 family, Saturday 84 First house past church, N
16th extended and Utterback
Road. Furniture, cabinet steno
,records, pictures and frames,
lamps dishes. crystal.luggage
baby children and adult
clothing, Salome ski,Christmas
decerations, games and many
other items.
Yard Sale, Saturday 8 am to 2
pm, 713 Elm Street. Furniture,
ladies and men's clothing,
childrens books toys and mesc
items.
Yard Sale, April 25 and 26, 8-4
2 miles south of Murray on
641 Afghan, old lamps,
bookshelves, stereo. clothes
shoes and lots of other items
Yard Sale, Mag wheels, baby
items, paperbacks, small appliances, clothes, toys,
material, jewelry, much more
605 Main Street from 9 till 1,
Saturday

For >ale' Styrofoam Insulation " 4x8 $2.60, 1" 4x8 $3.80;
Starks
Fiberglass insulation - 14t and
Wiggins
up: Particle board - 5/8" 4x8
Hardware
Furniture
$4.25; Plywood - 4" 4x8
12th 9. Poplar 5ts
Hwy 641 North
753-1227
$7.95, 5/8" 4x8 $9.25, 4"
753-4566
4x8 $11.00; Exterior siding Country Way Cafe. 121 South at
4x8 $7.25 and up; Paneling Cherry Corner. Specials of the 6. Help Wanted
12 HP Wheelhorse lawn mower 80 selections of 4x8 sheets
NEWSPAPER
wheel
foot
$1100.9
week.
disc
Picnic
$350.
Accounting
wanted,
pcs.
Clerk
Pak.
of
past
16
OFFICE HOURS
from $2.95 to $9.75; Cedar
6 foot pickup disc $175. king closet lining - 4x8 $6.00; Doors 32. Apts. For Rent
chicken, $5 75.. 4 pc Chicken experience necesary, also
Mini
The Murray Ledger
size
and
mattress
springs
Dinner,
$50.
$2.50 Kentucky Lake secratary wanted, past extrimes Office, 103 N. 4t
$5.75 and up: Door units - Brand new 2 bedroom duplex,
Werolsooso
7534487
has
refrigerator
Call
Fiddlers. $2 75. 21 pc. Shrimp perience necessary in typing,
with ice maker,
Street, is open for busine
$27.00 and up; Preformed
Dinner $3 15753-9163
shorthand, filing, acounting,
Stormy* Space
Purple Martin houses. 6 room, cabinet tops - $3.50 per ft.; stove, dishwasher, and garbage
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mo
word processing, public rela$23.99, 12 room $36.99; 18 Vanities - $55.00 and up; Tub disposal. $250 per month rent.
day through Friday and
For Rent
tions and general office work.
room, $49.99, 24 room, kits - $35.00 and up; Shower Available now. Phone 753from 8 a.m. to 12 noon o
Office Space For
9400.
EnterFaughn
Apply
at
Don
753-475$
$59.99. Wallin Hardware, stalls - $140.00 complete; KitSaturdays.
Rent. Call 753prises Inc Rt 8 Andrus Ave
Paris.
chen 5' base and wall cabinet - Duplex apartment, 2 bedroom,
These hours include the
Murray
Kentucky,
between
9
13. For Sale or Trade Plastic pipe sale. CPVC hot $120.00 (all sizes in stock); with carport'and storage, cen- 37. Livestock-Supplies
7618 after 5:00
business office. classified
am - 4 pm. No phone calls
advertising department
Established bsiness in good water pipe: 4"x10', $1.60; 34- Black board - 4x8 $2.25, tral heat and air, refrigerator, Registered Angus Bulls Sired
please.
retail advertising departlocation. Limited low interest "x10', $3.19. Schedule 40 Shingles - $17.00 per sq.; range, dishwasher, washing by performance tested Willabar
1
2" 4x8 $3.00; machine hookup. Couples with
Billing Clerk, data entry via financing available. Consider plastic pipe, 14"x10', $3.29; Sheetrock - /
ment and circulation
FOR SALE
4x8 $5.013. Tuck no pets preferably. Located on Jumbo, complete health cer- 43. Real Estate
computor keyboard_ 8 pm to 4 trade for real estate, farm land, 2"x10', $3.99; 3"x10'. $8.90,;. Pegboard department.
135 mm, F2.8
am, must type 50 words per rental property, etc. Call 4"x10'. $11.99. Wallin Hard- Salvage Mdse., Inc., Hwy. 45, 1 Stadium View Drive, Call 753- tificate. Call 354-8382 or 354At times other than those
Mile south, Martin, TN 38237. 1799 after 8:30 pm. Deposit 8178.5herman Powell, Hwy Close in but not too close 2
minute and use 10 key adding 7534109.
telephoto lens. Call
ware. Paris.
listed above the office is
1897, 4 miles East of Benton. Bedriiom house garage, nice
Phone (901) 587-3000. Open required. machine. Call q53-1717 for app.m.
753-5322
after
4
closed for regular business
lawn and a place to grow your
Waterbeds- complete with Saturday til 3 pm.
pointment. Equal opportunity 14. Want To Buy
Twelve
Geese for sale, cross
For
rent;
Furnished
apartment
even though newsroom and
vegatibles Call 753-2815
heater from $299. Sealy
employer.
between
wild
and
Call
tame.
Huffy
in
bike,
New
exercise
like
new.
monConcord, $80 per
production employees may
posturpedic mattress and founWe Buy489-2273.
Five acre mini-farms near lake,
$40.00
offer.
or
best
th.
Call 436-2427 after 5 pm.
Call 753be on duty.
Good jobs available now!! Serdations
Lowest discount
Sell-Trade
Good building sites, restricted
vice veterans E-4 and above
prices. Diggs Sleep World. 211 9615.
We request that
For sale or rent New duplex in 38. Pets-Supplies
to homes only, nicely wooded
-Pawn
Immediate openings for
Lawn mower battery, 24 month Westwood Subdivision. Two MC Labrador Retriever pupW Wood, Paris, Tn
customers observe the
area, blacktop road, electric
We
Poy
honorable
discharged
guarantee, $24.99 exchange. bedroom, bath, large living pies, blacks and yellows. Call
vets out
business office hours in
Furnishings
Home
16.
and
phone
available.
Cash
For
Wallin
less than 48 months. High payHardware, Pans.
room, kitchen with stove and 753-6012 or 753-0667.
placing calls to the
Queen Size
Reasonably priced. 25% down
GOLD- 10K, 14K, 16K
Commodes. White $39.99; coling positions, outstanding
disposal,
washer
and
dryer
newspaper.
Large
bundles of slabwood.
Basic and Advanced dog obe- payment balance financed at
18K, 22K; SILVER COINS ors $54.99. Wallin Hardware,
Regular
retirement, incentives such as
The telephone numbers
$5.00 loaded on truck. Cadiz hookup. Call 753-5400 after 4 dience classes and private in- only 10%. Now is the time to
1964 and
before; Paris.
technical schools or
pm.
for the newspaper departFirm
Lumber Company, Cadiz, KY.
structions. Also tracking and purchase one of these
STERLING
assignments. Steady advanceDue to remodeling, have a cop- 502-522-7994.
ments are:
Furnished apartments, one or protection training. All breeds homesites. John C Neubauer
Extra
Firm
ment.
Call
Navy
Vernon's
(502)
753refrigerator,
pertone
in good
DEPARTMENT NUMBER
two bedrooms, also sleeping and ages from 2 months
Real Estate, 1111 Sycamore.
Western More
6439 or call toll free 1-800condition. $75. Call 753-5245. Marine batteries. 36 month rooms. Zimmerman Apart- Professional instructor, up 753-0101 or 753-7531.
753-1916
Classified Ads
43Eguarantee, $34.99 exchange,
$
199
9$
841-8000
753-1917
Circulation
New Hoover vacuum, used 60 month guarantee. $44.99 ments, South 16th Street. 2858
Three bedroom, new bath
Pawrihop
2 Pc Set
Needed at once, Men or
753-1919
Display Ads
once, originally $50, sell $35. exchange. Wallin Hardware. 7536609.
Doberman puppies. AKC. Best carpet on large corner lot in
Olympoc Plaza
women with good work habits
753-1916
Accounting
48,000 BTU gas space heater. Paris.
Furnished one bedroom garage bloodlines in area. Six week Hardin Stop rent and buy for
Ms occepr colve, coal Maas
*audios
and desire to make over $150 11•1••••
753-1918
News &Sports
$25 or offer 753-5954.
GM rAd
apartment, water furnished, old. Very reasonable. 753- only $12,500 Call 753-8406 or
4.chmrpo 1.•
hundred
One
year
barn
old
monimmils•
week.
company
per
Local
dlogrog
with
hoghest onces
The Murray
/1.* noire Atm, lie els• pa, cosh lor
Used electric stove, 36", logs, different lengths. Call married couple only. Call 753- 5620.
437-4154
permenant work. Call 759- MO
Ledger & Times
.rsd avre
8294.
$75.00.
Fridgidaire refrigerator 753-2622.
1345.
$75.00. Kenmore Dishwasher
Furnished apartment near
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORSHIP WITH
$100.00. Call 753'0172 after 5 Pyramid wood stove, used one downtown Murray. Call 753IT'S A BEAUTIFUL DAY
season,
half
YOU'RE YOUNG YOU'RE
price.
qOU DON'T HAVE ANY
Call
Thomas
NATIONAL
COMPANY
pm.
4109.
FOR GOLF._ I DON'T
Ramey, 7530521.
ALLERGIES, YOU EAT
Al PERFECT HEALTH ...
$60,000
Whirlpool
Fast
washer
dryer,
and
exyear potential. No Franchise fees,
bedroom
Large
living
dinUNDERSTAND YOU...
room
WELL,'(OU SLEEP WELL
cellent condition, $200.00 Call Swimming pool distributor has ing kitchen combined. bled
residual or minumum purchase requirements.
41111.
‘OU OWN 4OUR OWN HOME .
•
surplus
of
brand
new
first
753-2462 after 530 pm.
quality above ground family bath, carpet garbage disposal,
17. Vacuum Cleaners pools complete with filter, lad- cablevison, 1407 W Main 753- Are you ready to break away from the $20,000 a year
4682.
barrier.
Electrolux authorized sales and der, deck and stairs completely
service. Tony Montgomery. 753- installed only $895. Terms ar- Large two bedroom duplex on
ranged. Call warehouse, toll South Kirkwood. Lots of We have the fastest growing market in the Worldl Get
E760
NANCY
free 1-800-292-9438, ask for builrins. Country kitchen, cen- in on the Ground Floor!
19. Farm Equipment Randy
IT'S THE ONLY
tral heat and air. Deposit. No
TIME THE CITY
Pets. Calf 753'9151 days, Sound impossible! But it is not! Energy
1976 990 David Brown Case
THAT FACTORY ONLY
Management is
26.
TV-Radio
CAN'T PINE
OPERATES WHEN THE
7535717 sundays and even- the most exciting opportunity in
tractor, 3 pieces of equipment.
the marketplace today.
THEM FOR AIR
WIND IS BLOWING FROM
870 hours. 753-0645 after AM'f M Stereo Receiver, 8 track ings.
POLLUTION
THIS DIRECTION
player. One year old. $75. Call
4:30 pm.
0 oL
Noeo o 00
Nice one bedroom apartment. Energy Management is one of the businesses which ac0.
CoiI.oT
767'2634.
c.
y 000
nolo
Call 753-3949.
One Massey Feduson 300
tuality improves in hard times. Higher energy rate,
0o
o
co
model Combine. One 1967 Business is great! We have New Duplex Northwood sub- higher inflation, higher interest rate and
COO 0
recession are
Chevrolet 2 ton truck with some terrific bargains on trade- divison, 2 bedrooms all ap- all positive factors for the
people
in energy
ins.
12".
13",
19"
and
25".
metal grain sides and hoist.,
pliances, central vacumn management. We also have a complete line of security
IT=
One 4 row John Deere 1240 Color and b/w tv.'s. Even a system, electric air conditioned systems.
.7.
,
1110 UnNal wa• 9,1G•col•
arvroongra. cabee_.model corn and soybean drill. combination t.v. and stereo. and heating. Call 753-8146
:311k-ncron
BEETLE BAILEY_
FOR INFORMATION CALL
Massey Ferguson 165 tractor $20 and up. Clayton's 1 & B days 753-2437 evenings.
aegrleilo
AFTER 30 YEARS OF
THEY KNoW V I THINK
I DO MOT
with wheel disc and plows Call Music, 753-7575.
MARRIAGE, WIVES
WHERE YOU'VE
THEY TAKE
New duplex, 2 bedroom. cenYAK E
489-2300.
RCA X1-100 Color console TV tral
SEEM 72:, BE ABLE To
BEEN WHAT
MENTAL
MENTAL
heat pump, central
REAP YOUR MIND
YOU bit,TELEPATHY
Tractor flats repaired, new Must sell. Call 759-4152 after vacuum. intercom. Located in
TELEPATHY
LESSONS
L ESSONS
Goodyear. Firestone. and B F 4 pm.
new subdivision in city.
_---/
Goodrich tires, used tires. Get Stereo for sale also will mow Available May 1st. Call 753our price before you buy. Vin- lawns. Call 753-7648.
8024 or 753-8130.
son Tractor Company, 753Two repossesed 25- color t.v.s. Newly decorated One bedroom
4892
remote control Take up small Apartment, furnished or unfurThere is nothing better than monthly payments_ Warranted. nished. See at 1414 Vine
Adams
hard-surfaced
plow I & B Music, 753-7575.
•
Street.
points, regular points, disc
Home
Mobile
27.
Sales
One
bedroom furnished Apartblades, cultivator shovels, colBLONDIE
ter blades, heavy duty truck 1971 Howard Johnson, 12x64, ment $125. Call 753-3949.
aulY WHO ATE MY
I DON'T EA1
:
"
. 11)
tool boxes Get our prices 2 bedroom, extra nice. Call Two bedroom apartment for
Aero1c,i4 WHILE I WAS
WELL
T1-4E PHONE?!
before you buy, Vinson Tractor after 4 pm, 753-6919 or 753- rent Also a three bedroom
IbURP
WHO ATE IT
Tr" I DIDN'T EITHER
Company, 753-4892
7625.
apartment for rent. Call 753THEN?,
-1
\
9240 Monday through Friday.
NEVER 506W IT
Two bedroom Duplex, 3 miles
East of Murray on private road.
Partially furnished.
$150
Calvert City, Ky.
Deposit, Call 753-8848 before
8 PM.
Builder at

SERTA
Bedding

CRASS
FURNITURE

4.

t•e''

•

PEI

GARY N. BAILEY
615-367-2372

3

NOTICE

Coop News!

/N

HANTOM
4
THE PHAN 7D•1
ANC' REX
LAND OF
DE ACM
MARE.

r7/ I

PONT EC\
AFRAID, REX.
11".3 5T1LL A
LON6 WAY
TO THE 10P.

Congratulations to the two
newly elected board members
of the coop. Bobby Stubblefield
and David Feagin.
We feel both these men will
give representation to the
areas they represent.
- Thank You
Bill E. Brown
Manager
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POLICY HOLDERS
From JIM FERN
INS. AGENCY
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._?"7

7!

Three bedroom Duplex, kitchen, dining. Living room, Heat
Pump. appliances Call 7535791 9 am to 5 pm
FOR RENT
bedroom
Two
Townhouse Apartment
all carpet, range,
refrigerator, dishwasher, washer and
dryer hookup, disposal,
control heat and sk.

753-7550

Effective April 15th I am no longer
affiliated with MFA Insurance Companies. I now represent several other
reliable Insurance companies through
Calvert City Insurance Agency.
Please see me for all your Insurance
needs. Some location.
Calvert City Shopping Plaza
Calvert City, Kentucky

14x60 2 Be
4156 3 Be
14110 3 bel
12156 2 bei
1406 2 bei
24x36 doub

LI 0.
•
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43. Real Estate

40,
zunga
l

two years old
Call 753-9101
ye message
ack Labrador
es Call 753-

753-1222

op
sional
All

g.

lase Point
A ponly.
?01 -642-

Sale
ousehold items.
clubs, clothing.
ment. tools. etc
iunday, April 26
1639 Miller Ave
se of rain. •
illy, Saturday 8
past church. N
and Utterback
cabinet steno
es and frames.
crystal,luggage
I and adult
ie ski.Christmas
mes and many
rday 8 am to 2
Ireet Furniture
ten's clothing,
toys and mesc
25 and 26, 8-4
of Murray on
old lamps.
tereo, clothes
f other items
wheels, baby
cks. small ap)thes, toys,
y, much more
t from 9 till 1

ate
it too close 2
garage, nice
e to grow your
53-2815.

irms near lake,
ites, restricted
nicely wooded
road, electric
available.
ed. 25% down
e financed at
is the time to
of these
C Neubauer
11 Sycamore.
-7531

new bath
corner lot in
it and buy for
11 753-8406 or

mammy
WITH
hise fees,

000• year

World! Get

igement is
ice today.

which octrgy rate,
ession are
energy
if security
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THE GENTLEMAN
FARMER
would fall in love with
this luxurious 3
bedroom home with all
the extras, including
den with fireplace, 24
baths, central gas
heat, attached 2-car
garage. Home is
situated atop a knoll
and is surrounded by.
43 acres of rolling
pastureland. Located
only 5 miles from Murray, this is one of the
finest properties of
this type we've seen.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty for fulltime Real Estate Service.
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
4000 square feet insulated metal building
on 1-'t acres located
on busy highway 4
miles from Murray.
Priced below replacement cost - $60's.
Phone Kopperud Reiaty, 753-1222, for all
your real estate needs.

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

MOUT REALTY, MK.
emiles leo Ia eneo
Neer •••• red 8•••e
fAIMS MOSES
BUSINESSES
LAPS AND RICIRATIOMAL
POOPERTI
listings
needed. Offices
Cuost to (oast Buyers from
Everywhere free Eataglog

Street Realty
lame Lew
I•11(Whew Id
753-0186
Sleep alAiyrti

Do you know why we say 'Selling a house is easy, keeping it
sold is tough7' More than 50%
of all home sales have maior
closing problems 50%l That's
why Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors are trained to concentrate on follow-through No
paperwork detail is too small
no processing or financial procedure too unimportant to
escape our scrutiny. Our aim is
to make sure your sale closes
on time and you get all you expect. We call it "Seller's Peace
of Mind." We put it all in
writing in an agreement called
the Action Warranty. And then
we back it up with the most
important agreement of all A
handshake. We mean what we
say. Call Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors at 753-1492

SO. Used Trucks
I
I

RESIDENTIAL
OE COW
AUK
Thm brick two
slot, home On the cot r
of N Ith cic-cf Olive
ideal lot one wanting
live near the downtown
area or ideal for a
professional
office
building It features co
living
room
with
foreplocie dining room
kitchen and sun room CO
sewing room on the first
floor ond four bedrooms
(one with a fireplace
and another vull 1,,
and both on the seco,, •
floor Also has o full
basement and o large
detached
garage
suitable br a shop Only
SOL

JOHN

SMITH

753-7411.
AROUND THE CLOCK

How can you finance your
house in this crazy economy?
Everybody has an idea these
days on financing. But you
don't lust need ideas., You
need the best ideas, and plenty
of them. That's why Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors are trained to show you 21 different
ways to creatively finance whether you are buying or selling. And we take the necessary
time to explore your options
and to formulate your best
course of action. Stop in at
1200 Sycamore or call Century
21 Loretta Jobs Realtors at
753-1492. In a crazy economy
you need all the help you can
get.
,
New quality built duplex, fully
carpeted, equipped with range,
refrigerator, disposal,
dishwasher, fire alarm,
prewired cablevision, central
electric heat pimp, lots of
storage Excellent investment.
Call Spann Realty Associates,
753-7724
Three bedroom, double carport
on 3 acres. One bedroom apartment and large metal building.
Located 4 miles East of Murray
on 94 East, Call 753-0605.

CREDIT
OFFICE

46. Homes For Sale
By owner 4 bedroom to-level
1102 Doran Call 759-4868
-By Owner 421 South 10th,
753-3290, White stucco house,
4 rooms and shower, fully
carpeted, back and side yard
fencd, large storAge house,
$21,500,

Brick,
4
bedroom,
1630 sq. ft.,
one and a half
bath
home.
Well
insulated, even
beneath floors. Electric heat.
air. Meticulously
maintained. 1605
Belmont Drive. Call 7532503 between
5:30 and 7:30
pm.
A ppraisal value
$48,000 firm!

49. Used Cars
1980 Chevrolet Citation, Loaded with extra equipment $600
under retail price 28 MPG
Call 759-1703,
1979 Datsun 310 SX, newness
not worn off yet. Book $5025.
sell $5200. 753-0123 9 til 4
436-2724 after 5.30
1977 Ford LTD, 2 door, Cruise,
Reclining seats, $1900. Call
489-2702 after 5 pm
1971 Mercury for sale Excellent running condition,
$200. Call 753-8040 or after 5
pm 753-0665.
1973 Monte Carlo. Automatic,
power.
air-conditioning.
Smooth riding: good tires with
nags_ Interior in excellent condition. Need to sell $950. Call
between 8 and 5 pm 7531916. ask for Lisa. After 5 pm
call 753-6331
1975 Mercury wagon Will take
good offer. Call 753-3248.

CAREER OPPORTUNITY

other

urance

53. Samos Offered

53. Servmestffered

House Painting, inside or out Special Tune-up $12 95 lawn
mowers and tillers Men s Lawn
Call 436-2124
Monet Repair Overbey Road
Ken's Lawn Mower, repairs and 1598696
sales. Overbey Road_ Call 753Tractor work bushhogging
86%
plowing diming blade work
Licinsed Electrician and gas in- gardens Free estimates
Can
stallation heating installation 753-1400
or 753-2632
and repairs Call 753-7203
Tobacco and Pole barns built
LANE MODERNIZATION. Kit- Barns also
repaired and residchens. bath rooms, roofing and ed Free Estimates
Call 753siding Phone 436-2740
0663
Mitchell
Blacktopping Tree Service - Complete
driveways and small lobs a removal or pruning
Experiencspeciality also patching and ed with references
Call after 5
seal coating 7531537
pm 753-0211
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
roofs sealed and underpinnSee our beautiful art
ing. Aluminum or fiberglass
prints on display.
Also patio awnings and car
ports, single or double lad
CARTER STUDIO
Glover, 753-1873 after 6 pm.
304 Main
753-8298
Will

do

cleaning.

house
Has

perience. Call

7435 or

ex-

753-

753-1994.

Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime. also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel
Also do backhoe work. Cali
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
753-6763
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work complete,
ly guarenteed Call or write
Morgan Construction Co.
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah
KY 42001, or call day or night.
1-442-7026. .
Will plow and disc gardens
Call 753-1973 or 753-3413
Will do hauling of any kind
mow yards, clean basements
attics, garages. etc Call 753
0305.

Painting, paperhanging, commercial or residential Farm
buildings etc. Free estimates
759-1987
Painting, S-H Painting. Interior
and Exterior Free estimates.
El, I Fereenegtee By
Call Scott at 7533803
345-2346.,
Steve Mart" repair plumb145-2704
ing. 24 hour service
West •• Reeks 94 t• M•w•
reasonable rates, work
544."SU SKIM"
guaranteed Hazel, KY 492Carpet
cleaning,
free 8491. ask for Steve.
estimates, satisfied references.
Concrete and block
Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean54. For Trade
work. Block garages,
ing Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
1969 Buick, also a 10- table
basements,
driveways,
753-5827.
walks, patios, steps.
saw. Both in good condition
Driveways and parking areas
Free estimates Charles
Will trade for small camper
white rocked and graded Free
Barnett, 753-5476.
trailer or cab-over camper. See
.estimates! Clifford Garrison,
at House of Willow. 94 East.
753-5429.
Electrical and plumbing
repairs. by the lob or hour. Well
pumps repaired Call 414Is your bathroom Problems! Anything from
2257.
a vanity top to a complete remodeling inFence sales at Sears now. Call
cluding shower doors, mirrors, tubs (regular
Sears 753-2310 for free
size, medium size ond economy size).
estimates for your needs
Ii its marble we've got it! If you have a
COURTNEY SMALL
bathroom problem, we want to solve it!
ENGINE REPAIR

Joyce's
Antiques
And Plants

OUR SPECIALTY...

THORNTON TILE
& MARBLE

"Quality That Will Please"
S. 9th
753-579

Special Purchase
HAVE WE GOTA
TRIMMER FOR YOU.

WEED EATER
Sp•cial
Model
507

/

Similar

L

FREE
10LCsrd

Murray Lawn &
Garden Center
208 E Main

- 753-3361

3,5

11,747.00
I,4x56 3 Bedroom, 2 bath
22,489.00
14x70 3 bedroom 1'4 bath, electric 13,526.00
12156 2 bedroom, ekctric
8,025.00
14156 2 bedroom, electric
9,398.00
14136 double wide electric
13,992.00
HIGHWAY 641 SOUTH
New Camden Highway
Paris, Tennessee
642-2281
14x60 2 Bedroom, electric

irough

51. Campers

Baron camper, fits half ton
pickup 8' long bed, with
cookstove, double sink, water
tank, ice box, and porta-pottie
110
Sleeps 2. Permanent storing
•
Jacks. $800 Call 753-3941.
1975 Coachman camper. 16
foot. sleeps 6.fully self'containn
ed, electric or batteries, TV
You're moving to a new city.
BOYD-MAJORS
antenia and gas furnace . Like
. • What good does it do to call
REAL ESTATE
new, $2100. Call 489'2514.
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
753-8080
foot Haney Truck camper,
11'
' Realtors here in Mur"Professional Services
self contained, with shower,
!
ray?...Because a Century 21
,With The Friendly Tone*"
like new Call 489-2153.
- j Neighborhood Professional
from the city you are moving to
Ventura Camper 1060, 243
GATESBORO
will promptly call you. They'll
1973 Model Ford LTD Country Riveria Cts. Call 753-8539.
Almost new 3 BR., 2
I take the time to find out the
Squire,Station Wagon. all elec- 52. Boats and Motors
baths, this breathtak, kind of home you'll be looking
tric. $1395 firm. Call 436
ing home looks to the
for. They'll give you some ideas
14' Alumnacraft, 20 Johnson,
2529.
future. Charming
about your new community.
25 Johnson electric. Excellent
great room, beamed
1976 Monaco. $700 or will condition. 753-3672.
. And then they'll begin putting
ceiling, cozy fireplace.
trade for pickup Can be seen
. together a list of homes for you
CORRECTION
A dazzling island kitat 1109' Vine Street_
': to look at upon your arrival.
1976 17 Ft. Checkmate V Hull,
chen,custom cabinets.
_.• -i. This service is part of .the Cen-,
1975 Monte Carlo Landau. 150 Mercury, new stainless
Economical heat
1 tury 21 ,VIP Referral Program.
power steering, brakes air, steel prop cover and trailer.
pump. Courtyard enIt links together the more than
Three bedroom house, carport. cruise control, excellent in Call 753-5731 after 3 pm.
trance, beautifully
7,500 Century 21 offices
built-in kitchen appliances, everyway. Call 759-4908
landscaped. High 60's.
,
around the country. If you're
carpeting, drapes, convenient 1978 Mazda, 29000 actual 1972, 16 ft. Glastron Runabout
,
NEED MORE
about to sell your house, call
location school and shopping miles, good condition, new with 1973, 115 hp Mercury
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
ROOM?
Mowers Tillers Chainsows
Must sell. leaving Paris. Call radial tires. May be seen at 916 motor. Excellent condition.
753-6132.
Realtors. And then you're on
FoO SO,Vg•
Then this is it, lovely 4
Guaranteed
(901)642-0190.
N 18th, Murray.
wink Will pitkup and deliver
your way to the easiest move
BR., and study,
1974 Harris Note-boat, 28', exMotorcycles
47.
Salon,
Plymouth
Fury
4
1976
753-4$64.
you've ever made - going and
situated on treecellent condition. Phone 153• coming. Call Loretta Jobs
1977 750 Honda. 6.000 miles, door sedan, $875. Call 753- 4848.
studded lot. This char5421
5
pm.
after
Realtors at 753-1492.
excellent condition, $1700.
For white rock, gravel, dirt, all
ming home has large
14 foot Jon Boat, good condi.
EViiiidilli
753-9507.
types of backhde and yard
1978 Pinto with 23000 miles, tion $65.00. Call 436-2470.
living-dining area,
,
work. For free estimates call
Pardons & Thomas
country kitchen, large
1979 Yamaha, 1100 Special, excellent condition. Call 75914 foot Jon boat. semi V. extra Wade Herndon, 753-7565
4663.
rec. room, 2 baths,
Call 753-3272.
Insurance i
wide. Call 753-3030.
. ,
HOMEivrre
For all your plumbing inelec. heat. Less than
1978 Yamaha 750, Special, 1975 White Trams-Am, $1,750.
Real Estate
20 foot Marlin Ski barge. 50 stallations or repairs. All work
"PURSE-ONALITY" 1979 Yamaha 650
replacement cost at
firm.
Call
753-2558.
Special.
south,,de court sq,,,re
HP Mercury motor. Phone 753- guarenteed. Experienced. Call
Newly listed 3 Both like new $1995. each.
only 652,900.
Murray, Kentucky
0645 after 4 pm.
bedroom home in Fairing $200. Custom step seat 50. Used Trucks
753-8950..
753-4451
Canterbury Estates, with bar $100 available. Jim
1976
sailor.
day
Fast,
O'Day
17'.
efficient plumbing, elec753-8080
features great room Diggs, Paris Tn, 901-642-9200. 1977 Toyota, long bed pickup, complete with trailer. Excellent trical, and all -types repair
5 speed. air, new tires, am-fm,
with
beamed
$3950. HATCHER AUTO SALES. beginners sailboat for Kentucky work No service charge. 759cathedral ceiling and 48. Auto. Services
Lake. 753-9452.
1950.
lovely brick fireplace. Two new Goodyear Suburbanite 1976 Chevy Silverado pickup, 1975
boat
Reinell
For
your your exterior house
motor
and
A 100 bed skilled/intermediate
Beautifully decorated snow tires with studs, mounted brown and tan, Air. Stereo. trailer, 85 horse Mercury. painting needs
call 7538861.
control,
cruise
dual
tanks,
gas
on
Will
wheels.
fit
Chevrolet
care Nursing home in Graves County is
throughout, this home
$2400. Call days 753-7171. Experienced and dependable.
gooseneck
and
drophitch.
Camaro.
1968-69
Chevrolet.
is a housewife's dream
after 6 pm 759-4852
looking for an RN with supervisory
Guttering by Sears. Sears conat a down-to-earth Size G 78x14. $90. Call 153- trailer brakes and wiring.'ton,
many
extras,
14' Richline bass boat, trailer, tinous gutters installed per
37000
2796.
qualifications and leadership ability for
price. Phone Kopmiles,$2.800. Must Sell. 753- and 65 hp Mercury motor for your specifications. Call Sears
perud Realty, 753-1222, Van Equipment. two bucket
the position of Director of Nursing, ex6012.
sale. Cheap. Call 753-5433 753-2310 for free estimates.
seats
also
489-2153,
bar.
Call
for all the information.
peeience a plus.
For sale: 2-ton International before 9 am.
EASY LIVIN'
Home building; cabinet makUsed
49.
Cars
truck, excellent condition with 53. Services Offered
Economic family living: and home remodeling. Call
Mist have interest in Geriatric nurCutlass
Supreme,
1973
exdump bed, 2-speed axle. 753ing in this wooden conDamon Lovett, 753-4449.
sin, and be able to work closely with
cellent
condition.
$1195.
1616.
temporary home and
PAINTING
Herndon's Welding,' Route 6,
Guaranteed. Call 753-3704.
Residential. Farm
lo acres located in a
Ac ninistrator.
1972 Ford standard shift 35'
Box 154, Murray. KY. 753and Commercial
lovely setting at the
Chevrolet Belair, good Cobra Fifth Wheel travel trailer, Sprics , brush & roller
1956
9507 24 hour service. Open
If you would like:
condition.
edge of Murray. Many
15 Yrs, Experience
6 1976 G.M.C. one-ton truck: 24'
Saturday and Sunday.
An excellent salary
cylinder.automatic. $550. Camper sleeps 8. 1965 Dodge
unique
RALPH WORLEY
unusual
Insulation blown in by Sears,
1964 Plymouth Belvidere, van, new tires and battery.
features including
436-1353
Company paid Life Insurance
save on these high heating and
$195. Call 489-2595.
492-8353
solid oak kitchen
Company paid prescriptions
cabinets, 40 x 12 redAir-conditioning
and cooling bills Call Sears. 753wood deck, 40x12 conrefrigeraton, service work on all 2310. for free estimates.
Company paid health insurance
brands. Used air-conditioners
crete patio, fireplace
Home window cleaning, no job too large or small,
An excellent retirement program
and refrigerators for sale Bill
in living room and
DRIVEWAYS
reasonable rates, insured and experienced. Call 759-1176
Rollins. 753-0762.
Lots more. We are an Equal Opportunity Employer
family room, pella
WHITE ROCKED
day or night.
thermopane windows,
AND GRADED
CALL 247-0200
and much, much
Hauling Ag Lime Gravel
ROOFING
For Further Information
Dirt Sand any kind white
more. Phone 753-1222
All types, Free
Nam.
rock
.
for all the information,
Estimates.
759Call
NORNOCKLE BARBER SHOP
at Kopperud Realty.
laihmen
Den
4512
or
759-1859
Ricky EdwardsI
W•loot
TS3•5699
753-4162
nights. All work guaranNEW OFFICE MOORS:
Closed All Day Wed
TS1-8756,
45. Farms For Sale
teed
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday 7:30 ti15:00
.XI
- Acres class one farm land
Mosel
AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodelvith barn. $62,500. Owner
IMUNCIPT BIAS
PRICE SNARE 75'
ing
and
maintenance
.
for
Nospool
/57
Hooe
Calls
Coll
I
ol•oso
inancing with interest payReferences Guaranteed work
. Ser
No.or, Pub,
ment only for first 3 years. Call
Free estimates Call 753-8948
Spann Realty Associates, 753
or 753-2501 after 5 pm
7724.
By builder. New 4 bedroom,
24 bath house in Canterbury.
Call 753-3903 for further information

Corn-

Concrete and block work Block
garages basements driveways,
1173
walks
patios steps, free
Ford Vow
estimates Charles Barnett
customized
inside
fully
753-5476
ond custom point outCarpentry
set vice Whatever
side Digital read out
your needs old or new, quality
clock, arid AM/FM tope
work Call 753-0565
deck. S2250 00 Ccll
1-354-6217.
Carpet cleaning. Joe Smith
Carpet Center professionally
1970 Jeep truck with topper. done Free estimates Call 753
6660
$2000. Call 753-5889
1978 Subaru Brat, 4 wheel
drive 30 mpg, real good shape
Call 436-5574
Tractor and trailer rig 1971
Chevrolet car carrier. 7 car rig
TREES - We have shode,
good condition, 238 Detroit
nut,
dogwood,
diesel. 13 speed transmission
evergreen, fruit.
$6000 Call days 753-7171
Shrubs Azaleas, Potafter 6 pm 759-4852
ted Plants Geraniums,
Two 1978 Ford half ton vans. 6
and Tomatoes
cylinder
standard
LOWEST POSSWLE PRIEM
transmissions. $2950 each
IIMANTITY'SCOW
One 1978 Ford one ton panel
AMTNIVESdelivery truck, $3450. All in
COLLICTABLES
good condition. May be seen at
-PLANTS
Best Equipment Company, 7th
Just got in a new truck
and Poplar, Benton. KY., 527load of antiques!
3222.
Open 7 Days A Week

Plant
Now

46. Homes For Sale

longer

53. Services Offered

Charming 2 bedroom cedar cottage on two lakeview lots at
Kentucky Lake. Low $30's.
753-9037 days or evenings
362-8226 or 362-4477
For sale by owner. 3 bedroom
brick home, located on 2 wooded lots in Sherwood Forest, 2
baths, attached 14 car garage,
and greenhouse. Natural gas
heat and wood burning store,
central air. Grounds include
garden, fruit orchard, and
child's log cabin playhouse
Phone 753-9866 after 5 pm for
appointment
Newly redecorated 2 bedroom
home in city Highest heat bill
$28.00 $19,000. 753-5954.-

TROL

TERMITES
Also household, lawn indoors and

out-

Call us for
certified lawn
spraying & bulk
seeds for
your garden.

Will haul driveway
white rock and Ag
Also have washed
gravel. Call 489-2372.
RONNIE PEA

doors!

FOR DEPENDABLE
Pra•ssIonel Post Control-

Kelley's Termite &
Pest
Control, Inc.
Termites You spend thousands of dollars for a home
but never think about termites they cause the most
damage next to fife. Have your home treated now!
753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest Control 100 South
13th Street, Murray, KY Over 33 years
experience
Home owned and o rated.

towwwwwwwwwww-

err-

ere-evete

-

Brick repair, tuck pointing,
water proofing, house painting
Call after 6 pm. 436-2855
Brick patio and walks also
wooden patio decks Free
estimates have references Call
751.65A1
GARDENS
YARDS
Limed/, Fertilized
Gardens Worked
Ready for planting the same
day)
Rush
Hogging,
Blodework
Dee Maws
Amory UAW
7S3•5491
753-lose
753-11716

19

- 13retoti
81453-3t000
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Walt Davis

Ron Greene

Tony Boone

Mont Sleety

Terry Low,

Meet A Celebrity And
Help The Mental Health Center

Gary Hooker

-

Local Murray celebrities will be on
hand at McDonald's Restaurant for
four hours Sunday afternoon at a charity benefit designed to support local
mental health activities. The event is
being presented in conjunction with the
annual Murray Charity Ball, scheduled
for May 31, according to Jo Curt-is, cochairperson.
"We're sponsoring, with McDonald's,
a pre-charity ball kickoff party," Mrs.
Curris said,''to raise additional money
for the mentally handicapped."
McDonald's will contribute twentyfive cents to the local Mental Health
Center for every Big Mac hamburger
purchased on Sunday. In addition,
McDonald's will provide free gifts to
anyone who contributes two cents or
more to the Center, and will give a
Ronald McDonald doll to contributors
of five dollars or more. All proceeds
will be used locally for the development
of home and draft skills for the mentally handicapped.
Numerous local celebrities will be on
hand from noon to 4 p.m. at

McDonald's. They will include:
Noon — Gary Brockway/Bob Valentine, Folk Music Group.
12:30 — OVC Coach of the Year, Ron
Greene; OVC Player of the Year, Gary
Hooker; OVC All Freshman Team,
Mont Sleets; MSU Back Dunker of the
Year, Walt "Dr. Dunk" Davis.
1:15 — Murray High School Tiger
Band, performing music from its marching show, including the Flag and Rifle Corp; Murray Band Directors,
James Light, Jim Wright, and Richard
McLendon.
1:30 — A member of the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department and Terry
Elkins, Sgt., Murray Police Department.
2:00 — MSU football players, including Terry Love, OVC Defensive Player
of the Year; Vernon "Mt. Vernon"
Brodnax, OVC second team; Anthony
"Tony" Boone, Murray linebacker.
3:00 — Puppet Show featuring the
Memorial Baptist Church Puppeteers,
directed by L. D. Kathey.
330 — The Columbia Blues, a

said.
The annual Charity Ball, which this
year has the theme of "Some Enchanted Evening," will be held at the
Colonial House on Saturday, May 31.
Tickets for the event will go on sale in
mid-May, will cost $30 per couple, and
will be on sale at the Murray-Calloway
County Library.

musical group from the Calloway County High School, directed by La Vaughn
Wells.
In addition, the Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity fire truck will be available
for viewing all afternoon.
"We hope that everyone in Calloway
County will help us to raise money for
the Mental Health Center," Mrs. Curris

Vernon Brodnax

Hostages Will Be Dispersed To Iranian Cities
By The Associated Press
The American hostages, are being
held in several places in Tehran and
will be dispersed to cities throughout
Iran to foil another possible U.S.
military rescue attempt, their militant
captors said today.
They also urged that Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini's residence and
Tehran's radio-TV station be "soundly
protected" because they had information the U.S. operation was aimed not
only at rescuing hostages.
The militants said there were links
between the American rescue forces
and Iranian "mercenaries" in Tehran,
and that this information had been
handed over to Khomeini.

in Iran besides the abandoned one near
Tabas where the hostage rescue attempt was aborted Friday.
And Kani, said the real aim of the
American mission was to take Iranian
leaders hostage. He did not elaborate,
in an interview with the Tehran
newspaper Kayhan.
The charred bodies of four commandos killed in the mission were
recovered by Iranian forces today as
the regime ordered all men with
military' training, particularly those in
the desert province where the
Americans landed, to heed Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini's "command for a
general alert."
Tehran Radio said in addition to the

Iran's interior minister, Ayatollah
Mahdavi Kani, . told the newspaper
Kayhan today the real aim of the
American mission was to take Iranian
leaders hostage.
The hostage-dispersal plan was put
into action by the student militants who
seized the 50 Americans at the U.S. Embassy 175 days ago. Three other
Americans have been held at the
Foreign Ministry.
-As a precautionary measure, the
U.S. hostages will henceforth be kept in
various cities throughout the country,"
the militants said.
Brig. Gen. Valiola Fallahi, Iran's army commander, said there are probably more American bases remaining

bodies, Iranian forces seized three of
the helicopters left behind in the desert
and bombed and strafed two others to
prevent them from being used by
"dozens" of commandos it claimed
were abandoned in the wasteland and
being hunted by Iranian air force
planes.
The broadcast did not say what hap-

pened to the two U.S. aircraft that
became fiery tombs for the eight
Americans reported killed in the mission, or what happened to the other four
bodies. The Pentagon has said only the
bodies were left behind, and that the
more than 100 survivors of the mission
were flown out.
The statement on the general alert

was issued by the Iranian National
Mobilization Board. It said "all those
who have received training for the
mobilization of the 20 million-man army, particularly those in Khorasan
Province, are dutybound to make
known their readiness by going to the
board's branches in the provincial
cities today.:'

gis vriA'ss

Calloway Wins Field Day..

• Continued From Page One

Winners in the team and individual
competitions were:
General Livestock Judging 'Individual Bonnie
Undenvood, 323 pouits, Trigg County. first; Randy
Parke, 307 points. Lyon County, second: Robbie
Pace, Ballard Memorial, and Don Onttain. Farmington, tied with 301 points. third. Brent Logeman.
297 points. Metropolis. III., fifth. and Rodney Carye.
Webster County. 296 points. sixth Team' Hickman
County. 806 points. Lyon County. 801 points.
Metropolis. 800 points, Trigg County. 796 points; and
Madisonville, 792 points
Dairy Judging Individual i Dennis Bugg. Symsoma, 254 points; Karl Bierbuam, Century. Ill., 247.
Ernie Clements, Union County. 237. Craig Walker.
Sedalia. and Judy Jones. Bremen. 236; and Greg
Gassum. Wing°, and Harold Fowler. Machsonvile.
233 'Team Ballard Memorial, 630' Bremen. 624,
Wing°. 620; Madisonville and Lowes, 617, and
Symonia,613
Soils Judging Individual Angie Thompson. Fancy Farm, 376: Wade Kennedy. I.yon County. 352.
Gaylon Willet. Fancy Farm, 347, Ronnie Hooks.
Lyon County, 342; and Jeff Holland, Metropolis. 341
Team: Fancy Farm, 1,041; I.yon County. 142,
Farmington, 913; Metropolis, 907. and Hiclan
('ounty. 900
Burley Tobacco Grading
Individual
Greg
Banes, Webster County. NO. Mark Wyatt, Lowes.
196. Hal Smith. 192, and Chris Hatton, 188. both of

Reidland. Team) Lowes, 516; Reidland and
Bremen, 504: Syrnsoma. 448, and Webster County,
432.
Dark Fired Tobacco Grading ilndividual Paul
Smith, Calloway County,320; Daryl Coles, Calloway,
304; Steve Herndon, Trigg ('ounty, and Jean Ann
Wilford, Farrrungtbn. 288; and Tony Swtazell, Syrnsmite. 280. 'Team): Calloway County, 848; Trigg
County. 784: Sedalia,696; and Farmington,664
Air Cured Tobacco Grading 'Individual; Teddy
Newsome, Farmington, 120; Tripp Furches. 272. and
Tim Feltner, 264, both of Calloway County; and Jenny Riley, Farmington. 256 i Team: Farmington,
816; Calloway County, 768; Sedalia, 664; and Lowes,
576.
Floriculture 'Individual:
Meleah Paschall,
Calloway, 321; Stephanie Roberts. 319, Lora Goodman,312, and Beth Garrison, 311. all of Fulton County Team:, Fulton County, 942; Paducah Tilghman,
810; Calloway County,760; and Marshall County,631.
Nursery individual); Aleah lamb,Calloway, 295;
Beruta Darnall, Fulton County, 271; Dee Dee Darnall. Calloway, 267: and John Pennington. Marshall
County. 249. i Team:. Calloway County, 807: Fulton
County, 692.
,Marshall County, 606; and Paducah
Tilghman,507.
Horticulture Unit: Fulton County, 1,634; Calloway
County, 1,567; Paducah Tilghman, 1.317; and Marshall County, 1,237.
Seed Identification and Tag Judging (Individual
Keith Nelson. Lone Oak. 364: Jeff Butterworth,

Calloway. 318; Billy Gilkey, Caldwell County, 300,
Loren Champion, Trigg County, 291, Kenneth Elliott,
Fancy Farm.and Davis-Mangold. Fulton County,233
each
Weed Plant Identification Individual
Milton
Jones, Lowes, 330; Mary Herane, Fulton County,
310, Dale Lawson, Symsoma, 770, Michael Oliver,
Caldwell County, 260, Bill McCallon. Calloway County, and Nathan Corley, Lyon County, with 250 points
each
Auctioneering
) Todd Wyatt, Lyon
County, 380, Jeff Skaggs, Wtngo, 375, Michael
Johnson, Goreville, 368, Joey Riley, Farmington.
365, and Greg Wilkerson, Lewes, and Steve
Freeman, Lone Oak,each with 355 points
Horsemanship
Individual;
Rooster Chit.
Caldwell County, 335, Casandra Long. SyTrisonta,
351; Tanna Myatt, Lone Oak, 310; Renee Byerly,
Reidland, and Mona Thompson, Fancy Farm, 290;
and Earl Davis, Heath, 280
Tractor Trouble Shooting
J
Wilmurth. Hickman County, 346; Smith Freeman,
Trigg County,336, Shawn Dukes, Livingston Central,
327; Roger Winstead. Webster County, 320, and Tony
Head. Christian County,318
Tractor Driving 'Individual: Jeff Travis, Lyon
County. 360, Allen Pace, Ballard Memorial, 350; Roy
Day, West Hopkins, 309, Jeff Atkins. bremen, 290,
and Chris Smith, North Marshall Junior High,285

MSU Choir Will Give Concert
The Murray State University Choir conducted by Robert
K. Baar will sing both with
and without accompaniment
in presenting its annual spring
concert on the campus Sunday

Mozart, a new work by John
afternoon, April 26.
To begin at 5 p.m., the pro- Arnn, a Murray State
gram in the Recital Hall An- graduate, a work by Stephen
nex of the Price Doyle Fine Foster which was sung at his
Arts Center will include a por- funeral, and a folk song entitltion of a joyous "Ness" by ed "Blow the Candles Out,"

ATTEND CONFERENCE — Murray Vocational School students from Murray High and Callmn ay County High recently attended the Kentucky DECA Career Development Conference in Louisville. Those students included (left
photo, from left, front row) Brigette Bynum, Susan Crittendon, Barbie Matto% and Glynis Tabers,(Back row) Lori
Buchanan, Greg McCallum, Freida Ahart, Barbara Fry, Felicia Elkins and Susan Anderson.(Right photo) Shelia Lilly,
Debbie Ferguson, Sandy Vernot, jenger Coursey, Valerie King and Randy Thompson.

McCallum Takes Honors At
DECA Career Conference
Greg McCallum, a student
at Murray High School and the
Murray Vocational School,
took several honors at the
Kentucky DECA State Career
Development Conference
April 17-19 in Louisville.

McCallum won first place in
food service master employee
along with some early 16th event and will head to the nacentury vocal literature.
tionals in June in Miami.
In the entire competition,
A "Mass" by Petr Eben, a
young Czechoslovakian com- McCallum won three cerposer, will be sun for the first tificates, two medalions, one
time in this area in the Farrell trophy, one plaque, two blue
Recital Hall to conclude the ribbons and half his expenses
program. Although originally paid to the national contest.
Chuck Wynn of Dakota Feed
writt,for a male chorus, the
presentation by the choir is for and Grain, McCallum's
mixed voices and organ, with
Maxine Clark, a leading
organist in the area, at the
console of the Casavant organ.
Baar emphasized that the
public is invited to attend the
concert.

employer, also will sponsor
his trip to the nationals.
The son of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank McCallum, McCallum
will graduate from Murray
High in May. He plans to enter
Murray State University in
the fall.
Another student from Murray High, Regina Underhill,
took fifth place in the Commonwealth Clean Up Project.
For Calloway County High
School, Barbara Robertson
took fifth in the Commonwealth Clean-Up Project.
Advancing to the final eight
were Lori Buchanan, chapter
newsletter; Anita Vance, free
enterprise; and Debbie Hig-

Parents Of Dead
Soldiers Speak

ST. JOSEPH CATHEDRAL CONCERT — The Murray State Um‘.ercity Choir was participating in a performance at Bach's "St. Matthew Passion" at the time of this
photograph of the interior of St. Joseph Cathedral in New Orleans. About 2,100 attended the program.

The Murray State Choir
recently returned from a concert tour which included participation in a performance of
the "St. Matthew Passion" by
Bach, conducted by Robert
Page, assistant con'lluctor of
the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra, in St. Joseph
Cathedral in New Orleans.
About 2,500 people attended
the New Orleans concert.
Members of the New Orleans
Symphony provided the accompaniment for that program.

By The Associated Press
"He was a volunteer,, but
I'd rather have my son back,"
said the mother of one of the
eight Americans killed in an
ill-fated rescue mission in
Iran.
"He was the type who would
help someone else when they
needed it," said John E.
Harvey, the father of another.
"It was a risk worth taking," said still another parent
The eight died Thursday in
the collision of a helicopter

gins, civic consciousness.
Students also attending the
conference were Sandy Vernot, Valerie King, Barbie Mattox, Susan Crittendon, Freda
Ahart, Debbie Ferguson,
Jenger Coursey, Shelia Lilly,
Glynis Tabers, Brigitte
Bynum, Debra Parrish, Susan
Anderson, Barbara Fry' and
Felicia Elkins.
Over 1,200 students from 123
schools participated in the
event. An awards session was
held Saturday.

Insurance
Ask us about
the best
combination
of price,
protection
and service.

el: Bob Nanney
Ins. Agency
107 N. 4th
753-4937
Representing:
FEDERAL
KEMPER
INSURANCE
COMPANY

4.01AllilLattri"kaell

pia. maw 0424w,mCDiff

lens Pontiac Le Mans App 77.000 miles, '/6
engine. PS PB AC automatic wire hubcaps ailuesuu

and a transport plane as a
.veciai strike squad was pulling out of an Iranian desert
after its mission was aborted.
Their bodies were left behind.
The fiery crash also injured
two Marines and two airmen.
Their families were stunned
and grieving, but proud and
supportive of the daring venture. None had been told about
the mission, though many
knew the soldiers were in
training and suspected it was
related to the 50 Americans
held hostage in Tehran,

I97111 Thunderbird

app 35 000 miles block ond
silver silver cloth interior split seats pi. pb at am fm
stproo, rally wheels, vinyl roof. $4500.00
keep That Great GM feeling WA Genuine GM Port
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DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET, INC.

641 South
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